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The Town of Monroe dedicates this year's Annual Report to 
Winston and Marguerite Currier for their untiring devotion to our 
community. Whether it be painting town buildings, aiding our elderly, 
involvement in church suppers, the Lord's Acre Auction, or 
transporting people where they need to go, Winston and Marguerite 
are shining examples 
of community spirited citizens. 
We thank you for all that you do. 
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NOTH MONROE CEMETARY 
Paul Regis 
PLANNING BOARD 
Gail Miller, resigned in late 2011, 
Glenn Fearon 
Richard Blanchard 
Rocky Bunnell, appointed by Selectmen 
Robert Wonner, Selectmen' s Representative 





Philip J Blanchard 
BUDGET COMMITTEE 
Rocky Bunnell 















































State of New Hampshire 
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Monroe in the County 
of Grafton in state, 
qualified to vote in Town affairs: 
You are hereby notified to meet at the Monroe Town Hall 
in said Monroe on 
Tuesday, the 8th day of March next at 7:00 of the clock 
in the P.M. to act upon the following subjects: with 
the School Business Meeting proceeding Town 
Business Meeting: Meeting called to order by Moderat or 
Denis Ward at 10:30 p.m. 













SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECKLIST 
Cindy Frazer 
FIVE YEAR 
TRUSTEE OF TRUSTFUNDS 
Caryn Bonosevich 
TRUSTEE OF TRUSTFUNDS 
Leonard Bonosevich 
THREE YEAR TERM 
TWO YEAR TERM 










Appointed by Selectmen 
THREE YEAR TERM 152 
Cathy Thomas 
SEXTON-MONROE VILLAGE ONE YEAR TERM 
Larry Thomas 153 
SEXTON-NORTH MONROE ONE YEAR TERM 
Paul Regis 155 




BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 
Philip J Blanchard 
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Appointed by Selectmen 
FIVE YEAR TERM 
Appointed by Selectmen 
BUDGET COMMITTEE VOTE FOR FOUR 
TERMS 
THREE YEAR 









Appointed by Select men 
FIVE YEAR TERM 
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Moderator reminded all newly elected officers to come 
up after meeting to be sworn in. Bette Ward asked if 
there was a conflict of interest in 2 members of the 
same family being Trust~es of the Trustfunds? Bob 
Wormer answered that the ORA told the Selectmen that it 
was not a conflict of interest. 
2. To see if the Town will raise and appropriat e the 
sum of $5,000.00 to be added to the Fire Truck Capital 
Reserve Fund previously established. (The 
Selectmen Recommend This Article) Motion made by Gerry 
LaFlamme, seconded by Bruce Frazer. Voice vote in the 
affirmative, motion passes, article passes. 
3. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the 
sum of $10,000.00 to be added to the Highway Department 
Truck Capital Reserve Fund previously 
Established. (The Selectmen Recommend This Article ) 
Motion made by Bruce Frazer, seconded by Gerry 
Laflamme. Voice vote in the affirmative, motion 
passes, article passes. 
4. To see if the Town wi ll raise and appropriate the 
sum of $10,000.00 t o be added to the Highway Department 
Loader Capital Reserve Fund previously 
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Established. (The Selectmen Recommend This article) 
Motion made by Bob Wormer, seconded by Gerry LaFlamme. 
No discussion. Voice vote in the affirmative, motion 
passes, article passes 
5. To see if the Town will vote to establish an 
Expendable Trust Fund for the Fire Department Equipment 
and to raise and appropriate $10,000.00 to be placed in 
this fund; furthermore to appoint the Selectmen as 
agents. (The Selectmen Recommend This Article) Motion 
made by Gerry LaFlamrne, seconded by Bruce Frazer. 
Discussion, in which Rickey Ames explained some of the 
needs of the fire department. Voice vote in the 
affirmative, motion passes, article passes. 
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate $1,250.00 to be added to the Cemetery 
Maintenance Fund previously established with said funds 
to come from surplus. (The Selectmen Recommend This 
Article) Motion made by Bruce Frazer, seconded by Bob 
Wormer. Discussion. Voice vote in the affirmative, 
motion passes, article passes. 
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to be added to the 
Monroe Clinic Trust Fund already previously established 
with said funds to come from surplus. ( The Selectmen 
recommend this article) Motion made by Bruce Frazer 
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $17,250.00 to be added to the Monroe Clinic 
Trust Fund already previously established with said 
funds to come from surplus." Seconded by Bob Wormer. 
Explanation of "why the change in amount?" The 
additional funds are for the replacement and 
installation of a new air conditioning system. Voice 
vote in the affirmative, motion passes, article passes. 
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate $50,000.00 to be placed in the Assessing 
Expendable Trust Fund previously established with said 
funds to come from surplus. (The Selectmen Recommend 
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This Article) Motion made by Gerry LaFlamme, seconded 
by Bob Wormer. The Selectmen give an explanation. 
Voice vote in the affirmative, motion passes, article 
passes. 
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate $6,790.00 to be added to the Post Office 
Building Trust with said funds to come from surplus. 
(The Selectmen Recommend This Article) Motion made by 
Bruce Frazer, seconded by Cindy Frazer. Discussion. 
Voice vote in the affirmative, motion passes, article 
passes. 
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate $5,000.00 to be placed in the Buildings 
Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund with such funds to 
come from surplus. (The Selectmen Recommend This 
Article) Motion made by Bruce Frazer, seconded by Cindy 
Frazer. Gerry LaFlamrne gave an explanation. Voice 
vote in the affirmative, motion passes, article passes. 
11. To see if the Town will vote to establish an 
Expendable Trust Fund for the paving of Harley View 
Drive and to raise and appropriate $10,000.00 to be 
placed in this fund: furthermore to appoint the 
Selectmen as agents. (The Selectmen Recommend This 
Article) Motion made by Bruce Frazer, seconded by Bob 
Wormer. Discussion. Voice vote in the affirmative, 
motion passes, article passes. 
12. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate 
$5,000.00 to be added 
to the Civil Defense Fund already previously 
established. ( The Selectmen Recommend This Article) 
Motion made by Bruce Frazer, seconded by Bob Wormer. 
Explanation. Voice vote in the affirmative, motion 
passes, article passes. 
13. To see if the town will vote to raise and 
appropriate $790,696.00 (operating budget only) for 
general operations. This article does not include 
special or individual articles addressed. Motion made 
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by Gerry LaFlarnme, seconded by Bruce Frazer. 
Discussion. Voice vote in the affirmative, motion 
passes, article passes. 
14. To hear all reports of committees and officers 
heretofore chosen and pass any vote related thereto. 
Alice Frazer spoke in favor of the recycling program. 
Bruce Frazer made a presentation to Edith Ann Emery, 
Priscilla Powers and Joyce Cate for their dedication to 
placing flags on veterans' graves for many years. 
Bruce made a presentation to Gerry LaFlarnme as a thank 
you f or 12 years of service as a Selectman. Bob Wormer 
presented Gerry with a present of 2 chickens in a cage, 
from the "executive" branch. Alice Frazer made the 
suggestion that maybe next year if there were 
presentations to be given, "could they be earlier in 
the evening"? 
To transact any business that may legally come befo re 
said meeting. Bette Ward made a comment about the 1 5 
Mile Falls money that was given to the Town by the 
power company and gave her personal opinion about the 
use of the money. Bruce Frazer responded with the uses 
that the money was put to: flag poles, skating rink, 
and other uses to bene fit the Towm. Joyce Cate stood 
and made the comment that when Edith Ann Emery and 
Priscilla Powers first start ed put t he flags on 
Veterans graves, that they planted geraniums at every 
grave of a vete ran. The people applauded their 
dedication. 
The motion was made by Marilyn Bedell to adjourn thi s 
meeting, seconded by Cindy Frazer. Voice vote in the 
affirmative, the meeting was adjourned at 11:20 P.M. 
Re spectfully submitted, 
Mari l yn S Bedell, C.T.C. 
Monroe Town Clerk 
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TOWN CLERK'S 2011 REPORT 
MOTOR VEHICLE PERMJTS 
ST A TE CLERK FEES 
ADDITIONAL ST A TE CLERK FEE 
OF $.50 EACH KEPT BY TOWN 
TOWN CLERK FEES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES 
DOGS 
TOWN CLERK FEES 
MARRIAGE LICENSES 
TOWN CLERK FEES 
CERTIFIED COPIES VITAL STATISTICS 
TOWN CLERK FEES 
PISTOL PERMJTS 
FILING FEES no longer col1ected by vote of Legislature in 2008 
CEMET ARY PLOTS 
TOWN HISTORIES 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED; 
Marilyn S. Bedell, C.T.C. 
















As of July I si, the cost of Marriage Licenses went back down to the originaJ $45.00 fee. 
On August I, 2011, the State of NH eliminated the surcharge that we all were paying on 
our state motor vehicle registrations. That comes out to a savings of $30.00 for a medium 
weight vehicle (3,00 I pounds to 5,000 pounds) and a savings of $45.00 on the heavier 
vehicles (5,001 pounds to 8,000 pounds) 
The Ryegate Small Animal Clinic will be holding their annual rabies clinic for area 
towns on March 29th from 6pm to 7pm. Please bring your dogs on a leash or in a carrier; 
and your cats in a carrier. It gets very noisey and can be very frightening for our·animals. 
I will be there to represent Monroe; I can do registrations for dogs and also take 
paperwork for filing back at my office for Monroe residents. This is much less expensive 
for you and Dr. Jill will do other shots if your animal needs them. Last year she did 
things a Little differently; the cats were brought into the clinic and done inside and the 
dogs were vaccinated outside. In order for this to run smoothly, dog owners are asked to 
come inside and do the paperwork and then your dog will be seen outside by Dr. Jill. I 
hope to see anyone there who needs his or her animals vaccinated. 
MONROE TOWN CLERK HOURS: 
Monday: 8:30 am to 12 Noon 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Tuesday: 6:00 p.m. to 8:45 p.m. 
Thursday: 8:30 am. To 12 Noon 
Friday: 8:30 a.m. to 12 Noon 
And by appointment for Marriage Licenses if unable to come in during regular business 
hours. 
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2011 Appropriations in Detail 
General Government 
4130 Executive 
4140 Election & Reg., Vital Statistics 
4150 Financial Admin. 
4151 Bank Fees 
4152 Revaluation of Property 
4153 Legal Expenses 
4155 Employee Benefits 
4191 Planning & Zoning 
4194 General Government Bldg. 
4194A Post Office Maintenance 
4195 Cemeteries 
4196 Insurance 
4197 Advertising & Regional Assocs. 




4220 Fire Department 
HWYS, BRIDGES & STREETS 
4312 Highways & Streets 
4316 Street Lights 
SANITATION 
4323 Solid Waste Collection 
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 
4327 Junk Day 
4326 Recycling 
WATER DISTRIBUTION 
4332 Water Services 
HEALTH 
4415 Health Agencies & Hospitals 
4442 Direct Assistance 
CULTURE & RECREATION 
4520 Parks & Recreation 
4550 Library 
4583 Patriotic Purposes 
CAPITAL OUTLAY 
































Comparative Statement of Appropriations & Expenditures 
31-Dec-11 
Title of Appropriations Appropriations Expenditures Unexpended Overdraft 
Balance 
4130 Executive $ 24,750.00 $ 25,384.38 $ 634.38 
4140 Elections 27,880.00 23,108.03 4,771.77 
4150 Financial Admim. 47,265.00 44,465.23 2,799.77 
4151 Misc. Bank Fees 
4152 Revaulation of Property 4,000.00 3,999.00 1.00 
4153 Legal Expense 45,000.00 3,325.17 41,674.83 
4155 Employee Benefits 35,000.00 27,588.07 7,411.93 
4191 Planning & Zoning 2,120.00 375.36 1,744.64 
4194 General Gov. Building 43,150.00 40,891.86 2,258.14 
4194A Post Office 2,300.00 1,855.35 444.65 
4195 Cemeteries 11,163.00 9,908.45 1,254.55 
4196 Insurance 22,000.00 18,782.56 3,217.44 
4197 Advertising & Regional Assocs. 4,380.00 4,379.44 0.56 
4199 Municipal Building Expenses 9,150.00 15,770.41 6,620.41 
4210 Police 13,800.00 10,874.91 2,925.01 
4215 Woodsville Ambulance 10,540.00 10,537.50 2.50 
42220 Fire Department 35,600.00 37,019.80 1,419.80 
4312 Highway & Streets 261,031.00 300,340.36 39,309.36 
4316 Streetlights 17,000.00 14,744.23 2,255.77 
4323 Solid Waste Collection 34,000.00 28,202.99 5,797.01 
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 45,000.00 41,372.33 3,627.67 
4326 Recycling 10,000.00 8,776.12 1,223.88 
4327 Junk Day 13,700.00 10,634.62 5,542.20 
4330 water Services 100.00 100.00 
4415 Health Agencys & Hospitals 6,597.00 6,657.02 60.02 
4442 Direct Assistance 7,500.00 1,351.41 6,148.59 
4520 Parks & Recreation 15,810.00 13,628.52 2,181.48 
4550 Library 40,860.00 33,767.34 7,092.66 
4551 Patriotic 1,000.00 763.09 236.91 
4723 Interest 
4902 Fire Truck Payment 
4915 Capitol Reserve Fund 25,000.00 25,000.00 
Total Appropriations $ 815,696.00 $ 763,503.55 $ 102,712.96 $ 48,043.97 
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TREASURER'S REPORT FOR THE 
MONROE WATER DEPARTRMENT 
2011 
Balance in checkbook January 01, 2011 
Balance in N.H. PDIP January 01, 2011 
TOTAL CASH ON HAND January 01, 2011 
Water Receipts for 2011 
Bad check fees 
Transfer money N.H.PDIP to W.G.S.B. 
Interest earned - W.G.S.B. 
Interest earned - N.H. PDIP 
TOT AL (CASH ON HAND AND 2011 NEW MONEY) 
PAYMENTSffRANSFERS 2011 
C & C Bunnell Excavating, LLC 
Eastern Analytical, Inc. 
Ferguson Wateiworks 
Frazer, Cindy (mileage) 
FX Lyons, Inc. 
Granite State Rural Water Association 
Horizons Engineering, lnc. 
Huntington' s N. Haverhill Agway 
Merchand, Delta (billing & collection) 
Merchand, Keith (stamped envelopes) 
Monroe Logging & Excavating 
National Grid 
Powers Plumbing & Heating, Inc. 
The Bridge WeekJy 
Ti-Sales, Inc. 
Town of Monroe (wages,S.S., Medicare & supplies) 
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire 
USA Blue Book 
VISA (postage) 
W.G.S.B. (fees) 
Woodsvi1le Water & Light 
201 I Transfers (W.G.S.8. to N.H. PDIP) 
TOTAL PAYMENTS/TRANSFERS FOR 20011 
Balance in checkbook December 31, 2011 
Balance in N.H. PDIP December JI, 2011 
TOTAL MONEY IN WATER DEPT. DECEMBER 31, 2011 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Monica N. Jaynes 
Town Treasurer 





































N.H. PDCP = New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool 
At the end of October, 201 I, the Selectmen decided to have the majority of the 
Monroe Water Dept. money moved to W.G.S.8. from the N.H. PDrP account. 
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TREASURER'S REPORT FOR 2011 
$ 86,193.32 Cash on Hand WGSB-January 01, 201 I 
Receipts/Transfers for 2011 $ 4,855,185.20 
Interest Earned in Checking Account $ 
TOTAL 
Payments/Transfers for 2011 






Monica N. Jaynes 
Town Treasurer 
Balance in Checkbook WGSB 12/31/11 
Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank 
Balance in NH PD IP 12/31 / 11 
New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool 
$ 1,672,961.48 
$ 1,048.03 
At the end of October, 20 I 1, the Selectmen decided to have the 
majority of the General Fund money moved to W.G.S.B. from the 
N.H. PDIP account. 
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Monroe Public Library 
At the library we strive to serve you, the citizens of Monroe. In order to do that we are continually 
thinking about how we do things and what services and products we provide . 
. Our bookshelves reached maximum capacity this year so we started an extensive "weeding" of our 
fiction and nonfiction book collections. Many of our nonfiction books are out of date so we are deciding 
:which subject areas are of interest to our patrons and replacing those with current titles. This is an 
ongoing process that will take some time to complete but it is allowing us to bring you more new books 
il:o enjoy. 
,We frequently update magazines that we subscribe to. There are always favorites that we keep but with 
so many titles available we occasionally drop a magazine with low circulation in order to try something 
new. This year we decided to add several high quality children's magazines from NH based Carus 
Publishing. These include Cricket, LadyBug, Calliope, Ask, and Faces and cover topics of interest in 
literature, science, history and world cultures . 
.Our downloadable audio and e-book service saw huge increases in usage this year. Library patrons 
:borrowed over 300 books this year. If you don't know about this service, but are interested, please 
!come in and find out how to get started. 
In response to several requests for genealogical information we chose to join the state wide consortiums 
for Ancestry.com and Heritage Quest. The library version of Ancestry.com is available to everyone on the 
library's laptop (it cannot be used from your personal computer). Heritage Quest is also available to 
everyone but it can be used either at home or the library. Contact the library to get your 
password/username 
We continue to clear out years of amassed "stuff' from our basement and are remodeling it to meet our 
needs for more space. We have seen an increase in requests from groups in town to use the library as a 
meeting place as well as our own need for a space for programs so we are going to keep half the space 
ppen for tables/chairs. The other half of the room will contain a storage closet and a historical display 
area. 
Besides books, magazines and computer based services we believe another vital role of libraries is to be 
a community hub. In order to support our community we participate in the annual Harvest Fest, the 
I 
ifown-Wide Yard Sale, the Christmas Decorating Contest, and the Community Newsletter. 
If you have any suggestions, we'd be happy to hear them. This is your library after all. 
The Library has a checking account which had a balance of $1808.82 as of January 1, 2011. We received 
$860.85 in donations and received $3.02 in Interest. We wrote five checks this year, one to the Bridge 
Weekly for $110.00, Frank Miller for $150.00, Alan Chace for $75.00, Jack and Laure Crane for $50.00 
and Rick and Debbie Ames for 25.00. As of December 31, 2011 the account has a balance of $2,225.99 
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Statement of Payments 
General Government 





Employee Benefits 27,588.07 
Planning 375.36 
General Government 40,891.86 
Post Office 1,855.35 







Fire Department 37,019.80 
Highway Department 
Highway 300,340.36 
Street Lighting 14,744.23 
Sanitation 
Solid Waste Collection 28,202.99 
Solid Waste Disposal 41,372.33 
Junk Day 10,634.52 
Recycling 8,776.12 
Water Service - Health Agencies & Clinics 6,652.57 
Welfare 
Direct Assistance 1,351.41 
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Culture & Recreation 13,628.52 
33,767.34 
Parks & Playgrounds 763.09 
Library 387.58 
Patriotic Purposes 387.58 
2,334.82 






Operating Transfer Out 118,040.00 
295,122.00 
Capital Reserve Funds 
County Tax 
1,581,924.62 
Payments to Monroe School 
Other 2,000.00 
Hazard Mitigation Grant 
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STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS 
FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2011 
CURRENT REVENUE 
Property Taxes for 2011 $ 3,115,424.62 
Yield Taxes 2011 2,871.47 
Property Tax Interest 763.95 
Overpayment 331.65 
Land Use Change tax 2,445.50 
Current Use 48.00 
PREVIOUS YEAR 2010 
Property Tax 2010 57,307.56 
Property Tax Interest 3,292.31 
Property Tax Penalty 1,210.50 
Yield Tax 2010 1,538.49 
Yield Tax Interest 2010 23.24 
PREVIOUS YEAR 2009 
Property Tax 2009 7,085.87 
Property Tax Interest 1,761.44 
Property Tax Penalty 164.02 
PREVIOUS YEAR 2008 
Property Tax 2008 5,434.91 
Property Tax Interest & Penalty 1,405.09 
FROM STATE 
Highway Block Grant 34,342.64 
Room & Meals Tax 35,179.25 
Hazard Mitigation Plan Grant 2,000.00 
FROM LOCAL SOURCES 
Motor Vehicle Permits 154,036.83 
Doc Licenses 1,379.00 
Vital Statistics 419.00 
Pistol Permits 160.00 
Town History 220.00 
Rent of Town Property 
Clinic 5,000.00 
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Post Office 6,789.96 
Planning Board 362.16 
State Clerk Fees 3,566.50 
Town Portion State Clerk Fees 625.00 
Town Clerk Fees M.V. 2,541.00 
Town Clerk Fees Dogs 211.00 
Town Clerk Fees Vital Records 116.00 
Cemetary Plots 500.00 
Check List Fees 30.00 
Interest - NH PDIP 437.18 
Interest - Woodsville Guaranty Bank 490.90 
Monroe School District 1,596.14 
Monroe Water Department 50.00 
Miscellaneous 1,503.00 
sale of Municipal Equipment 1,955.00 
Refund 20.00 
Reimbursements 1,742.28 








TOWN OF MONROE, NH 
STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS 
4130 EXECUTIVE 
4140 ELECTION, REG. & VITAL STATISTICS 
$ 
$ 
Bridge Weekly Sho-Case $ 
Treasurer - State of New Hampshire 
N. H. City & Town Clerks Assoc. 
Lakes Region Regional Workshop 
Red Jacket Mountain View 




Sate of New Hampshire Dept. of Safety 
Marilyn Bedell Reim.Supplies and Postage 
Marilyn Bedell Reim. Mileage 
Cindy Frazer reimbursement for Vital Records 
Cindy Frazer Reim. For Supplies & Postage 
Cindy Frazer Rem.in for Mileage 
Keith Mercband Reimbursement for Supplies 
Bruce Frazer Reimbursement for Supplies & postage 
Hilary Bradshaw Reimbursement 











Laura Fearon State Fees 
Cindy Frazer State Fees 







































Laura Fearon - Dep. Clerk 42.44 
Cindy Frazer - Dep. Clerk 238 08 
Marilyn Bedell - Town Clerk 10,697.34 
Laura Fearon - Town Clerk Fees 24.00 
Cindy Frazer - Town Clerk Fees 39.00 
Marilyn Bedell - Town Clerk Fees 2,750.50 
TOTAL $ 23,108.03 
4150 FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION 
Avitar $ 2,908.31 
Bridge Week.1y She-Case 210.25 
Cartographies 1,185.00 
Cindy Frazer - Remin 385.25 
Deluxe Checks 80.50 
Corrette & Associates I 0, 127.25 
Discover Card 297.89 
Fairpoint 395.21 
Grafton County Register of Deeds 170.72 
Keith Merchand - Reim.Supplies, Postage, & Internet& l, 102.00 
Mileage 
Lexis Publishing 86.71 
Matthew Bender 403.17 
Monroe Water Department Reimbursement 5.58 
WB Mason Co. Inc. 700.00 
Nancy MurTay 375.00 
N. H. Assoc. of Assessing 20.00 
N. H. Municipal Assoc 872.73 
N.H. Tax Collector's Association 20.00 
Pioneer Telephone 126.32 
UNH Corperative Extension 25.00 
U.S.P .O. 673.00 
Profile Regional Cable 40.00 
Real Data Corp. 370.00 
Sherwin Dodge Printers 3,614.06 
This PC For Me 90.00 
Time Warner Cable 329.56 
Visa - Postage Supplies 2,776.30 
Joyce Cate 342.00 
Monica Jaynes 9,970.42 
Keith Merchand 5,665.00 
Keith Merchand - Fees 822.00 
Misc. Bank Fees 276.00 
TOTAL $ 44,465.23 
22 
4152 Revaulation of Property 
Brett S. Purvis & Associates 
TOTAL 
4153 LEGAL EXPENSES 
Kevin Bruno 
Upton & Hatfield 
TOTAL 
4155 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 
Employee Benefits 
TOTAL 
4191 PLANNING & ZONING 
Bridge Weekly 
Grafton County Registry of Deeds 
George Frazer, Reimbursement 
Visa 
North Country Council 
TOTAL 
4194 GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDING 
AppaJachian Supply 
Bruce Frazer 
Bruce Frazer Reim. - Mileage & Supplies 
Calendars 
Cindy Frazer Reimbursement 
Dead River Company 
Empire Janitorial Supply 
Fogg' s True Value 
James Nelson 
Granite State Elevator 
Monroe Water Dept. 
Morrison Custom Feeds 
National Grid 
Pay Pal Plus 
Pellets Now 
P .J. Blanchard 











































St. Johnsbury Paper Company 
TZS Contracting Service 
Vermont Fire Extinguisher 
Visa 
Treasurer - State of NH 
Trombley Plumbing & Heating 
Walter E Jock Oil 
Yankee Electric 
TOTAL 
4194A POST OFFICE 
Bruce Frazer 
Dead River Corp. 
Monroe Water Dept. 
National Grid 








Paul Regis Remin. 




Bewick Agency Inc. 
TOTAL 
4197 ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOC. 
Woodsville 4th of Julv 
Tri County Commission Service 
Grafton County Senior Citizens 
North Country Council 
TOTAL 










































ADI Security Service $ 4,403.46 
Appalachian Supply 296.65 
Bruce Frazer 491.97 
Cindy Frazer, Reimbursement 622.85 
Foggs True Value 84.24 
Gregory Moore 200.00 
Pellets Now 3,127.50 
Varney Smith Lumber 1,040.96 
Trombly Plumbing & Heating 91.00 
Overhead Doors 660.40 
The PC For Me 54.00 
Morrison Custom Feeds 375.00 
Walter E. Jock Oil 2,086.09 
Monroe Water Dept. 106.26 
National Grid 2,130.03 
TOTAL $ 15,770.41 
4210 POLICE DEPARTMENT 
State of New Hampshire $ 10,794.96 
Bond Auto 79.95 
TOTAL $ 10,874.91 
4215 WOODSVILLE AMBULANCE SERVICE 
Ambulance Service $ 10,537.50 
---'-----'----
TOTAL $ 10,537.50 
===~== 
4220 FIRE DEPARTMENT 
Appropriate Choice Safety 
Bergeron Protective Clothing 
Bond Auto 
Caledonian Record 
Chiefs Truck Maintenance 
Dead River Company 
Dosorcie Emergency Products, LLC 
Fairpoint 
Fire Programs 
Fire T ecb and safety of N. E. 
Foremost Promotions 
Frontline Fire & Rescue 
Gordon's Auto Repair 
Grafton County Sheriff's Dept. 


















Northern Tool & Equipment 
Poulsen Lumber Company 
Ricky Ames, Remin. 
Rinkers Communication 
Robco 
Russell Brown, Remin 
State of New Hampshire 
TAC 2 Communications 
Twin State Fire Mutual Aid 
Vermont Fire Extinguisher 
W. S. Darley Co. 















NORTH l\10NROE FIRE STATION 
N.H. Electric 
Walter E. Jock Oil Co. 
TOTAL 
4312 TOWN MAINTENANCE 
Airgas East 
Barrett Trucking 
Bond Auto !Parts lnc. 
Brenda & William Minot 
Calco 
Chief Logging & Construction 
Copies & More 
Dix Diggin 
E W Sleeper 
Fairpoint 
Fann Plan 













































Foggs True Value 
Gordon's Auto Repair 
Kelley MacKenzie Auto Parts 
Kevin Phelps 
Lawson Products 
Lowell McCloud's Inc. 
Milton Cat 
New Eng]and Barricade 
NH-DES Wetlands Bureau 
P&S Equipment 
Paul Gibson Reim. 
Pike Industries 
Primex3 
Southworth Milton Inc. 
Tenco New England 
Theresa Gibson 
Vermont Fire Extinguisher 
Walter E. Jock Oil 
Watershed to Wildlife, Inc. 
We Fix Trucks 
William Pinkham 




HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT 
Pike Industries 
TOTAL 
4316 STREET LIGHTS 
National Grid 







4323 SOLID WASTE RUBBISH COLLECTIONS 
Pete's Rubbish Removal 
TOTAL 
4324 SOLID WASTE RUBBISH DISPOSAL 










































Casella Waste Management $ 6,201.70 
Eileen Brown, Reimbursement 154.42 
Everett Douse 2420.00 
TOTAL $ 8,776.12 
4327 JUNK DAY 
Bridge Weekly $ 52.50 
Myers Container Corp. 6306-20 
Northeast Resource 2,890.10 
Paul Gibson 756.00 
James Nelson 629.72 
TOTAL $ 10,634.52 
WATER SERVICE 
Water Service $ 
TOTAL $ 
4415 HEAL TH AGENCIES 
American Red Cross $ 370.00 
Barnet Senior Meals 1000.00 
White Mtn. Mental Health 1,076.00 
North Country Home Health 2,476.00 
Burch House 425.00 
Gayle Wormer 750.00 
MONROE CLINIC 
Bruce Frazer 382.77 
Fogg's True Value Hardware 63.30 
Walter E Jock Oil 109.50 
TOTAL $ 6,652.57 
4442 DIRECT ASSISTANCE 
Direct Assistance $ 1,35141 
TOTAL $ 1,351.41 
4520 PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS 
Bond Auto $ 36.57 
Dix Diggin 495.00 
Eileen Brown Reim. 149.07 
3 Rivers League 610.00 





JPI Transportation, Swimming 
Keith Merchand, Reimbursement 
P&S Equipment 
St. Johnsbury Academy 





Walter E Jock Oil 
TOTAL 















Ingram Library Services 
Jessica Sherman Reimbursements 
Library Journal 
Martha Stewart Living 
Monroe Water Department 
National Grid 
Nesco 
New England Barricade 
New Hampshire Library Association 
NH State Library 
Nothem Woodlands 

















































Simon & Schuster 
The Park Street Foundation 
USPO 
Varney Smith Lumber 
Visa 
Vermont Fire Extinguisher 
Vermont Life 
W.B. Mason 
Walter E. Jock Oil 
William D Weeks Memorial Library 





North Country Flags 
Foggs True Value 
Visa 
TOTAL 
4936 REBA TES & REIMBURSEMENTS 
Rebates and Reimbursements 
TOTAL 
4939 TAX LIENS 
Tax Liens 
TOTAL 
4915 CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS 
Assessing Fund 
Cemetery Maintenance Fund 
Civil Defense Fund 
Fire Truck Fund 
Fire Dept. Equipment Fund 
Harley View Drive Paving Fund 
Highway Loader 
Highway Dump Truck 












































Monroe Clinic Fund 5,000.00 
Post Office Building Fund 6,790.00 
TOTAL $ 118~040.00 
GRAFTON COUNTY TAX 
Grafton County Tax $ 295,122.00 
TOTAL $ 295,122.00 
MONROE CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL 
Monroe Consolidated School $ 1,581 ,924.62 
TOTAL $ 1,581,924.62 
HAZARD MITIGATION GRANT 
North Country Council $ 2,000.00 
TOTAL $ 2,000.00 








































































Medicare ocial Securit~ 
16.39 47.46 

































Jnemoloyment NH Admin Fees Med. Ins Retirement Total 
6.78 2.26 1 202.89 
24.00 6.593.50 18 592.05 
9.00 1.00 548.25 
6.84 1.44 783.36 
" ..... u.;,Q C.11 60.li 
5.88 0.95 518.37 
1.84 210.72 
1.77 0.59 319.93 
0.95 0.20 108.80 
2.02 70.00 123.06 
216.00 24.00 30616.80 
211.34 24.00 70.00 19 337.07 
216.00 24.00 . 22.480.42 3 788.02 71,722.29 
42.87 6.35 3.468.46 
1.81 0.38 206.73 
1.76 200.91 
1.47 189.44 
22.06 10 836.25 
12.97 822.00 6,160.84 
216.00 24.00 22.465.11 3 108.68 62 470.29 
26.13 5.50 2 986.51 
8.45 4 558.27 
2.38 0.50 269.63 
204.61 18,699.95 
3.80 0.80 435.20 
3,936.22 
2.76 0.58 315.53 




7.13 1.50 8 I 6.01 
2 960.38 
2.47 0 .52 282.88 
I 
BALANCE SHEET AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2011 
ASSETS 
Cash on Hand of Treasurer 
Capital Reserve Funds 
Assessing Fund 
Buildings Maintenance Fund 
Highway Dump Truck Fund 
Highway Loader Fund 
Fire Truck Fund 
Civil Defense Fund 
Cemetery Maintaince Fund 
Clinic Fund 
Post Office Building Fund 
Fire Dept. Equipment Fund 
Harley View Drive Paving 
Expendable Trust Fund 
History Fund 
Uncollected Taxes 2011 
Uncollected Taxer 2010 
Uncollected Taxes 2009 




















Capitol Reserve Funds 
History Fund 
Surplus 
Current Surplus 2009 
Current Surplus 2010 












$ 1,716,853.41 • • 
The Town has moved money out of the NHPDIP account and put it in Woodsville 
Bank as we can make more interest there. We will know the amount of surplus 
when the auditors give us their report. 
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CORRE'l"l'E & ASSOCIATES 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNT ANTS 
P. 0. Box 4039 • St Johnsbury, VT 05819 • (802) 748 - 4858 Toll Free (888) 748 - 4867 
FAX (802) 748 - 2497 
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT 
To the Board of Selectmen 
Town of Monroe 
Monroe, New Hampshire 
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, the 
business-type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the 
Town of Monroe, New Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 2010, which 
collectively comprise the Town of Monroe's basic financial statements as listed in the table of 
contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Town of Monroe's 
management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on 
our audit. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United 
States of America and the standards applicable to financiaJ audits contained in Government 
Auditing Slandards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test 
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also 
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by 
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that 
our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions. 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, 
the respective financial position of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, each 
major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Monroe, NH as of 
December 31, 2010, and the respective changes in financial position and cash flows, where 
applicable, thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally 
accepted in the United States of America. 
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated 
June 21, 2011 on our consideration of the Town of Monroe's internal control over financial 
reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, 
contracts, and grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of that report is to describe the 
scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and compliance and the results of 
that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the internal control over financial reporting or on 
compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government 
Audiling Standards and should be considered in assessing the results of our audit. 
34 
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the 
management's discussion and analysis and budgetary information on pages 3 through 6 and page 
36 be presented to supplement the basic financiaJ statements. Such information, although not a 
part of the basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting Standards 
Board, who considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic 
financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. We bave 
applied certain limited procedures to the required supplementary information in accordance with 
auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America, which consisted of 
inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the information and comparing the 
information for consistency with management's responses to our inquiries, the basic financial 
statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. 
However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it. 
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that 
collectively comprise the Town of Monroe, New Hampshire's financial statements as a whole. 
The combining and individual non-major governmental funds financial statements on pages 37 
and 38 are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the 
financial statements. The combining and individual non-major governmental funds financial 
statements are the responsibility of management and were derived from and relate directly to the 
underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the financial statements. The 
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the financial 
statements and certain additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such 
information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the financial 
statements or to the financial statements themselves, and other ad.ditional procedures in 
accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In our 
opinion, the information is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the financial 
statements as a whole. 
Corrette & Associates, P.C. 
June 21, 2011 
Vermont License #092-0000130 
New Hampshire Permit #879 
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For the Munidpality of - --- ~M~O=N--'-'-'R'-'O-=E ...... _ _ _ _ Vear Ending 12/31/201 I 
DEBITS 
.UNCOLLECTED TAXES AT THE LEVY FOR YEAR 1 PRIOR LEVIES I 
8EGlNNlNG OF THE VEAR* 2011 I 2010 2009 2008+ 
Property Tares #3110 :ann S 40,947.47 S0.00 S0.00 
Resident Tues 113180 I J.:C::U.J; I $0.00 $0.00 S0.00 
1 L•nd Use Cbaoge Tues 113120 nun 
I 
S0.00 S0.00 $0.00 
1 
Timber Yield Taxes #Jl85 lll'Ul S 1,538.49 S0.00 s o.oo 
Excavation Tu @S.02/yd #3187 x.un:x so.oo so.oo S0.00 
' 
I Utility Charges #3189 o:nn so.oo S 0.00 S 0.00 
Betterment Taxes 
I 
a:xxn $0.00 S0.00 S0.00 
Prior Years' Credits Balance•• IS l+t.98 I 
This V ear's New Credits ( S JJl.65) I 
TAXES COMMITTED THIS FISCAL YEAR FOR DRA USE ONLY 
Property Tnes #3110 S J,146,411.0J $0.00 I 
Resident Taxes #3180 S0.00 so.oo I 
Land Use Change Taxes #3120 S 2,44S.OO S0.00 
I Timber Yield Tues #3185 S 2.927.84 
I 
S0.00 
Escavation Tax @S.01/yd #3187 S0.00 S0.00 
Utility Charges #3119 $0.00 S0.00 
Betterment Tues S0.00 so.oo 
OVERPAYMENT REFUNDS 
' 
Property Taxes #3110 
1 Resident Tues #3180 
Land Use Cbaoge #3120 
Viel~ Taxes #3185 
En11vation Tu @ S.02/yd #3187 
Cre4its Refunded S 81.29 so.oo so.oo 
lnte~esl. Late Tax 113190 $763.95 SJ.058.47 so.oo 
Resi~ent Tu Peaalty #3190 S0.00 $0.00 S0.00 
Tot AL DEBITS S 3,152,152.48 $45,544.43 S0.00 
• , ) . Tb11 ,mount should be tbt urae as tht last yur sending balance. Ir not. pl1!11&< uplaln . 
••E,ucr II a oegative. This 11 tbt amount or this yur's lllxes pre-paid last year as 1utb0rl.Ud by RSA 30:Sl-a . 
.. The amouol is already ioelud<d in the warnnt and lbcrefon in lint #3110 as a posith-c ,moonl for this year's levy. 
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE AOllflNISTRA TION 
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION 











For the Municipality of MONROE Year Ending 12/31/2011 
CREDITS 
LEVY FOR YEAR PRIOR LEVIES 
REMITTED TO TREASURER 
20!1 2010 
Property Taxes S J,114,608.77 S 18,956.81 
Resident Taxes S 0.00 S0.00 
Land Use Change Ta.xes S 2,445.00 S0.00 
Timber Yield Tues S 2,871.47 S ],J6J.96 
Interest & Penalties S 76.3.95 S 3,058.47 
Excavation Tax @ S.02/yd S0.00 S 0.00 
Utility Charges S 0.00 SO.DO 
Converted To Lieus (Principal only) S0.00 S 22,165.19 
Betterment Taxes SO.DO S 0.00 
Discounts Allowed SO.DO S 0.00 
Prior Year Overpayments Assigned ( S 144.98) 
ABATEMENTS MADE 
Property Taxes S 589.93 SO.DO 
Resident Taxes SO.DO so.oo 
Land Use Change Tues S 0.00 so.oo 
Timber Yield Taxes SO.DO S 0.00 
Excavation Tax @ S.02/yd S0.00 S0.00 
Utility Charges SO.DO S0.00 
Betterment Tues S0.00 S0.00 
CURRENT LEVY DEEDED so.oo so.oo 
UNCOLLECTED TAXES - END OF YEAR #1080 
Property Taxes S 31,212.33 S 0.00 
Resident Taxes S0.00 so.oo 
Land Use Change Tues S0.00 S 0.00 
Timber Yield Tnes S 56.37 S0.00 
Excavation Tax @ $.02/yd S 0.00 S0.00 
Utility Charges S0.00 SO.DO 
Betterment Taxes so.oo S0.00 
Property Tax Credit Balance* ( S 250.36) x:mn 
TOTAL CREDITS $3,152,152.48 S 45,544.43 
•Enter as• negative. This is the amount of taus prt-paid for ant yearn aulhoriud by RSA 80:52-a. 


























































For the Municipality of 
DEBITS ,, 
11 
UNREDEEMED & EXECUTED 
LIENS 
Unredeemed Liens Beginning of FY 
Li~ns Executed During FY 
Unredeemed Elderly Lieus Beg. of FY 
E1¥trly Liens Executed During FY 
Interest & Cents Collected 
I 





REMITTED TO TREASURER 
RJ.emptions 
Interest & Costs Collected I #3190 
A~atements of Unredeemed Liens 





Unredeemed Liens End of FY I #1110 
Unredeemed Elderly Lieus End of FY 
I. 
• TOT AL LIEN CREDITS 
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT 
MONROE Year Ending 12/31/1011 
PRIOR LEVIES 
2011 2010 2009 
S0.00 S 12,005.83 
S 0.00 S24,013.45 S0.00 
S0.00 so.oo 
S0.00 S0.00 S0.00 
S 0.00 S 1,467.58 S 1,925.46 
$0.00 $25,481.03 $13,931.29 
PRIOR LEVIES 
2011 2010 2009 
S0.00 S 16.360.09 S 7,085SI 
so.oo S 1,467.58 S 1,925.46 
so.oo so.oo S0.00 
S0.00 so.oo so.oo 
S0.00 S 7,653.36 S 4,919.96 
so.oo S0.00 S0.00 
$0.00 $25,481.03 S 13,931.29 

















Undtr Pffl&lties of perjury, I declare tbat I luive eumintd the infon111tioo coallliatd in this form and to the best of my btlicf it is true, corr«t and 
complete. 
TAX COLLECTOR'S SIGNATURE 
Keith Mercbaod 
38 
TAXES DUE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2011 
(all amounts are actual tax amounts - does not include interest and fees) 
FOR THE YEAR OF 2009 
Scott Gelino 
William Dimick, Jr. 
Robert Kimball 
Kermit Ward 
FOR THE YEAR OF 2010 
Dennis & Selena Cate 
Scott Gelino 
William Dimick, Jr 
Robert Kimball 
Scott Shafer 
Harlow Ward, Jr. 
Ralph Wright 
FOR THE YEAR OF 2011 
Thomas & Deborah Baker 
Dennis & Selena Cate 
Scott Gelino 
Dale & Debra Clough 
Teri Dimas 
William Dimick, Ill 
William Dimick, Jr. 
John & Eva Egan, Sr. 
Laurien Albert Foley 




David & Christine Lang 
Frank Lawson 
Edward & Barbara Lenig 
Lee & Lynne Parmenter 
Mary Pelletier 
Gerry & Maime Ramback 
Scott Shafer 
Norman & Penelope Stevenson 
Francis & Kendra Strout 
James & Suzanne Thornhill, Jr. 
Philip Vielleux 
Glenn & Sandra Wagner 
Mary Ann Walk 
Harlow and Joan Ward 













































Town of Monroe NH, 2011 
Annual Report 
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY 
Town Hall, Land & Buildings 
Furniture & Equipment 
Library, Land & Building 
Furniture & Equipment 
Post Office Building & Land 
Parks, Playgrounds & Common 
Land & Right of Ways 
Water Supply Facilities 
School, Land & Buildings 
Equipment 
Clinic Land & Buildings 





















1 Air Compressor 
1 Chainsaw 
HIGHWAY INVENTORY OF EQUIPMENT 
2 Bushsaws 
I Husky Grader 
1 Steam Thawer 
1 Welder 
1 York Rake 
2 Hopper Sanders 
2 Viking Plows 
1972 Eastern Trailer 
1997 Caterpillar Loader 
1998 Ford Dump Truck 
2005 Sterling Dump Truck 
INVENTORY OF FIRE EQillPMENT POLICE DEPT. INVENTORY 
1981 International Fire Truck Radar Trailer 
1 Caterpillar Diesel Generator 
1 Chainsaw 
1991 Ford Rescue Vehicle 
2002 HME Central States Fire Engine 
Trailer Mounted 20 KW 
2 Generators 
2 Portable Pumps 
Forest Fire Truck 
2008 International Fire Truck 
40 
Town of Monroe, NH 2011 Annual Report 
Land- Improved & Unimproved 
Buildings 
Public Utilities - Electric 
Trans Canada 
New England Hydro Transmission 
New England Power 
New England Electric Transmission 
NH Electric Coop. 
Vermont Trans Co LLC 
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This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from Official Records and is 







0 Town of Monroe, NH - Non-Expendable Trust Funds Summary (MS-10) Amended 




of Begl n nlng of other With- Beginning of Investment other 
Ion Consolidated Trust Funds Year New Funds lnvestmenu drawals End of Year Year Earnings Investment$ 
Sdtool fltads 
.6 School Trust Fund• Northern 
lights cu 
50.00 50.00 3.54 
School Funds• TOTAL $ 50.00 $ $ $ $ 50.00 $ 3.54 $ $ 
CrtnctcrY &ads 
i6 Cemetery Trust Funds •NHPDIP 10,715.25 
0008 
400.00 11,115.25 2,894.36 29.29 
.6 Buffam Cemetery- Northern 1,500.00 
Lights CU 
1,500.00 89.72 1.62 
'6 Esther Frazer Cemetery - 1,000.00 
Northern Lights CU 
1,000.00 41.96 1.07 
C■m■tery Funda - TOTAL $ 13,215,ZS $ 400.00 $ $ $ 13,615.25 $ 3,026.04 $ 31.98 $ 
Buffitro &aa 
Buffam Fund Stock 46,000.00 46,000.00 16,197.00 7,795.76 (7,795.76) 
Buffam Fund WGSB savings 5,825.65 16.12 295.76 
Buffllm Fund WGSEI MM 27,064.70 249.18 7,500.00 
Buff;m Fund NHPDIP 0006 111,798.06 234.16 
Buffam Fund• - TOTAL $ 46,000.00 $ $ $ $ 46,000.00 $ 160,885.41 $ 8,295.22 $ 
Non■xpendebll Trust Funds 
$ 59,265.25 $ $ $ $ $ $ $ GRAND TOTAL 400.00 59,665.25 163,914.99 8,327.20 
911/!0m F1'"d Stock, marlr.t valu~ °" l1/3J/2010 
# of shares $/share Value 
Bank of America 7,394 13,34 $98,635.96 
Woodsvllle Guaranty 12,500 29.23 $365,375.00 
Total Stocks $ 464,010.96 
.s to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official records and is complete to the best of our knowledge and belief. 
~L. 8000,e,;,h, T~"" = Leomud E. Bo,o,o,;oh, T=~' 
arc Bathalon, Trustee 
2010 
Withdrawals End of Year Year End Total 
3.54 53.S4 









$ $ 169,180.63 $ 215,180.63 
$ $ 172,242.19 s 231,907.44 
2011 Town of Monroe, NH - Expendable & Capital Reserve Trust Funds Summary (MS-9) 2011 
For the year ending December 31, 2011 
Tranfers 
Transfers (to)/from 
Date of Beginning of from General Investment other Transfers to 
Creation Vear Fund Earnings Investments Withdrawals General Fund End of Vear 
Capital Reserve Funds 
1993 Fire Truck - Northern Lights C.U. CD 28,083.75 36.26 28,120.01 
1993 Fire Truck• NHPDIP 0003 33,037.89 5,000.00 24.77 38,062.66 
Fire Truck Funds • TOTAL $ 61,121.64 $ 5,000.00 $ 61.03 $ $ $ $ 66,182.67 
1993 Hwy Dump Truck Fund• NHPDIP 0004 55,127.27 10,000.00 41.49 65,168.76 
1993 Hwy Dept Loader Fund - NHPDIP 0015 51,551.56 10,000.00 38.85 61,590.41 
2002 Ctvll Defense Fund • NHPDIP 0011 3,957.87 5,000.00 3.69 8,961.56 
2006 Pass through Checklna. WGSB 12,655.09 315,538.37 (328,218.46) 1u.001 
2007 Assessing Fund - NHPDIP 0016 1,010.26 51,333,00 15.09 [28,405.00) 23,953,35 
2007 Monroe Clinic Fund - NHPDIP 0017 3,738.27 17,250.00 6.83 (13,878.49) 7,116.61 
~ 2007 New Building Malnt Fund· NHPDIP 0018 28,285.09 5,000.00 22.32 33,307.41 
{.;.) 
2009 Cemetery Malnt Fund· NHPDIP 0020 1,555.42 1,250.00 1.64 2,807.06 
2010 Post Office Bldg Fund• NHPDIP 0021 1,735.16 6,790.00 3.92 8,529.08 
2011 Fire Dept Equip Fund· NHPOIP 0022 10,000.00 0.84 (5,290.85) 4,709.99 
2011 Harley View Paving Fund· NHPOIP 0023 10,000.00 1.40 10,001.40 
capital Reservt1 Funds • GRAND TOTAL $ 220,737.63 $ 131,623.00 $ 197.10 $ 315,538.37 $ (375,7i2.80) $ $ 292,303.30 
Expendable Trust Funds 
1995 Town History - Union Bank CD 12,601.16 102.25 12,703.41 
2003 School 8ld11 Malnt Fund• NHPDIP 0012 13,597.46 27,500.00 9.97 (7,344.91] 33,762.52 
2003 High School Tuition Fund - NHPDIP 0013 548.80 85,000.00 10.36 [10,000.00) 75,559.16 
khool Funds - TOTAL $ 14,146.26 $ 111,500.00 $ 20.33 $ $ (17,344.91) $ $ 109,321.68 
Expendable Tnnt Funds • GRAND TOTAL $ Z6,747A2 $ lll,S00.00 $ 122.58 $ $ (17,344.91) $ $ 122,025.09 
This is to certify that the information contained in this report WIIB taken from official records and is complete to the best of our knowledge and belief. . ,... ' ' Caryn L. Bonosevich, Trustee 
Leonard E. Bonosevich, Trustee 
Marc Bathalon, Trustee 
_.::.. 
_.::.. 
111 Town o,tMonroe, NH• Non•Expendable-Trust-F-unds.SummaP/-(MS.10)~ ~ 




,teof Beginning of other With- Beginning of lnveSlment other 
:atlon Consolldattd Trust Funds Year New Funds Investments drawals End of Year Year Earnings lnveslmenu Withdrawals 
Sdloot Funds 
916 School Trust Fund • Northern 50.00 50.00 3.54 
Lights CU 
School Funds-TOTAL $ 50.00 $ $ $ $ 50.00 $ 3.54 $ $ $ 
c,m,trry Fumts 
966 Cemetl!ry Trust Funds -NHPDIP 11,115.25 
0008 
11,115.25 2,923.65 29.29 
916 Buff am Cemetery• Northern 1,500.00 1,500.00 91.34 1.36 
Lights CU 
976 Esther Frazer Cemetery• 1,000.00 
Northern Lights cu 
1,000.00 43.03 0.87 
Cemetery Fund,• TOTAL $ 13,615.25 $ $ $ $ 13,615.25 $ 3,058.02 $ 31.52 $ $ 
Buffpm Funds 
Buffam Fund Stock 46,000.00 46,000.00 16,197.00 7,795.76 (7,795.76) 
Buff am Fund WGSB Savings 6,137.53 15.70 295.76 
Buffam Fund WGSB MM 34,813.88 202.14 7,500.00 
Buff am Fund NHPDIP 0006 112,032.22 84.27 9,162.12 
Buffam Funds· TOTAL $ 46,000.00 $ $ $ $ 46,000.00 s 169,180.63 $ 8,097.87 $ 9,162.12 $ 
Nonexpend•ble Trust Funds 
$ $ $ $ $ 59,665.25 $ 172,242.19 $ 8,129.39 $ GRAND TOTAL 59,665.25 
===-==-
Bu/fam Fund Stodc, marlrn 110lu• on U/31./1010 
II of shue5 S/5hare Value 
Bank of America 7,394 5.56 $41,110.64 
Woodsvllle Guaranty 12,500 27.91 $348,875.00 
Total Stocks $ 389,985.64 
l~s· is to certify that the infonnat~n contained in this report was taken from official records and is complete to the best of our knowledge and belief. 
Caryn L. Bonosevich, Trustee 
'f=-+11t-.,,~~.....;;;=~.;;...;=-----,,-, Leonard E. Bonosevich, Trustee 
--- Marc Bathalon, Trustee -->,.,,;~=-='--------
9,162.12 $ 
"- 2oi-1-
End of Year Year End Total 
3.S4 S3.54 









$ 186,440.62 $ 232,440.62 
$ 189,533.70 $ 249,198.95 
Town of Monroe, NH- 2011 Cemetery Trust Fund, NHPDIP 0008 
For the Year Ending December 31, 2011 
Date of How Original Beginning of Invest. 
Creation Name Purpose Invested Deposit Percentage Year Earnings Expense Ending Balance 
1916 AD Mason Cemetery NHPDIP $ 400.00 3.60% $ 105.21 $ 0.37 $ 505.58 
1916 JABuffwn Cemetery NHPDIP 300.00 2.70% 78.91 0.27 379.18 
1916 Ford, Mason, Paddleton Cemetery NHPDIP 100.00 0.90% 26.30 0.09 - 126.39 
1916 Isabel Day Cemetery NHPDIP 100.00 0.90% 26.30 0.09 126.39 
1916 Nellie H. Dickinson Cemetery NHPDIP 150.00 1.35% 39.45 0.14 - 189.59 
1916 RA Moore Cemetery NHPDIP 50.00 0.45% 13.15 0.05 - 63.20 
1916 Genevie Tilton Cemetery NHPDIP 50.00 0.45% 13.15 0.05 - 63.20 
1918 Stanley & Way Cemetery NHPDIP 59.00 0.53% 15.52 0.05 - 74.57 
1919 Mrs. W S Smith Cemetery NHPDIP 50,00 0.45% 13.15 0.05 - 63.20 
1920 A M Farnsworth/ MM Bownam Cemetery NHPDIP 25.00 0.22% 6.58 0.02 - 31.60 
1921 L Turner's Children Cemetery NHPDIP 50.00 0.45% 13,15 0.05 - 63.20 
1921 Mrs. J Whitcomb Cemetery NHPDIP 40.00 0.36% 10.52 0.04 50.56 
1922 G F Furgeson Cemetery NHPDIP 100.00 0.90% 26,30 0.09 - 126.39 
1923 Philip & Abigail Mason Cemetery NHPDIP 50.00 0.45% 13. I 5 0.05 - 63.20 
.i:,. 
1924 Issac S Moore Cemetery NHPDIP 150.00 1.35% 39,45 0.14 189.59 Vt -
1926 OS Warden Cemetery NHPDIP 200.00 1.80% 52.61 0.18 - 252.79 
1927 N Ajones Cemetery NHPDIP 50.00 0.45% 13, I 5 0.05 - 63.20 
1927 JW Smith Cemetery NHPDIP 100.00 0.90% 26,30 0.09 126.39 
1927 Moore & Hunt Cemetery NHPDIP 235.00 2. 11% 61.81 0.21 - 297.03 
1927 L Pe.ddleton Cemetery NHPDIP 50.00 0.45% 13.15 0.05 - 63.20 
1928 Luke & Carrie Cross Cemetery NHPDIP 100.00 0.90% 26.30 0.09 - 126.39 
1929 Julia Emery Cemetery NHPDIP 71.25 0.64% 18.74 0.07 - 90.06 
1930 Hanna Frazier Cemetery NHPDIP 100.00 0.90% 26.30 0.09 126.39 
1930 Mrs. N F Mclay Cemetery NHPDIP 30.00 0.27% 7.89 O.Q3 37.92 
1934 Mn. Belle Kibby Cemetery NHPDTP 100.00 0.90% 26.30 0.09 - 126.39 
1935 Frank SullivanfMrs. James Cemetery ]lffIPDIP 50.00 0.45% I 3.15 0.05 - 63.20 
1937 George Placey Cemetery NHPDIP 100.00 0.90% 26.30 0.09 126.39 
1942 Robert S Ward Cemetery NHPDIP 125.00 1.12% 32.88 0.11 - 157.99 
1945 Erma Shaw Cemetery NHPDIP 100.00 0.90% 26.30 0.09 - 126.39 
1945 Harold J & Robert F Ward Cemetery NHPDIP 200.00 1.80% 52.61 0.18 - 252.79 
1945 Frank K Williams Cemetery NHPDIP 100.00 0.90% 26.30 0.09 126.39 
-- ~ - --
-Date--of - How Original-- Beginning of -Invest. 
Creation Name Purpose Invested Deposit Percentage Year Earnings Expense Ending Balance 
1954 Issac Jacobs Cemetery NHPDIP $ 500.00 4.50% $ l 31.52 $ 0.46 $ 631.97 
1964 William Mathews Cemetery NHPDIP 50.00 0.45% 13.15 0.05 63.20 
1965 William & Robert Frazier Cemetery NHPDIP 200.00 1.80% 52.61 0.18 252.79 
1966 James & Louise A Riel Cemetery NHPDIP 100.00 0 .90% 26.30 0.09 126.39 
1966 Edward H Chapney Cemetery NHPDIP 400.00 3.60% 105.21 0.37 505.58 
1969 Maude Colby Cemetery NHPDIP 100.00 0.90% 26.30 0.09 - 126.39 
1973 Marie Treadwell Cemetery NHPDIP 500.00 4 .50% 131.52 0.46 631.97 
1977 Laura Guganig Cemetery NHPDIP 200.00 1.80% 52.61 0.18 252.79 
1977 Cecile & Harriet W Hinman Cemetery NHPDIP 200.00 1.80% 52.61 0.18 - 252.79 
1978 Harrold Griffin Cemetery NHPDIP 300.00 2 .70% 78.91 0.27 379.18 
1980 Arthur Lang Cemetery NHPDIP 200.00 1.80% 52,61 0.18 252.79 
1981 DC Ashton Cemetery NHPDIP 50.00 0.45% 13.15 0.05 63.20 
1986 Lyle & Ruth Lang Cemetery NHPDIP 200.00 1.80% 52.61 0.18 252.79 
1988 Gilbert & Martha Lang Cemetery NHPDIP 200.00 1.80% 52.61 0.18 252.79 
1988 Katherine & Howard Boomhower Cemetery NHPDIP 300.00 2.70% 78.91 0.27 379.18 
+:>,. 1991 Lawrence Moore Cemetery NHPDIP 1,000.00 9.00% 263.03 0.91 1,263.94 
°' 1992 Forest & Ruth Parker Cemetery NHPDIP 250.00 2.25% 65.16 0.23 315.99 
1992 Russell Kelso & Helena Parker Cemetery NHPDIP 250.00 2.25% 65.76 0.23 315.99 
1993 R Linfield Ward Cemetery NHPDIP 500.00 4 .50% 131.52 0.46 631.97 
1994 Harold J Griffin Cemetery NHPDIP 400.00 3.60% 105.21 0.37 505.58 
1997 Elsie Hall Cemetery NHPDIP 200.00 1.80% 52.61 0.18 252.79 
1997 Henry & Arlene Stuart Cemetery NHPDIP 500.00 4 .50% 131.52 0.46 631.97 
2000 Desmond & Arlene Stuart Cemetery NHPDIP 200.00 1.80% 52.61 0.18 252.79 
2007 Lyle Lang Memorial Cemetery NHPDIP 530.00 4.77% 139.41 0.48 669.89 
2008 Eva A. & H. Norman Ward Cemetery NHPDIP 400.00 3.60% 105.21 0.37 505.58 
TOTAL s 11,115.25 100.00% $ 2,923.65 $ 10.lS - $ 14,049.0S 
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official records and is complete to the best of our knowledge and belief. 
~~~ 
Caryn L. Bonosevich, Trustee 
~ ---- "' Leonard E. Bonosevich, Trustee 
__ __.,  __. __ ~c......a,'-=-=-""-=-...,.__--------c;;;..-----Marc Bathalon, Trustee . 
Town of Monroe, NB - Tnutee's Statement of Payments for year ending Dec. 31, 2011 
1) Trustee's Pass-Through Checking Account 
Check# Date Payee Amount From Fond 
180 3/4/2011 Momoe Consolidated School $ 7,344.91 School Bl~ Maint 
181 3/4/2011 Monroe Consolidated School 10,000.00 High School Tuition 
182 4/12/2011 Brett S Purvis & Assoc. 1,333.00 Assessing 
183 5/9/2011 Brett S Purvis & Assoc. 1,333.00 Assessing 
184 6/28/201 l Brett S Purvis & Assoc. 1,333.00 Asressing 
185 6/28/2011 Wmston Currier 303.79 Clinic 
186 7/6/2011 Brett S Purvis & Assoc. 1,333.00 Assessing 
187 7/7/2011 Jeff Gomes 750.70 Clinic 
188 7/26/2011 George E Sansoucey PE. LLC 1,075.00 Assessing 
189 7/26/2011 ARC Mechan.ical Contractors 12,824.00 Clinic 
190 8/12/2011 T AC-2 Communications 5,290.85 Fire Dept Equipment 
191 8/12/20ll Brett S Purvis & Assoc. 1,333.00 Assessilu?. 
192 9/13/2011 Brett S Purvis & Assoc. 1,333.00 Assessing 
193 9/16/2011 Georne E Sansoucey PE. LLC 14,000.00 Assessing 
194 I 0/14/2011 Brett S Purvis & Assoc. 1,333.00 Assessing 
195 11/16/2011 Brett S Purvis & Assoc. 1,333.00 Assessing 
196 12/12/2011 Brett S Purvis & Assoc. 1,333.00 Assessing 
SUBTOTAL $ 63,586.25 
2) Direct Money Transfers and Bank Checks 
$ 
SUBTOTAL s 
GRAND TOT AL CHECKS & TRANSFERS $ 63,586.25 
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official records and is complete to the best of 
our knowledge and belief. 
~~~~~~~-~~ L. Bonosevich. Trustee 
p;:~_s;~~~S...:r!C .... "-'V'" ..... d E. Bonosevich. Trustee 
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Town of Monroe 
2011 
. 
1 would like to rake this opportwuty to communicate to the residents of Monroe a 
report of activity of the calls for service that the State Police have responded tn in your 
community durin& the last yt.aI. This will hopefully provide you with a good baseline and 
understanding of the present law cnforcemeul needs thaI CWTCnlly exh't within rhe 
community~ as well as servine as a guide to detenn.ine what level of law enforcement 
resources the community desires based upon the current trends and expectations of the 
residents as they look. forward to the future. 
Currently the State Police respond to c.a1Js as requested as part of our regular patrol 
duties, a.swell as providing troopers to oonduct law enforcement patrols specifica.lly 
dedicated to your community as requested by the town. 
During 2011 the State Police responded to and investigated the following calls for service 
in the town of Monroe: 
Assault (Simple) 2 Criminal Threatening l 
Motor Vehicle Accidents 5 Burglary J 
False Public Alarm l Juvenile Cases 1 
Disobeying an Officer I Dommic Dispute 2 
Criminal Mi~hief 3 Criminal T res})tis 1 
Driving Under the Influence 1 Possession of Drugs 2 
Thdt 3 Missing Person I 
Disturbance t Medical Emergency 2 
Driving After Suspension 1 Harussmcnt 1 
Sex Offt!nder Registration 4 Pistol Permits 18 
Welfare Ctu,cks 2 found propeny l 
Arrests 2 
Se-rvice of Domestic Violence Orders 1 
Violation of Do~c Violence Orders 1 
Total Calls for Servi~ for 2011 · 164 
Additionally, during extra patrols. the following enforcement occurred: 
Speed Summons 2 Speed Warnings 34 
Swnmoos (other) 7 Other Warnings 68 
Criminal Investigations 2 Criminal Arrests 3 
DWl I Driving after Suspension 1 
Possession of Drugs 2 Tota.I Stops: l 15 
In closing, it has been our pleasure to serve the residents of Monroe during the past 




Lt. Todd D. Landry 
CorrunaMer- Troop F 
Annual Report for the Monroe Fire Rescue Department 
Calendar Year 2011 
Town of Monroe Responses 
First Ala.rms 11 
Motor Vehicle Accidents 4 
Service Calls 2 













Fall Fest Weekend - Kids Fire Muster Competition 
Fire Prevention Awareness - Groups from the School 
Home Inspections for Day Care and Foster Care 
Monroe School Fire Marshall's Inspections 
Grass burning/chimney cleaning 
Moving Bleachers Event Assist 
First, all your Fire and FAST team members want to thank each resident for support of 
your Fire Rescue Department Without the tools and equipment needed to keep our 
families and property safe, we could not successful. 
This was another active year for your fire department. Calls were on par with last year, 
including the largest soucture fire to date at Pete and Gerry's Egg Plant. As many of you 
know, the new structure was not saved, however the existing facility opened for business 
the next day. The reason for our success was two fold, first having the right equipment with 
the new engine six years ago with Compressed Air Foam System and our participation in the 
Twin States Mutual Aid organization. Having a strong team to call on for support like we do 
for them made the critical difference. 
As we look to 2012, we will ask to update our tanker in the North Monroe area. The 
current vehicle we use as a tanker is our previous Engine. By replacing it, we will more than 
double our water supply on the first response. This is critical for us to provide a sustained 
first attack and to allow our mutual aid partners time to arrive. We all thank you and ask 
for support in this vehicle replacement 
Lastly, we need new members. No one expects to be at all calls or drills. It is the hands of 
many that make this team successful. Please come by so we can give you an orientation. 
Very Respectfully, 
Rickey Ames 
Monroe Fire Chief 
49 
Annual Report of the 
Monroe F.A.S. T. Squad 
01/01/2011 - 12/31/2010 
The Monroe F.A.S.T. Squad responded to 58 calls in 2011, 
broken down into the following categories: 
43 Medical Emergencies and Trauma 
4 Motor Vehicle Accidents 
11 Mutual Aid Requests or Assists to Fire Dept. 
There is currently an EMT basic course being offered through 
Woodsville Emergency Services that we hope will result in a 
number of new squad members. We can certainly use the 
heUp! At the end of 2012, most of our current EMTs will be 
recertifying for another two-year license term. 
Additionally, we hope to upgrade our rescue vehicle this year. 
We plan to buy Woodsville's "A3" transporting ambulance, 
which is being phased out for newer equipment. We take pride 
in our ability to be self-sustaining, and will purchase this 
vehicle with monies saved through donations and various 
fundraisers. In keeping with past practice, we will not be 
asking for taxpayer funds. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the town of 
Monroe and its residents for their continued support. 
50 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert T. Regis, Squad Chief 
Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger 
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division of Forests & Lands, work coUaboratively to 
reduce the risk and frequency ofwildland fires in New Hampshire. To help us assist you, please contact your local Forest Fire Warden or 
Fire Department to determine if a permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. Under State law (RSA 227-L: 17) a fire permit is 
required for all outside burning, unless the ground is completely covered with snow. The New Hampshire Department of Environmental 
Services also prohibits the open bum.ing of household waste. Citizens are encouraged to contact the local fire department or DES at 603-
271-1370 or www.des.state .nh.us for more information. Safe open burning requires diligence and responsibility. Help us to protect New 
Hampshire's forest resources. For more information please contact the Division of Forests & Lands at (603) 271-2214, or on.line at 
www. nhd fl .org. 
Both in terms of the number of fires, as weU as the number ofacres burned, this past fire season was the smallest since records have been 
kept. Extensive rain.fall virtually all season long kept the fire danger down. When fires did start they were kept very small. The largest 
fire for the season was only 5.4 acres which occurred in Littleton on May 2nd 2011. There was however a small window of high fire 
danger in the northern third of the state during July when little rainfall was recorded. During this time there were a nwnber of lightning 
started fires which are fairly UDusual in New Hampshire. As has been the case over the last few years, state budget constraints have 
limited the staffing of our statewide system of 16 fire lookout towers to Class rn or higher fire danger days. Despite the reduction in the 
number of days staffed, our fire lookouts are credited with keeping most fires small and saving several structures due to their qu.ick and 
accurate spotting capabilities. The towers fire spotting was supplemented by contracted aircraft and the NH Civil Air Patrol when the fire 
danger was especially high. Many homes in New Hampshire are located in the wildland urban interface, which is the area where homes 
and flammable wildland fuels intennix. Several of the fires during the 2011 season threatened structures, a constant reminder that forest 
fires bum more than just trees. Homeowners should take measures to prevent a wi.ldland fire from spreading to their home. Precautions 
include keeping your roof and gutters clear of leaves and pine needles, and maintaining adequate green space aroUDd your home free of 
flammable materials. Additional information and homeowner recommendations are available at www.firewise.org. Please help Smokey 
Bear, your loca] fire department, and the state's Forest Rangers by being fire wise and fire safe! 
2011 FIRE STATISTICS 
(All fires reported as of November 2011) 
(figures do not include fi d th · · d' f Wb' Mountain NationaJ Forest) res un er e 1ur1s 1ction o the 1te 










County Acres # of Fires 
Belknap .5 I 
Carroll 5 II 
Cheshire 2 3 
Coos 75 30 
Grafton 17.5 57 
Hillsborou!tl, 2 12 
Merrimack 4 3 
Rockingham 0 0 
Strafford .5 2 















Misc.* 29 (*Misc.: power lines, fireworks, electric fences, etc.) 









■# of Fires 
Towns in Council District #1 
CARROLL COUNTY: 
Albany. Bartlett. 
C/lalham, Conway, Eaton, 
Effingham, Freedom, Hart'& Loe., 
Jackson. Madison. Moultonbo,ough. 
Ouipee. SandWicll, Tamworth, 
Tuftonboro, Wakefield. Woll6boro, 
GRAFTON COUNTY: 
Alexandria . Ashland. Balh, 
Banton, Belht11hem. Bridgewater, 
Bri1tot, Campton, Canaan. 
Oorch .. ter, Easton. Ellaworth. 
Enlleld, Franootila, Gratton, 
Groton. HanOYer, Havarl'IUI. 
Hebron, Hold&meu, Landaff. 
Lebanon, Lincoln, Uabon, 
Livermore, Uttlelon, Lyman, 
Lyme, Monroo, Orange, Orlo,d 
Piermont, Plymoulh, Rumney, 
Sugar HIii, Thornton, Wartan. 
Waterville Valley, Wentworth, 
Woodstock 
BELKNAP COUNTY: 
Allon, BeJrnont, Canter Harbor, 
GtKonl, uconta, Merodtm. 
New Hampton, Sanbomton. TIiton 
Raymond S. Burton 
338 River Road 
Bath, NH 03740 
Tel.(603) 747-3662 




Report to the People of District One 
Ray Burton, Executive Councilor, District One 
The Governor and Council have had a busy year since being sworn in to office on 
January 6, 2011. We meet approximately every two weeks to dispose of official 
business brought to us from the Governor's Office and the Departments of NH 
State Government. 
The Governors Advisory Commission in Intennodal Transportation (GACIT) 
submitted our recommendations for the 10 year transportation plans for air, rail, 
highway and other public transportation to Governor Lynch on December 15, 
2011. The Governor will review it and submit his recommendations to the NH 
House and Senate by January 15, 2012. It is now up to the NH House and Senate 
Committees to come to conclusions by July 12, 2012 on what our roads, bridges, 
airports, rail systems, and public transportation will be for the next ten years. 
Find your local state Senator and Representative by going to 
http:/jwww.gencourt.state.nh.us/h,ouse/members/wml.aspx. Another valuable 
resource is your local library and town/city clerks. Speak up and let them know 
what you believe should be done to maintain and improve our public 
transportation! 
Hurricane Irene caused millions of dollars worth of damage to not only town and 
state road systems, but also caused major river/ stream bank erosion. One of the 
best sources for FEMA and related matters is 
Chris Pope, Emergency Manager Director, at NH Dept. of Safety. His direct line is 
545-5842. NH DOT and NH Environmental Services, Depts. of Safety and local 
town/city agencies coupled with private construction companies deserve lots of 
credit for putting back together roads and bridges for safe and timely travel. 
A very important function and duty of the Governor and Executive Council is to 
ftnd citizens to volunteer on the dozens of State Boards and Commissions. If you 
are interested please send your letter of interest and resume to Jennifer Kuzma, 
Governor's office 107 North Main Street, Concord, NH 03301 tel 603-271-212. 
2012 is an election year. The NH Secretary of State has a very valuable political 
calendar with all appropriate dates for filing for office, financial reports, and 
election dates plus much more. Call NH Secretary of State at 271-3242 or my 
office for a copy or go to: http://www.sos.nh.gov/polcal2012-13forweb.pdf. 
District Health Councils offer a lively forum to discuss health issues- federal, 
state and local. If you would like to serve on one of the three District Health 
Councils in Council District One please send me your name and contact 
information. 
My office has NH Constitutions, official tourist maps, and other information. I 
always enjoy speaking and participating in local events. 
I am at the service of this District. It is an honor to hear from youl 
COOS COUNTY: 
-. Canoll. Claruvlle, 
Colallrook. Counbla, Dalton. 
Dirvlla, 0.-, Errol, 
Gorham . .1911....,.,, ~,. 
MIian. MIUllllekl, Noni,-, 
P~ Randolph. Shelbum•, 
-· Slant, 5nllord, Whlnld 
SULLIVAN COUNTY: 
Cha/IN-,, Claremortt. Conlllh, 
CroydOII, Grantham. N-011 




North Country Council, Inc. 
Regional Pl:uming Commission & Economic Dcvclop1m:n1 Dimic:1 
The Co11uge al the Rocks 
I 07 Glessner Road 
Bethlehem. New Hampshire 03574 
(603) 444--6303 FAX: (60)) 444-7588 
E-<nail: nccinc@nccouncil.org 
November 201 I 
Dear Friends, 
I would like to thank all of you for your support of the North Country Council this past year. 1t has 
been a difficult year for the Council and for our region. Cuts in the State and Federal government have made it a 
challenge to continue to provide a high quality of support for our region and the communities. However, we 
once again affirmed the Council's commitment to serve community and regional needs. 
The Council continued to deliver planning and economic development services throughout the region. We have 
and we will continue to adjust our capacities to respond to the needs of the communities and you will see this in 
the programs that we will be introducing in the coming years. We have continued with our traditional programs 
in master planning, natural resource planning, Brownfields Assessments, energy planning and transportation 
planning, and these will continue to be a focus of North Country Council. We applied along with the eight other 
planning commissions in the State for funding from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
through the Sustainable Communities Initiative which will provide additional resources to help the region and 
communities in the development of regional and community plans. Unfortunately we did not receive the award; 
however, we have reapplied this year and are more confident than ever we will receive the award. 
In economic development we continue our strong relationship with the U.S. Department of Commerce 
Economjc Development Administration (EDA) in bringing funding and project development to the region. We 
were awarded a grant to develop a reuse plan for the Groveton Mill and wiU be spending next year working 
with the community, the owner and the regional leaders to develop a use that will bring robust economic 
development to the region and, most importantly, jobs. Construction for an addition to the Dartmouth Regional 
Technology Center (DRTC) started this year and will be completed in 2012. DRTC has been and continues to 
be a wonderful economic driver for the state and is a national model for incubators. These along with other 
economic opportunities will continue to be a focus in the coming year. 
Again, thank you for all of your support for the Council. I hope that I and my staff can continue to be of service 
to your community. The Council is here to serve you. It is your organization. Our staff and Board are committed 
to responding to community needs. If there is a project or a need in your town, please ca.II us. We are dedicated 
to both supporting our individual towns and promoting regional unity in the North Country. TI1ank you for the 





January 21, 2012 
Board of Selecbnen 
P.O. Box 63 
Monroe, N.H. 03771 
Dear Friends, 
West Barnet Senior Meal Site 
P.O. Box 134 
Barnet, VT 05821 
We would very much appreciate the continued support of the West Barnet Meal Site 
agrun this year. Our foo4 fuel, rent and supply costs continue to increase just as every 
one's does. 
Our meal site continues to be very well attended. There were 11,236 nutritious meals 
prepared and served in 2012. They included 8,892 at the site in West Barnet and 2,344 
delivered to homebound people. 
We continue to enjoy many friends from Monroe who volunteer at our meal site or 
regularly come here for meals of receive meals at home. We are grateful for every one of 
them. 
Our cook is now Jan Warner, fonner owner of Warner's Gallery in Wells River, who 
graciously offered her services after our cook Susan Woods was called out of state for an 
on-going family emergency. 
Thank you advance for your contribution. 
Sincerely Yours, 
Sally L. Cook, Secretary 





Swift water Road. PO. Box 2001, Woodsville, New Hampshire 03785-200 I • 603-747-9000 • FAX 603-747-33 IO 
January 10, 2012 
Board of Selectmen 
Town of Monroe 
PO Box 63 
Monroe, NH 03771 
Dear Members of the Board of Selectmen: 
It has been another flourishing year at Cottage Hospital. In 2011 we welcomed two new 
physicians to our community, Dr. Blake Spencer, Hospitalist and Dr. Paul Chu in our Rural 
Health Clinic, Cottage Hospital Internal Medicine. We also opened our new Cosmetic & 
Medical Laser Center, this service line has helped to create our community as a destination 
point for many throughout New England. 
Financially, fiscal year 2011 was healthy for us, in part to an increase in business, due to our 
continued commitment to customer service and excellence in care. We continue to strategize 
ways to secure Cottage Hospital's financial health in the future, by meeting the needs of the 
community and collaborating with various health care organizations. 
We know our communities are supportive of our organization, and we are extremely grateful 
for the financial support that our area towns have provided over the years. Although funds are 
always needed and welcomed at Cottage Hospital, we know there are many worthy 
organizations also asking for money this year and the Cottage Hospital Board of Trustees has 
decided NOT to ask the towns for financial support for the seventeenth consecutive year. 
We thank you for your continued support and pledge to continue to do our best to provide 
you and your families with the highest quality of healthcare possible. 
· We hope that yoo will share-this-message myour 2011 Aanua-l---Report, and we-will forward 




Maria Ryan, PhD . 
Chief Executive Officer 
A Critical Access Hospital 
• www.cottagehospital.org • 
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WOODSVILLE AMBULANCE BUDGET REPORT 
Budget 2011 Actual 2011 Budget2012 
Income: 
Balance Fwd $80,454.51 $80,454.51 $57,649.55 
Donations $20.00 
Interest $112.35 
Patient Fees $410,000.00 $466,453.10 $450,000.00 
Special Even1s $4,000.00 $7,568.85 $5,000.00 
Town Assessments $142,962.00 $142,962.50 $142,950.00 
TOTAL Income: $637,416.51 $697,571 .31 $655,599.55 
Expenses: 
Amb Payments $35,000.00 $35,182.86 $35,000.00 
Building Payments $18,000.00 $18,000.00 $20,000.00 
Dispatch $14,000.00 $13,842.00 $14,000.00 
Extrication Svcs $1,000.00 $0.00 $1,000.00 
Fuel $11,000.00 $17,751 .65 $20,000.00 
Health Insurance $22,944.00 $24,366.73 $25,000.00 
Insurance $25,000.00 $23,302.50 $24,000.00 
Maintenance $12,500.00 $17,056.37 $13,000.00 
New Equipment $22,000.00 $19,297.39 $20,000.00 
Office $11,000.00 $13,491.22 $13,000.00 
Oxygen $4,000.00 $4,181.51 $4,300.00 
Payroll $413, 700.00 $429,297.40 $430,000.00 
Public Education $852.35 
Public Relations $500.00 $0.00 
Supplies $7,000.00 $7,249.57 $7.400.00 
Training $3,000.00 $210.00 $1,000.00 
Uniforms $2,000.00 $2,268.96 $2,500.00 
Utilities $11,000.00 $13,571.25 $15,000.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES: $613,644.00 $639,921.76 $645,200.00 
Fund Balance $23,772.51 $57,649.55 $10,399.55 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Commissioners 
Lawrence P. Corey 
Richard L. Guy 
Paul L. Kidder 
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Woodsville Fire District 
Precinct, Town of Haverhill 
4900 Dartmouth College Highway 
Woodsville, New Hampshire 03785 
Selectmen, Town of Monroe 
Monroe,NH 03771 December 22,2011 
Dear Selectmen, 
This letter is to provide you our annual request for supplemental funding in 
accordance with our ongoing contract for ambulance service to your town. There 
is no change in the rate this year as we continue to adjust to the two rate 
reductions from the previous two years. Based on the published US Census 
population of 843, the annual assessment for your town will be $10,537.50 for 
the coming year. 
Our final budget will not be prepared until after year end. If you would like a copy 
of our budget report, please contact Laurie Ricker in our office at 747-3311 
weekdays. Our EMS director, Mr Steve Robbins, can be reached at the same 
number for any other concerns. 
As always, we appreciate the support of all 8 contributing Towns and are available 
to you for questions or comments. 
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North Country Home Health & Hospice Agency, Inc. 
October 3, 2011 
Selectmen 's Office 
Town of Monroe 
Po Box 63 
Momoe, NH-03771 




North Country Home Health & Hospice Agency provides skilled services such as nurses, therapists, home 
health aides, medical social workers, and homemakers. Under our hospice program we also pay for 
medications for symptom relief, medical supplies and equipment, short term hospitalization and in-patient 
respite care, counseling and pastoral support. Hospice volunteers provide valuable support to those living 
with a life-limiting illness. 
Although many of North Cmmtry Home Health & Hospice's services are paid for through Medicare, 
Medicaid, and State grant programs, our reimbursement under these programs continues to fall significantly 
short of actual expenses. Unfunded cost such as mileage reimbursement has also drastically affected the 
Agency's financial performance. Our hospice volunteer program depends largely on community donations 
to exist. Hard economic times are resulting in an increase in the number of uninsured and underinsured 
residents in need of home health and hospice care. In order for us to be able to continue to provide quality 
care so urgently needed by our community, financial support from our towns is vital. 
It is our sincere hope that the residents of Monroe will continue to support North Country Home Health & 
Hospice Agency in the amount of$2,476.00. 
A fonnal written report of services provided to residents of Monroe will be forwarded to Selectmen as soon -
as possible after the close of the current calendar year. 
The Board of Directors and Staff of North Country Home Health & Hospice appreciate the continued 
support of the valuable services we provide to the residents of Monroe. Please call if you need any 
additional information. 
Respectfully, 




536 Cottage Street 
444-S3 I 7 
Lincoln Offlce 






Board of Selectmen 
Town.of Monroe 
50 Main Street 
Monroe, NH 
November 8, 2011 
Dear Board of Selectmen, 
The Support Center at Burch House is a private, non-profit agency that provides direct services and emergency shelter to 
victims of domestic and sexual violence and stalking in Northern Grafton County. We respectfully request that you place 
$425 in funding, the equivalent of .50 per resident, in the budget or on the 2012 town warrant to support the essential services 
that we provide in your community. We are very grateful for the generous support of the voters last year and hopeful that 
Monroe will continue to support our program and the services we provide. 
In fiscal year 2011, the Support Center at Burch House provided services to 444 victims of violence in our catchment area, 
including the Town of Monroe. Our agency also responded to 457 requests from the larger community for information, 
referrals, food pantry items, and general assistance. All of our services are provided at no cost to the recipient 
Support Center at Burch House Services FY11 
Victims Served by Cm1e Type: 
Domestic Violence: 321 5e)CIJ31Assaut 89 Stalking: 20 Other DV Related Crimes: 14 TOTAL: 444 
Hours of Service to Victinm: 2,691 Hours of Service 1D the Community: 10,105 
Servicee Provided by Tvoe: #Served Unlls of Value/ Total 
Service Unit 
Sheltltr Servlc-
Shelter bednights 51 3,666 $75 $274,950 
~ncl. food, Liiities, s1.4>pies, staff) 
Direct Services- non-eheltar 
Crisis Co1n1elngl Hotine Cals 308 4,845 $15 $72,675 
C0Lr1Seling and Support Sen/ices 321 786 $15 $11,790 
Legal.Coi.tAdwcacy 355 723 $15 $10,845 
MedicaLIPolice & other adwcacy 213 527 $15 $7,905 
Case Managemert/S1.4>POrt 318 641 $15 $9,615 
S1.4>port Gro1.4> 46 368 $15 $5,520 
hfonnation and refenal seNices 712 2,120 $15 $31,800 
School Prewrmon Programs• 715 1,756 $18 $31,608 ~olen09 Pmwntion grad&& 2-12 
Professional Trairings .. 60 360 $18 $6,480 -r1111ntngs ID Community 
Food Pamy/Meterial goods" 531 4,TT9 $3 $14,337 "meals as unltofsenice 
Transportation "" 79 4,7-40 $1.50 $7,110 ..,,,_ 8$ unitofsBNCB 
GRAND TOTAL: 3,709 25,311 $484,635 
With the support of the Town of Monroe, and other municipalities in our service area, we can continue to provide hi.gh 






White Mountain Mental Health 
29 Maple Street P.O. Box 599 • Littleton, NH 03561 • 603-444-5358 • Fax 603-4 44-0145 
Lancaster • 60~788-2521 ext. 2138 
Lincoln • 60~745-2090 
Woods vil le • 603-747-3658 
2011 Director's Report 
Northern Human Services 
White Mountain Mental Health 
Common Ground 
This year Northern Human Services/White Mountain Mental Health has provided 
58.03 hours of outpatient mental health services to 17 residents of Monroe who 
were either uninsured or under-insured. In addition Common Ground, our 
program for persons living with a developmental disability, has provided a 
comprehensive array of supports to 90 residents of Grafton County. 
The numbers above only tell part of the story. Access to mental health treatment is 
important, but the availability of a Community Mental Health Center in an emergency 
situation is equally crucial. Our 24/7 crisis service, staffed by experienced, master's level 
clinicians and supported by board certified psychiatrists, means that any resident or 
visitor can receive a competent assessment, day or night, in the event of a suicidal or 
homicidal crisis. This year we have made these services available with no waiting, even 
in the middle of the night, through the use of video equipment at all local hospital 
emergency rooms. 
As every town makes hard choices about how to allocate scarce resources, human 
service organizations are often "on the chopping block". Sadly, this is exactly the time 
when mental health care is most needed and least afforded, as individuals and families 
face job loss, relationship disruption and depression. Mental illness can be a fatal 
disease and the rate of suicide is on the rise. In addition to the terrible impact of a 
suicide, the cost of untreated mental illness to local towns in terms of police involvement, 
town welfare and public safety is significant. 
Support from our towns has allowed us to continue to offer treatment on a sliding fee 
scale to anyone who comes to our door. Your support also allows us to intervene without 
any fee to tragic incidents in any of our communities - in schools, places of business or 
scenes of a natural disaster. We also respond, without cost, to situations of concern t-0 
local residents or law enforcement, both by providing emergency services and by 
providing consultation and support. 





V] est. 1972 l 
&-0tzzen5C 
Programs 
Horse Meadow Senior Center 
(N. Haverhill 787-2539) 
Linwood Area Senior Services 
{Lincoln 745-4705) 
Littleton Area Senior Center 
(Littleton 444-6050) 
M.ascoma Area Senior Center 
{Canaan 523-4333) 
Newfound Area Senior Services 
(Bristol 744-8395) 
Orford Area Senior Services 
(Orford 353-9m7) 
Plymouth Regional Senior Center 
{Plymouth 536-1204) 
Upper Valley Senior Center 
(Lebanon 448-4213) 
Sponsoring 
RSVP & The Volunteer Center 
(toll-free 1-Bn-"JD.-7787) 
Service Link of Grafton County 
(toll-free 1-866-634-9412) 
Adult In-Home Care 
(Lebanon 448-0376 
Haverhill ']87-2539) 
Grafton County Senior Citizens 
Council, Inc. is an eqUIII 
opportunity provider. 
2orr-2012 Board of Directors 
Jim Varnum, President 
Rich Crocker, Vice President 
Emily Sands, Treasurer 
Caroline Moore, Secretary 
Patricia Brady 
Rev. Gail Dimick 
















Web site: www.gcscc.org 
GRAFfON COUNTY SENIOR CITIZENS COUNCIL, INC. 
ANNUAL REPORT 2011 
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, lnc. is a private nonprofit organiwion that 
provides programs and seivices to support the health and well being of our 
communities' older citizens. The Council's programs enable elderly individuals to 
remain independent in their own homes and communities for as long as possible. 
The Council operates eight senior centers in Plymouth, Littleton, Canaan, Lebanon, 
Bristol. Orford, Haverhill and Lincoln; operates adult in-home care from offices in 
Lebanon and Haverhill; and sponsors the Grafton County ServiceLink Resource 
Center and RSVP and the Volunteer Center. Through the centers, ServiceLink and 
RSVP, older adults and their families take part in a range of community-based long-
term services including home delivered meals, community dining programs, 
transportation, counseling. elder care, chore/home repair services, recreational and 
educational programs, and volunteer opportunities. 
During 201 l, 58 older residents of Monroe were served by the Council's programs 
offered through Horse Meadow or Littleton Area Senior Center. Nine residents were 
assisted by ServiceLink. 
• Older adults from Monroe enjoyed 449 balanc.ed meals in the company of 
friends in the center's dining room. 
• They received 228 hot, nourishing meals delivered to their homes by 
caring volunteers. 
• They benefited from 28 hours of in-home care through our northern 
Grafton County adult in-home care program. 
• Monroe residents were transported to health care providers or other 
community resources on 6 occasions by our lift-equipped bus. 
• They received assistance with problems, crises or issues of long-tenn care 
through 25 contacts with the outreach worker or ServiceLink. 
• Monroe's citiz.ens also volunteered to put their talents and skills to work 
for a better community through 307.S hours of volunteer service. 
The cost to provide Council services for Monroe residents in 2011 was $7,119.63. 
Such services can be critical to elderly individuals who want to remain in their own 
homes and out of institutional care in spite of chronic health problems and increasing 
physical frailty, saving tax dollars that would otherwise be expended for nursing home 
care. They also contribute to a higher quality of life for older friends and neighbors. 
As our population grows older, supportive services such as those offered by the 
Council become even more critical. Morrroe ·s population aver age 60 has increased 
by 44. 6% over the past 20 years according to US. Census data from 1990 to 2010. 
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council very much appreciates Monroe's support for 
our programs that enhance the independence and dignity of older citiz.ens and enable 
them to meet the chalJenges of aging in the security and comfort of their own 
communities and homes. 
Roberta Berner, Executive Director 
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December 10, 20 I 1 
Board of Selectmen 
PO Box 63 
Monroe, NH 03771 
Dear Select Board: 
TRI-COUNTY 
COMMUNITY ACTION 
Serving Coos, Carroll & Gratton Counties 
.30 EXCHANGE STREET. BERLIN. N.H. 03570 
TOU. FREE NO. t-800-552-4617 
FAX NO. 752.-7607 
Tri-County Community Action Program is a private, non-profit agency that is requesting, 
at your 2012 Town Meeting, $2,000 in funding from the Town of Monroe to help support 
its Community Contact Division. 
The following is a report of services provided in fiscal year 2010-2011: 
Services Provided: # oflffi Dollar Amount 
Fuel Assistance P 36 
Weatherization & Conservation 1 
25 
s worth of food) 18 
Aid, Clothin . .. ) 57 
THROUGH THE EFFORTS OF TRI-COUNTY COMMUNITY 
ACTION, THE CITIZENS OF MONROE HA VE RECEIVED A 
TOTAL OF $42,706 IN ASSISTANCE BETWEEN JULY 1, 2010 





Community Contact provides these and other necessary services for the less fortunate 
citizens in your town and surrounding vicinities. We are depending upon funding from 
your town and others countywide. 
We sincerely appreciate the Town of Monroe's past support and look forward to our 
continuing partnership to provide essential services to your residents. 
Very truly yours, 
Dan McGregor 










WOODSVILLE AREA FOURTH OF JULY COMMlmE, INC. 
PO BOX 50 
WOODSVILLE, NH 03785 
Woodsvillefourthofjuly@hotmail.com 
2011 ANNUAL REPORT 
Each year the Woodsvil.le/Wells River Fou11h of July Committee has the honor 
and the challenge of putting on a fun-filled day of activities and ente11ainrnent on the 
Community Field as well as the enormous parade. Along with the incredible man hours 
needed to do this ,vc also need financial suppo1i. The Committee has had several unique 
ways in which over the years we have been able to achieve the funding neeued to do this 
event. The generosity of our tO\\lls/municipalities, area businesses and the general public 
have all kept this celebration going. All of these contributions are greatly appreciated. 
We have a number of fundraising events. The largest of which is the Souvenir 
Booklet that the Committee produces. courtesy of Copies and !\·fore. Local businesses. 
towns and individuals donate to the Fou11h of .July Committee and receive advertising 
space u1 thi s bookll?t. It has become the local directory for many. Thi.s booklet also 
includes a dedication to a community member; ,vrite ups about both the Parade Marshall 
and the Grand Marshall. and an "In Memory or ... " section, where for $5.00 a loved one 
can be remembered and honored. important information can be included, as space allows. 
such as date of bi11h/death, military rank, etc. 
Other fundraising activities include the donation jars placed in many of our area 
businesses, the $10.00 raffle tickets ,vhich offer a top pri2e of$ I 000.00 and a total of 8 
cash prizes ending with four$ I 00.00 prizes, donation collections along the parade route. 
in addition to Bingo and ' ·Critter Chip'· Bingo on the Community Field. OLher monies 
are received by renting space on the community field to concessionaires and vendors. as 
well as the amusement company paying to provide rides and some food. 
All the fonds raised in our numerous fundraising efforts go to provide a no charge 
entertainment filled day to anyone who would like to enjoy it. The celebration starts \Vith 
the huge parade between the states. many bands playing throughout the day on the 
Community Field, field entertainers. incredible fireworks display and so much more. 
Every year we face some difficult challenges. Economic times have made 
donations more difficult to come by, and with increases in the incidental costs, such as 
insurance, and bands, etc. we are always looking for new ways to raise funds. 
Additionally, the volunteers we have are wonderful, but there is so much to do in such a 
short time, that we are always looking for more help. The bingo tent, and "Critter Chip" 
bingo, parade set up, office personnel and walkers on the parade route really needs some 
63 
extra help, as well as having plenty of opportunities available to volunteer time before the 
4th of July Celebration, as well. If you know anyone who is interested, please send them 
our way! 
As always, we welcome any questions or comments, and anyone interested in 
helping in any way is encouraged to contact us at Woodsville/Wells River Fourth of July, 
PO Box 50, Woodsville, NH 03785 or 603-747-2878 or at 
Woodsvillefourthofjuly@hotmail.com or like us on Facebook. The Committee meets the 
I st Wednesday of each month at the Woodsville Emergency Services Building in 
Woodsville at 7:00 pm, all are welcome. You can keep informed of our progress on our 
website; \\'WW.\\'Wr4thofiuly.com which was created by Linda Lauer. Here you can 
check the schedule of events, register for the parade, find out about our theme contest and 
winner, find photos of past parades or recommend changes or some special people to be 
considered for the Parade & Grand Marshal positions. 
Thank you for your continued support of the Independence Day Celebration. 
Hope to see you at the 2012 celebration, until then be well. 
Steven Strout, President 
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DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF MONROE, NH FOR THE YEAR ENDING DEC. 31,2011. 
NAME DATE PLACE FATHER'S MOTHER'S MAIDEN 
OF OF OF NAME NAME 
DECEDENT DEATH DEATH 
Nancy April North Haverhill, Douglas Brooks Elizabeth Brooks 
Fournier 6,2011 NH 
Harold April Littleton, Henry Whipple Hazel Bishop 
Whipple I 0,2011 NH 
John April North Haverhill, Walter Robinson Mary Myers 
Robinson 26,2011 NH 
°' Thomas May Woodsville, Donald Guganig Laura Griffin °' 
Guganig 13,2011 NH 
Alice May North Haverhill, Edward Moore Bertha Crowell 
Girourd 18,2011 NH 
Eva May Littleton, Michael Bloschock Letha Bowman 
Egan 20,2011 NH 
Mary May W oodsville, Robert Ward Hazel Smith 
Stanton 23,2011 NH 
Ida May W oodsville, Ralph Bradley Madeline Morse 
McClintock 24,2011 NH 
°' -...l 
Deaths Registered in the Town of Monroe,NH Continued. 
Clarence June Lyndonville, Clarence Dana, Sr. 
Dana, Jr. 21,2011 Vt. 
Jim July Littleton, Floyd Carr Olive Harding 
Carr 29,2011 NH 
Pauline August Franconia, Harris Pushee Inez Clark 
Pushee 14,2011 NH 
Ruth November North Haverhill, John Reynolds Hannah Taylor 
Lang I 0,2011 NH 
Guy November W oodsville, Guy Burrill Sr. Jennie Plamandon 
Burrill, Jr. NH 
Philip November Hanover, Alfred Vielleux Gladys Baker 
Vielleux 22,2011 NH 
DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF MONROE, NH FOR THE YEAR ENDING DEC.31,20 I 0. 
THIS DEATH WAS NOT REPORTED IN THE 2010 TOWN REPORT. 
John December 
Paul Spizak 30,2010 
Littleton, 
NH 
John Spizak Dorothy Spizak 
°' 00 
BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF MONROE, NH FOR THE YEAR ENDING DEC.31, 2012. 
Date of Birth 
And 




January 26,2011 Littleton,NH 
IAN SCOTT CLOUTIER 
February 8,2011 Woodsville,NH 
GAGE DE PAUL BILLETDEAUX 
March 29,2011 Littleton,NH 
HUDSON JEFFREY BRADSHAW 
July 25,2011 Littleton,NH 
ALLISON MICHELLE MCBEY 
October 27,2011 Littleton,NH 















TOWN OF MONROE 
Dept. Description 2011 
Budget 
4,130 Executive 24,750.00 




4,151 Bank Fees 
~ - -
4,152 Revaluation 4,000.00 
4,153 Lee.al Emense -- 45,000.00 
1: 4,155 Employee Benefits - - 35,000.00 :, 
1, 4,191 Planni~ & Zonine I 2,120.00 
4,194 Gen Govt. Bld2. I 43,150.00 
4194A Post Office Bide. I :1 2,300.00 
4,195 Cemeteries 'i ~ 11,163.00 
4,196 Insurance 11,000.00 
4,197 ~iations - 4,380.00 
4,199 Fire/fown Garage 
,. 
1 9,150.00 .. 
4,210 Police 13,800.00 
4,215 Woodsville Ambul. 10,540.00 
4,220 Fire 35,600.00 
4,311 Hiebway Dept. 261,031.00 
4,316 Street Li2htin1 17,000.00 
4,323 Solid Waste Collection - - 34,000.00 
4,324 Waste Disoosal n 45,000.00 
4,326 Recyclin1 - - 10,000.00 
4,325 Junk Day 13,700.00 
: 4,331 Water Services 100.00 
4,415 Health Agencies 6,597.00 
4,442 Direct Assistance 7,500.00 
4,510 Parks& Recreation 15,810.00 
~ 4,550 Library 40,860.00 
4,551 Patriotic 1,000.00 
4,723 Interest -- - -
4,902 Fire Truck Payment -'!!" I 
4,915 Warrant Articles --
Highway Truck 10,000.00 
Fire Truck - 10,000.00 
Loader - 10,000.00 
Bide. Maintenance -





























































































STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
TO THE INHA.BITANTS OF THE TOWN OF MONROE IN THE COUNTY OF GRAFTON IN STATE, QUALIFIED 
TO VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS: 
You are hereby notified to meet at the Monroe Town Hall on Tuesday, the 13th day of March next at 
7:00 of the clock In the P .M. to act upon the following subjects: with the School Business Meeting 
proceeding Town Business Meeting. 
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing. 
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of up to One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000.00) for the purchase of a used Tanker Truck for the Fire Department and to 
authorize the issuance of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) of bonds or notes with provisions of 
the Municipal Finance Act (RSA33) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such 
bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; furthermore, to authorize the 
withdrawal of up to Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) from the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund 
previously established for this purpose. 2/3 ballot vote required. 
3. To see ifthe Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be added to the Fire Truck 
capital Reserve Fund previously established. ( The selectmen Recommend This Article ) 
4. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be added to the Highway 
Department Truck capital Reserve Fund previously established.(The Selectmen Recommend This 
Article) 
5. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be added to the Highway 
Department Loader Capital Reserve Fund previously established.(The Selectmen Recommend This 
article) 
6. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 for the Fire Department 
Equipment Fund previously established. (The Selectmen Recommend This Article) 
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $500.00 to be added to the Cemetery 
Maintenance Fund previously established with said funds to come from surplus.(The Selectmen 
Recommend This Article) 
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to be added to the 
Monroe Clinic Trust Fund previously established with said funds to come from surplus .. (The 
Selectmen Recommend This article) 
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $30,000.00 to be placed in the Assessing 
Expendable Trust Fund previously established with said funds to come from surplus. ( The 
Selectmen Recommend This Article) 
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $6,790.00 to be added to the Post Office 
Building Trust Fund with said funds to come from surplus. (The Selectmen Recommend This 
Article) 
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $10,000.00 to be placed in the Buildings 
Maintenance Trust Fund with such funds to come from surplus.(The Selectmen Recommend This 
Article) 
12. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate $5,000.00 to be added to the Civil Defense Fund 
previously established.( The Selectmen Recommend This Article) 
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $10,000.00 to be added to the Harley View 
Drive fund previously established.(The Selectmen Recommend This Article) 
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $20,000.00 for new furnaces at the Municipal 
Building.(The Selectmen Recommend This Article) 
15. To see if the Town will vot~ to raise and appropriate $792,912.00 (operating budget only) for 
general operations. This article does not include special or individual articles addressed. 
11 
16. To hear all reports of committees and officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote related. 
To transact any business that may legally come before said meeting. 









Selectmen Town of Monroe 
lll 
2011 Revenue Budget 
2011 2011 2012 
Estimated Actual Estimated 
SOURCE INCOME Revenue Revenue Revenue 
Land Use Tax $ 2,000.00 $ 2,445.00 $ 2,000.00 
Yield Tax $ 4,000.00 $ 4,409.96 $ 4,000.00 
Int., Penalty & 
Delinquent Taxes $ 5,000.00 $ 36,072.64 $ 5,000.00 
Motor Vehicle 
Permits $ 150,000.00 $ 154,036.83 $ 150,000.00 
FROM STATE 
Highway Block $ 35,287.00 $ 34,342.64 $ 29,875.00 
Rooms & Meals $ 35,000.00 $ 35,179.25 $ 35,000.00 
CHARGE FOR SERVICES 
Income from Departments $ 700.00 $ 603.32 $ 700.00 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Sale of Town Property $ 500.00 $ 2,495.00 $ 500.00 
Interest on Investments $ 1,500.00 $ 928.08 $ 1,000.00 
Planning Board $ 200.00 $ 362.16 $ 200.00 
Rent ofTown Property $ 11,790.00 $ 11,789.96 $ 11,790.00 
Other Income $ 1,500.00 $ 1.sos.00 $ 1,500.00 
$ 247,477.00 $ 284,169.84 $ 241,565.00 
IV 
Annual Report of the School Board 
Monroe School District - SAU 77 
Fiscal Year 
July 1, 2010 ··· 2011 
Architect's rendering of Monroe Consolidated School with hip roofs on the ends! 

Monroe School District FY 2011-2012 Annual Report 
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School Warrant 
The State of New Hampshire 
For Fiscal Year 2012 - 2013 
To the inhabitants of the School District of Monroe in the County of Grafton, State of 
New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at 
the Monroe Town Hall in said District on Tuesday, the Thirteenth (13th) day of March 
2012. Polls will open for the election of District Officers at 12 noon and close not earlier 






To choose by non-partisan ballot, a Moderator for the ensuing year. 
To choose by non-partisan ballot, a District Clerk for the ensuing 
year. 
To choose by non-partisan ballot, a Treasurer for the ensuing year. 
To choose by non-partisan ballot, a School Board member for a term 
of three (3) years. 
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$326,557.00 (gross budget) for the repair of the roofs over the 
cafeteria and the two classroom wings, and to authorize the issuance 
of not more than $326,557.00 dollars of bonds or notes in accordance 
with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) 
and to authorize the school board to issue and negotiate such bonds or 
notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon. The School Board 
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To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$2,580,379.00 dollars for the support of schools, for the payment of 
salaries for the school district officials and agents, and for the 
payment for statutory obligations of the district. This article does 
not include appropriations voted on in other warrant articles. (The 
School Board recommends this appropriation.) (Majority vote 
required.) 
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$121,568.00 dollars to reduce the general fund deficit for the school 
year 2010-2011 based on the most recent audit financial statement 
and pursuant to RSA 289:28-a. (The School Board recommends this 
appropriation.) 
To see if the district will vote to approve the cost item included in the 
collective bargaining agreement reached between the Monroe School 
District and the Monroe School District Support Staff Union which 
calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits: 
YEAR SALARIES TAXES TOTAL 
ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 
INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE 
2012-2013 $6,953 $532 $7,485 
2013-2014 $7,431 $563 $7,999 
2014-2015 $8,093 $619 $8,712 
TOTAL $22,477 $1,719 $24,196 
And further to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,485 for the 2012-
2013 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional costs 
attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of the 
appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year. 
(The School Board recommends this appropriation.) 
Shall the district, if Article 8 is defeated, authorize the governing 
body to call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article 8 cost 
items only. (This article may be passed over if Article 8 is approved.) 
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$60,089.00 dollars for Information Technology Infrastructure 
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To see if the district will vote to establish an Expendable Fund for the 
purpose of unbudgeted Special Education expenses for students age 3 
to age 21 and to raise and appropriate the sum of $75,000.00 dollars 
to be placed in this fund. Furthermore, to name the School Board as 
agents to this fund. (The School Board recommends this 
appropriation.) (Majority vote required.) 
To see if the district will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund for 
the purpose of a Heating System and to raise and appropriate the 
sum of $5,000.00 dollars to be placed in this fund. Furthermore, to 
name the School Board as agents to this fund. (The School Board 
recommends this appropriation.) (Majority vote required). 
To see if the district will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund for 
the purpose of Parking Lot Maintenance and to raise and appropriate 
the sum of$ 5,000.00 dollars to be placed in this fund. Furthermore, 
to name the School Board as agents to this fund. (The School Board 
recommends this appropriation.) (Majority vote required). 
To see if the district will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund for 
Band Shell Maintenance and to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$5,000.00 dollars to be placed in this fund. Furthermore, to name the 
School Board as agents to this fund. (The School Board recommends 
this appropriation.) (Majority vote required). 
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum 
of $3,500.00 dollars for payment of salaries for an after school student 
extra help program. (The School Board recommends this 
appropriation.) 
To see if the District wiJl vote to authorize the School Board to enter into a long-
term lease with the Town of Monroe for use of school property for Water 
District purposes, specifically a water treatment system, upon terms and 
conditions acceptable to the School Board. (The School Board recommends this 
appropriation.) 
5 




We the residents of the Town of Monroe vote to direct the Monroe School 
Board to rejoin SAU 23 and to use all services available through the SAU. 
(Petitioned Article) 
To see if the School District will vote to hold election of School District Officers 
on the second Tuesday of March from 12 noon until 6 p.m. at the Monroe Town 
Hall. All remaining Warrant Articles to be addressed at a second meeting to be 
held at 9 am. on the Saturday following the 2nd Tuesday in March at the Monroe 
School. (Petitioned Article) 
To transact any other business that may legally come before said 
meeting. 












Monroe School Board 
---Attest: 
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IMS-26 
SCHOOL BUDGET FORM 
OF: MONROE, NH 
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Fiscal Year From July 1,2012 __ to June 30,2013 __ 
IMPORTANT: 
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities. 
1 Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not recommended 
area. This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted. 
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget. 
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed 
on file with the school clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address 
below within 20 days after the meeting. 
This form was posted with the warrant on ( ·2 7 ) 2012, February; 
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS 
Please sign in ink. 





Paula Geil ~ 
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT 
FOR ORA USE ONLY 
7 
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION 
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION 
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Budget - School District of __ Monroe SAU 77 _____________ _ 
2 3 4 5 
OP Bud. Expenditures Appropriations 
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. for Year 7/1/2010 Current Year As 
(RSA 32:3,V) ART.# to 6/30/2011 Approved by DRA 
INSTRUCTION 
Regular Programs 5 1,238,869.35 1,311,473.00 
Special Programs 5 352,103.04 214,443.00 
Vocalional Programs 5 22,406.64 7,869.00 
Olher Programs 5 5,366.00 5,965.00 
Non-Public Programs 
AdulUConlinuing Ed. Programs 
Community/Jr.Colleqe Ed. Proqrams 
Community Service Programs 
SUPPORT SERVICES 
Sludent Support Services 6 84,958.16 90,066.00 
Instructional Staff Services 6 50,341 .59 60,235.00 
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 
School Board Contingency 0.00 
Other School Board 6 52,365 57 38,813.00 
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION 
SAU Management Services 94,764.15 98,550.00 
All Other Administration 6 190,431.63 236,128.00 
School Administration Service 6 85.10 560.00 
Business 
Operation & Maintenance of Plant 6 104,429.86 129,324.00 
Student Transportation 6 103,265.84 103,330.00 
Support Service, Central & Olher 
NOH-lNSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES 





Sile Improvement 6 17,119.00 0.00 
Architectural/Engineering 6 6,211.00 0.00 
Educalional Specification Development 
Building Acquisition/Construclion 
Building Improvement Services 
Other Facilities Acquisilion and 
Construction Services 
OTHER OUTLAYS (5000-5999) 
Debi Service - Principal 6 36,000.00 36,000.00 
Debi Service - Interest 6 5,040.00 3,790.00 
FUND TRANSFERS 
To Food Service 
To Other Special Revenue 
To Capital ProJects 
To Agency Funds 
Intergovernmental Agency Alice. 
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION 
DEFICIT APPROPRIATION 
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Budget - School District of _MONROE. _________ _ FY 2012-2013 
.. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES** 
Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32:3,VI, as: 1) appropriations in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations 
raised by bonds or notes; 3) appropriations to a separate fund created pursuant lo law, such as capital reserve funds or 
trust funds ; 4) an appropriation designated on the warrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable 
article. 
2 3 4 5 6 
Expenditures Appropriations Appropriations 
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS for Year 711110 Current Year As WARR. Ensuing FY 
(RSA 32:3,V) to 6/30111 Approved by ORA ART.# (Recommended) 
To Capital Reserves 
To Expendable Trust 
To Non-Expendable Trusts 
Building Maintance Fund 20,000 27,500 0 
High School Tuition fund 10,000 75,000 0 
Sped Fund k-12 0 0 11 75,000 
Heating System Trust Fund 0 0 12 5,000 
Parking Lot Trust Fund 0 0 13 5,000 
Band Shell Mant. Trust Fund 0 0 14 5,000 
other FaclllUes Construction Services 0 0 5 326,557 







.. INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES .. 
"Individual" warrant articles are not necessarily the same as "special warrant articles". Examples of individual warrant 
articles might be: 1) Negotiated cost Items for labor agreements; 2) Leases; 3) Supplemental appropriations for the current 
year for which funding is already available; or 4) Deficit appropriations for the current year which must be funded through 
taxation. 
2 3 4 5 6 
Expenditures Appropriations Appropriations 
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS for Year 711110 Current Year As WARR. Ensuing FY 
CRSA 32:3,Vl to 6130111 Aooroved bv ORA ART.# (Recommended) 
Labor Agreement Support Slaff 0.00 0.00 8 7,485 
Labor Agreement teachers 0.00 16,029.00 0 
Deficit reduction 119,864.00 42,843.00 7 121,568 
ii Teck Fund 0 0 10 60,089 
EXTRA HELP PROGRAM 0 0 15 3,500 
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MS-26 Budget - School District of __ MONROE _________ FY _2012-2013 
2 3 4 5 
WARR. Actual Revenues Revised Revenues 
Acct.# SOURCE OF REVENUE ART.# Prior Year Current Year 
I REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES 
1300-1349 Tuition 
1400-1449 Transportation Fees 
1500-1599 Earnings on Investments 6 444.03 420.00 
1600-1699 Food Service Sales 6 14,826.45 17,600.00 
1700-1799 Student Activities 
1800-1899 Community Services Activities 
1900-1999 Other Local Sources 6 1,507.23 500.00 
REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES 
3210 School Building Aid 
3215 Kindergarten Building Aid 
3220 Kindergarten Aid 
3230 Catastrophic Aid 6 48,793.84 0 00 
3240-3249 Vocational Aid 
3250 Adult Education 
3260 Child Nutrition 6 340.65 310.00 
3270 Driver Education 
3290-3299 Other State Sources 
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES 
4100-4539 Federal Program Grants 
4540 Vocational Education 
4550 Adult EducaUon 
4560 Child Nutrition 6 18,956.68 20,000.00 
4570 Disabilities Programs 
4580 Medicaid Distribution 
4590--4999 Other Federal Sources (except 4810) 
4810 Federal Fores! Reserve 6 184.33 0.00 
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES 
5110-5139 Sale of Bonds or Notes 5 
5221 Transfer from Food Service-Spec.Rev.Fund 
5222 Transrer from Other Special Revenue Funds 
5230 Transfer from Capital Project Funds 
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MS-26 Budget - School District of _Monroe _______________ _ FY 2012-2013 
5 2 3 4 
WARR. Actual Revenues Revised Revenues 
Acct.# SOURCE OF REVENUE ART.# Prior Year Current Year 
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES cont. 
5252 Transfer from Expendable Trust Funds 
5253 Transfer from Non-Expendable Trust Funds 
5300-5699 Other Financing Sources 
5140 This Section for Calculation of RAN's 
(Reimbursement Anticipation Noles) Per RSA 
198:20-d for Catastrophic Aid Borrowing 
RAN, Revenue This FY less 
RAN, Revenue Last FY 
=NET RAN 
Supplemental Appropriation (Contra) 
Voted From Fund Balance 
Fund Balance lo Reduce Taxes 
Total Estimated Revenue & Credits 85,053.21 38,830.00 
I -suDGET SUMMARY** I 
Current Year 
Operating Budget Appropriations Recommended (from page 2) 2,413,211.00 
Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 3) 102,500.00 
Individual Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 3) 58,872.00 
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 2,574,583.00 
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above) 38,830.00 
Less: Amount of Slate Education Tax/Grant 270,707.00 
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GENERAL FUND 
MONROE SCHOOL FY 11 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY - 12/131 FY - 12/13 
BUDGET STATUS REPORTS BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET $ CHANGE % CHANGE 
FY 13 BUDGET 
Fund balance beginning -$42,842 
Revenue 
Local $1,771,269 $1,715,258 $1,841,144 $2,034,118 $192,974 10.48% 
(DEFICIT)PAYMENT $42,842 
State $486,422 $516,746 $467.952 $478,398 $10,446 2.23% 
Federal $184 $0 0.00% 
Transfer from $10,000 $0 0.00% 
Total Revenue $2.257,691 $2.242,189 $2,309,096 $2,512,516 $203,420 8.81% 
ELM. PRE K - 8TH 
Expenses 
Salaries $748,009 $753.881 $764,305 $801 ,539 $37,234 4.87% 
Benefits $363.367 $312,534 $392,342 $408,582 $16,240 4.14% 
Prof Services $176,365 $126,939 $84,675 $129.235 $44,560 52.62% 
Purchased Serv. Reoairs / Maintance $15,250 $19,464 $22,250 $23,000 $750 3.37% 
Postaae-ohone-lnsurance- $12,664 $10,541 $13,030 $11,700 -$1,330 -10.21% 
Tuition Sped $0 $76.016 $0 $0 $0 0.00% 
T ransoortation $51 ,062 $58 248 $47,552 $50,319 $2,767 5.82% 
Travel $8,445 $7,602 $11,565 $11,375 -$190 ·1.64% 
Suoolies/Fuel Oil/Electricity $108,095 $88,675 $99,473 $106,996 $7,523 7.56% 
EquipmenV furniture $11,527 $6.145 $11,190 $16,467 $5.277 47.16% 
Dues & Fees $17,000 $11 ,528 $13,660 $14,510 $850 6.22% 
Other 
Debt services Loan-Interest $41 040 $41 040 $39,790 $38,520 -$1.270 -3.19% 
Site lmorovement $71,000 $23,330 $0 $10,000 $10,000 0.00% 
Total Expenses ELM. PRE K - 8TH $1,623,824 $1,535,944 $1,499,832 $1,622,243 $122.411 I 8.16% 
HIGH SCHOOL 
Tuition Reg $526,138 $619.004 $644,937 $640,983 -$3,954 -0.61% 
Tuition Sped $43,074 $117.309 $86,880 $149,900 $63,020 72.54% 
Tuition Voe. $7,177 $22,407 $7,869 $8,000 $131 1.66% 
Prof Services $0 $6,918 $13,800 $11,300 -$2,500 100.00% 
Transportation $57,478 $62,175 $55,778 $80,090 $24,312 43.59% 
Total Expenses HIGH SCHOOL $633,867 $827,813 $809,264 $890,273 $81,0091 10.01% 
Total Expenses $2,257.691 $2,363.757 $2.309,096 $2,512,516 $203.420 8.81% 
YEAR TO DATE 
SUHPLUS/(DEFICIT) $0 -$121,568 $0 $0 $01 
Fund balance ending -$121,568 
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Account 
cu.rrant Approptiation 
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Monroe Schoel District Gen<>ral Le<:lg9r 
Comparative Budq•t R<rport 
Ganaral 'Fund 
Actual 
FY-2011 Pd: 12 
Budqet 
n' - 2012 
Budqet FY - 12/13 
FY - 2013 
1,649,917.00 1,800,224.00 l,993,218 . 00 192994.00 
63,330.00 40,000.00 40 ,000.00 0.00 
42,842.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 
444.03 420.00 ,oo.oo -20.00 
1,378.23 500.00 500.00 0 .00 
129.00 a.co o.oo 0.00 
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------
1,7!11,100,H 1,IU,lU , 00 2,ou,111.00 U2t74.00 
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------
270,707.00 270,707.00 270,707.00 0.00 
197,245.00 197 , 245 . 00 207,691.00 10446.00 
0.00 0 . 00 0.00 o.oo 
48,793.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------
IU,'70.14 U'1,H2,00 0,., .. . 00 lOUl,00 
0.00 0.00 0 . 00 
114,JJ 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 
10,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2,2111,0JO.I! 2, J09, OH . 00 2,s12 , a1, . 00 20:a•20.00 
362,438.84 362 ,228.00 418 ,186.00 55958.00 
47,647 . 15 46,862 . 00 19,903 . 00 -26959 . 00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2,271.62 5 , 500 . 00 7 , 500 . 00 2000.00 
5,212 .98 6,500.00 9,000.00 1500.00 
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------
u,,,,o.H 421,010.00 o:a,au.00 3201,00 
------------------ ------------------ ----------------- ----------
81,437 .82 91 ,234.00 116 , 936 . 00 19702.00 
368.55 564.00 495.00 -69.00 
29,615.03 33,631.00 37,506.00 3875 .00 
33 , 070.75 66,215.00 52,1.U.OO - 14074 .00 
l,'33.25 1,600.00 1,959.00 359.00 
990 . 16 1 , 7'1 . 00 985.00 -756 .00 
3 , 250.00 3,250.00 1,250 . 00 -2000.00 
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------
110,151 .!I 204,US.OO 211,2,2 . 00 ,on.00 
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------
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Account 
Periodical ■ - Music 
Periodicals-Reading Spec. 
Software 6-7-8 Lang/Art/S 
total IUHLII■ 
IQUIP / CCIOU'l'IU / rtmr. 
Equipmant Kindargrtend 
Equipment - 1st Grade 
Equipmant Gra.da 3 
Equipmant Grade 4 
Equipmant 5 Grade 
Equipment-6-7-8 Math/scie 
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Raplace Furn. 4th Gracia 
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Replace Furn. - Art 
'l'ot.&l IQ!JIP / CCIOU'1'UI / 
Dlllll, nll 
Dues, Fee•-Kindargartan 
Dues, Fees 3rd Grade 
Duea, Fee• 4th Grade 
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Total CUii 6 ftll 
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!l'otal IIQUIJICD'l' 
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'1'JWIIPOaT.UZCII 1'1'aDD'rl 


























1,282 . 00 
Monroe School District General. Ledger 






























JS . 00 
0, 00 
0.00 
, , 200.00 







Budget FY - 12/13 
FY - 2013 , Chanqa 
100.00 00.00 
550.00 50 .00 







16 ,000.00 11800.00 
800. 00 0. 00 












Workers Compen•ationa Ina 
total DMU%'1'1 




'1'ot&1 DUii a rDI 
PIVCIOLOO%CA1. ID'nCIII 
hOI' IDYICII 
PSYC.- ELEM.-Evala, Tea 
PSYC - BS-EW\LS, ffSTDIG 
Psych . Service• 
Total Pll0I' IIJlVlCII 












Support Std! Ratir-.it 
Pro! Oeval~t- Cour■• 
Budgot 
FY - 2011 






















1,648 . 00 
65.00 
1,753.00 
2 , 003 . 00 
1 , 500 . 00 
konroa School District General Ledger 
Comparativa Budget Report 
Gene.raJ. Fund 
A.etual 
FY-2011 Pd: 12 
Budget 
FY - 2012 
Budget FY• 12/13 





















7 , 098.24 
52 . 65 
1,253.90 
1,799.H 
0 . 00 
7,J'll.00 
557.00 















0 . 00 
845 . 00 
------------------
20,H2 . 00 
------------------




0 . 00 
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0 . 00 
0 . 00 
0.00 
0 . 00 
$ Change 
0.00 
























- 3220. 00 
0 . 00 
Monroe School District FY 2011-2012 Annual Report 
Account 
On.-ploymant Ins. 











Total IPIICW '1'DIIArl 
HlflICAL '1'IIDAn UIM:C:11 
nm' GIM:CII 
Total n.01' UIIY%CII 
PT Servicaa 
Total PIYIICAl, 'l'DIIArl ID 
OC:C:WA/:ICIQL 'l'DIIIAPY Da, 
PJl0I' GIM:CII 
Prof. Sarvieaa 
Total nor IDlYICII 
'l'otal OC:C:UH,TICIQl, 'l'llau't 
0'J'IU imPPOaT DIM:c:11 
nm" IIJM:CII 
Prof. Sarv.-Aaaamblia s 
Student Council 
Aa■aoblia■ - 3rd grad• 
Aaaembliaa - 4t.h Grade 
Aasembliall 5 Grada 
Aaaai,hlia■ 6-7-8 Lang Soc 
Prof Services- Art 
Total PJl0I' IIIIVICII 
Budget 








750 . 00 




0 . 00 
0.00 
2,500 . 00 
2,1100.00 
2,500.00 
850 . 00 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
850 .00 




Monroe School Diat.rict. Ganeral Ledger 
Comparat.iv• Budqet Report 
Ganeral Fund 
Actual 
FY-2 011 Pd: 12 


















0 . 00 






FY - 2012 
160 . 00 
98 . 00 
12,IU . 00 
18 , 690.00 
11,190 . 00 
0,00 





0 , 00 







450 . 00 
450. 00 
450 . 00 
450 . 00 
0.00 
Budget FY - 1 2 /13 
FY - 2013 
0 . 00 
0 .00 
$ Oiange 
-160 . 00 
-98 . 00 
















0 , 00 0,00 
2,500 . 00 2500.00 
2, 1100 , 00 2!100,00 
3,000.00 1000.00 
s,000.00 1000.00 
3,000 .00 1000.00 
0.00 0.00 
250.00 0.00 




450 . 00 450.00 
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------
141,00 2,0110.00 2,1100.00 4110 , 00 
20 






Dtllll I nH 
0SL 6, 1, ~ 8th grade 
0SL - KINDERG . 
OSL - 1ST GRADE 
0SL - 2ND GRADE 
0SL - 3RD GRADE 
OSL - 4TB GRADE 
0SL - 5 GRADE 
0SL 6-7-8 MATB SCIENCE 
OSL- 6-7-8 I.ANG. SOCIA 
0SL - MUSIC 
Misc. (Sohollarshipa) 
Total DUH I ftH 
'l'at&l OTm ltlnOllT DIIVlC 
non1uc.w. DIVmoOIIGDff 
UMU'I'H 
~rof. Devialop,oant Taacha.r 
Prof. D•velopmant Support 
Colleqe Courses, Teacher• 
Teach. Summer Plilllning 
SUbatitutes - Prof Dev. 
~ot.al llml'Z'fl 
Prof lervioe• 
llot&l Prof lerviae■ 
~tal 'l'IIAVZZ. ~ l)ZV, 











2,500 . 00 



























Monroe School District General Ledger 
Comparative Budget Raport 
General Fund 
Actua.l 













488 . 88 
170 . 82 






























400 . 00 
400.00 
























Budget FY - 12/13 
Fr - 2013 $ Change 







400 . 00 210.00 
400.00 0.00 
400.00 0.00 
700 . 00 300.00 
400 . 00 0.00 
400.00 0.00 
950.00 -50 . 00 
950.00 950.00 
0.00 0 . 00 



















Monroe School District FY 2011-2012 Annual Report 
Aceount 









Workar■ Com:pan~ation Ins. 
Heal th Ina. Buy out 
~VIL Lill I Ned 
~otal il'U.VIL Lib / Mac!. 
li'otal LI:mwn' / Nll)IA 







IIQ0%' / cootml:M / nJJQI. 
1:quipment 
~l"""· Furn. 
::'otal IQOIP / C0NPUTDI / 
DUii I 1'111 
Duaa & F"9s 





















760 . 00 
,,000.00 
325 . 00 
375.00 
1,:aec.00 
0 . oo 
0 .00 
0 .00 
300 . 00 
JOO.O0 
I, HO .00 
Monroe School Oisu-ict General Ladgar 












90 . 45 
750.00 
Budget 









140 . 00 
750.00 
BUdqat F"Y - 12/13 




5,561.00 5567 . 00 
37.00 37. 00 
2,309.00 - 491. 0 0 
3,411.00 3411. 00 
392.00 12. 00 
96.00 -44. oo 
0.00 -750.00 





1, 9'12. 51 
0.00 
0 . 00 
Z,J11,09 
0.00 











2 , 000.00 
3.25.00 
0 . 00 
:Z,Ull,OO 
0.00 
0 . 00 
0.00 









93 . 00 
700.00 
1 1 HO.CO 
70 . 00 

















0 . 00 
0.00 
,a.00 
Monroe School District FY 2011-2012 Annual Report 
Account 
Prof Salari•• 




Board Course Ral.labursemen 
'rot al IIIDIII'.% H 
I~•Liab./la loud 
Lial:>ili tu Ioa. 
J\dver ti ■iD(J 




Du•a & F .. a 
Hise . Exp. S~f Awards 





















50 . 00 
60,00 










Monro" School Diauict c;.naral Ledger 





1. 800 .00 
336.62 
250.00 
SH . &2 
2,872 . 00 
2'1.80 
J,1U,10 
46 . 00 
•a .00 
2,739 . 85 





























0 . 00 
0,00 
0.00 
1 , 854.00 
1,154 ,00 
Budqet FY - 12/13 









100 . 00 
100.00 






0 . 00 
0,00 
o.oo 




















0 . 00 
0.00 
0.00 
5 6 .00 
H,00 




,ot'l'Aal , nAVIL, l'l'C 
Postao• 
Txavel-to Bank 














Total P!Ulffnftl-~l'l', / 1'1' 
aenl.%11 
Suppliaa 
Total 0%1'1'11IC'l' MU:'l'DIU 
Ml&OO'l'IA'l'Iafl 
waa , ru:1 
'l'oUl. DUH' nH 
'l'ot&l MIQO'l'U.'l'l 0111 
AIJDI'l' 
Budget 
FY - 2011 
142.00 
142, 00 





2, U1, 00 
365.00 
31$ . 00 




1 , 000 .00 
1,300,00 




0 . 00 
Monroe School District General Ledger 
Comp&rativa Budget Report 
General Fund 
Actual 
FY-2011 Pd, 12 
142.02 
1'2.02 
220 . 00 
:164.00 
414 . 00 
2 0 . 47 




,o . 94 
,o ' 9' 
73 . 16 
0.00 
l. 467 . 38 
l,IH0,!14 







FY - 2012 
142. 00 
142,00 
270 . 00 
340 .00 
110. 00 
25 . 00 
2.9,00 
2,U1,00 
365 . 0 0 
H.9 , 00 
28 . 00 
21. 00 
2 50 .00 
0.00 




2 , 063.00 
o.oo 
0 .00 
Budgat FY - 12/ 13 
IT - 2013 $ Change 
146 co 
lU,00 
250 . 00 
275 . 00 
.921.00 








0 . 00 






































'foul IPJl0J' IIIM:C:11 
Total L&QA.I., ...V:C:11 
UIC:tl'l'IVII .ACIC. UJM:CH 
ULU.IIII 
Prof Sal.ari as P 
Pre f Salaries 




Sea.1th Ins . 
Life I n~urance 
F:ica/Mad. 
Support S tatf R@tirazKUlt 
Pro f . Oev - Cours e Raimb . 
un_,layaant ln3. 
Work■r• Camperuiationa Ira 
Total UNU'IH 
nor DIIYlC:11 
Purchased S■rvicaa/ IT 
Total nor DIIVIC:11 
PUJICIMIZl IUYtC:11 
R■p&ira , Ma:int anca 
'l'otal PCaCDIID IUVICII 





FY - 2011 
9 , B00,00 
11,100.00 
11,100.00 
15, 0 00.00 
0.00 
11,000.00 
19,000 . 00 
76 , 000 . 00 
37,132.00 
5,000.00 
1, 2 40.00 
------------------
1U,J?2 . 00 
~-----------------
32, 847 . 00 
765. 00 
9,135.00 
10 , 325 . 00 
3 , 200 .00 
2 24.00 











3 , 100.00 
0.00 
2 , 2 50 . 00 
Monro• School Diatrict Genar al Ledg•r 
Comp&J:a t.i ve Budget Raport 
General Fund 
Act ual 
FY-2011 Pd, 12 
Budget 
FY - 20 12 
Budget FY - 12/ 13 









425 . 04 




2 9, 5 28.46 
60 9 . 36 
8 ,356 . .40 







0 . 00 
------------------





2, 112 . 53 
35. 00 





0 . 00 
12 , 000.00 
12 , 000.00 
76 , 000 . 00 
3 7 ,614.00 
1,50 0 . 00 
94 5 . 0 0 
------------------
1111, Ht. 00 
------------------
30 , 702 . 00 
684 . 00 
9,228.00 
16,175.00 
1 , 500 . 00 
388. 00 
482 . 00 
------------------
!I, l!lt. 00 
------------------




400 . 0 0 
,00.00 
------------------
3 , 100 .00 
35.00 
2 ,600 . 0 0 
25 
FY - 2013 $ Chuiqa 
7,150.00 -2650. 0 0 
? , U0,00 
7,150 . 00 
12 ,000 . 00 
0. 00 
12, 000.00 
12,000 . 00 
76 , 00 0 .00 
37,61•.oo 
500 . 00 
1 , 008. 00 
------------------
111,122 . 00 
------------------
33,31' . 00 
684 . 00 
9 , 2.43. 00 











0, 0 0 
0,00 
------------------
2 , 500 . 00 
35 . 00 








0 . 00 
-100 0 . 00 





0 . 00 
15 . 00 
-6086 .00 
500 . 00 
87 . 00 











- 600 . 00 
0. 00 
-375 . 00 










Support/ Diaa9tar R.ecov. 




Total IQOIP / CCIG'UTIM / 
Du■a, tees 
Hi. ■c Fee• 
Miec (award.a aturumtal 
Total ~• 1 ru1 
Tot.al. IXIICU'fM Al:IN, UJIYl: 
■un~ 
w.u.%11 






SOpPOrt Stuf Retirement 
Prof Deval-Course RaiJllbu 
Unemployment Ina. 
lforkars Campaneations INS 
fotal :IIDIU'I'H 
AD\llla. nAYIIL, l'l'C 
Travel 
Budget 
F'f - 2011 










0 . 00 
0 , 00 











19 , 684.00 
2'0.00 
,,974 . 00 
5,683.00 
800.00 






Monro• School District General Ledgar 





F'f - 2012 













lU , H 
2,366.00 
2,768 . 40 
0.00 
I, u, .,o 
lH,'111 . ,'7 






238 . 22 
, , 6'8.23 
6,342.42 
130 .00 
190 . 41 





















300 . 00 
4,H0.00 
205 , 121.00 
19,000 . 00 





2 1 9.00 
5 , 112.00 
8 , 269.00 
200.00 
1 92 . 00 




0 . 0 0 
26 
FY - 2013 S Change 
300.00 
0.00 
4,000 . 00 
1,0,0.00 
8 , 500.00 
75.00 
2 , 200 .00 





40 . 00 
'110.00 
2 , 500.00 
700,00 
300 . 00 
J,100. DO 
181,11'75. OD 







5 , 112.00 
5,880.00 
200 . 00 

































-2389 . 00 











0'1'EU laOCDa, UJM:CIII 
Budget 
FY - 2011 
0.00 
o.oo 


















Workers ~ation Ins . 
PU-.c:DaD PII.VICJII 
Water , 5-age 
Contracted Rapairs ., Ma.in 
Cla■a r00111S Maintenance 
Equipment Rant&l 
>.J.&.r:m MonJ. toring Servi ca• 
E!VAC- Inspection & Ha.int 













2 , 029 . 00 
184.00 





10,000 . 00 
l,500.00 
350.00 
2,000 . 00 
0.00 
------------------
u, 3110, 00 
Monroe School Di•trict General Ledger 
Comparative Budgat Report 
General. Fund 
Actual 
FY-2011 Pd: 12 
Budget 
FY - 2012 
Budget FY - 12/13 
FY - 2013 $ O,ange 
0,00 0.00 100,00 100,00 
o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 o.oo o.oo 
u,,u .u ll,!1150.00 97,711.00 •712.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
85.10 560 . 00 200 . 00 -360.00 
111,10 1510.00 200.00 •JI0.00 
U,10 !IS0.00 200.00 •JS0.00 
24,239 . 80 24,814.00 24,814 . 00 0.00 
74.32 650.00 260.00 -390.00 
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------
2,,,u.12 2!,!124,00 25,134.00 •U0,00 
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------
9,114.65 9,963.00 10,811.00 848.00 
132.78 141. 00 110.00 -31.00 
1,198 . 55 l. 953 . 00 1,953 . 00 0 . 00 
318.50 318.00 389.00 71.00 
995 . 00 700.00 1,000.00 300 . 00 
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------
11,IU , H U,0715,00 U,2U.00 1111,00 
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------
761.18 2,500 . 00 1,000.00 -1500.00 
16 , 186 . 60 1'7 , 500.00 1'7,500 . 00 0 . 00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2,515.98 1,750 . 00 2 ,500.00 150.00 
0.00 0 . 00 2,000.00 2000 . 00 
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------
u,,u.,s 21,7150,00 2.1,000 . 00 1210.00 
27 












FY - 2011 
1,500.00 
'75.00 
l, !I'll. 00 
6,775 .00 
500.00 
lS , 800 . 0 0 
30,000.00 
------------------
llQIJJ:IICll:lff / ru.:z:'l'IJU 
Rap lace li:quipman t 
Raplaoe Equip. (furn.iahing 
Total IQOIINDl'l' / rm.l:TUU 
lroZI I l'UI 
:)UES , FEES INSPECTI~S 
Total DUSI a 1'111 
Total IIUIUlDIO/Pl:YIICAL .PL 
,._. 
n0I' IDVICII 
Prof Servicaa (Howing) 
Total nor aJM:c:11 
JltJaCJIAD%> UJM:CII 





:l'otal POI' UJIVICZI 
U,0?1.00 
300 .00 












Monro■ School District Ganaral Ledq<,.r 
Compara.tiva Bud9et Raport 
General Fund 
Actual 














250 . 00 
1 6,000.00 
,0,000 .00 
Budget FY - 12/13 
FY - 2013 
1,300 . 00 
0 . 00 
1,soo.00 
6,800 . 00 
250 . 00 
14 , 000.00 




























2 ,!100, 00 
550.00 
1150.00 
12, ,124, 00 





J,050 . 00 
J,0&0.00 
11,010.00 -2000 . 00 
500.00 -1000 . 00 
1,000.00 0.00 









3,050.00 0 . 00 
S,090.00 0,00 
Monroe School District FY 2011-2012 Annual Report 
Accow,t 
~ llll'YICII 
Total PU1CDUD DJIYlCII 
Total. OIT%CI IQOIPWlll'l'/Ut 
PUPIL 'l'IWfHQll'rATJ:011 
&UC/ II/ ltaltTI 'l'IIMIP. 
Extra Fu■l Cost Tra.napora 
Other Sports 
Other Transportation OSLO 
Trans. OSL K 
TRANS OSL 1ST GRADE 
TRANS OSL 2ND GRADE 
TRANS OSL 3RD GRADJi: 
TRANS OSL 4TB GRADE 
1'RAN OSL 5 GRADE 
TRANS OSL 6, 7 & 8 MATB S 
TRANS OSL 6-7-8 LANG SOC 
TRANSP OSL - KJSIC 
!Um. Transportation 
BS Tranaportation 
El<tra Fu■l Cost - Eal. 
EJ<tra Fual Cos t - BS 
Bud,Jet 










225 . 00 
320 . 00 
420 . 00 
4 20 . 00 
450 . 00 
42 , 077 . 00 








htal nor UJlVICH 
PCa0IAD IUVICII 
RENOVATING , IIEKDi:LING 
Parking Lot R.aplac--,t 
irotal. PUIICIAU IDYlCII 
rm:1 
1'otal. n11 







0 . 00 
0,00 
71,000.00 
0 . 00 




Monroe School Diatrict Ganeral Ledqar 





FY - 2012 
Budgat FY - 12/13 
0,00 
0.00 











43,626 . 10 
53,751.13 
l, 713 . 61 






6 , 211.00 
1,211.00 










0 . 00 
225 . 00 
225 . 00 
225.00 




225 . 00 
225.00 
42,077 . 00 
52 , 478.00 
2 , 700.00 
3,300.00 
------------------












3 , 790.00 








































55 . 0 0 
55,00 
























Principal - Loan Roof 
'1'ota1 Loan aoot. 
'1'ota1 l:lll•'1' DllVIC:H 
'1'ota1 lll:IIDAL rtmD 
'1'otal lxpanditur•• 
'1'otal Qanual l'wld 
'1'otal All l'Wlda 
Monroe School District FY 2011-2012 Annual Report 
Budget 
FY - 2011 
36,000 . 00 
ll,000.00 
,1,0,0 . 00 




Monroe School District Genaral Ledger 
Comparative Budgat Raport 
General Fund 
Actual 
F"t-2011 Pd; 12 
11,0,0.00 
36,000 . 00 




-71 , 72d.31 
30 
Budget 
'E"i - 2012 
3,710.00 
36 , 000.00 
:u,000.00 
H,710.00 





FY - 2013 
FY - 12/13 
$ Chanq<t 









r FOOD SERVICE FUND 
MONROE SCHOOL FY 11 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY -12/13 FY • 12/13 
BUDGET STATUS 
REPORTS BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET $CHANGE % CHANGE 
FY13 BUDGET 
BAL FORWARD $16,501 $17,818 $1,317 $6,782 
Revenue 
Local $33,262 $30,623 $55,038 $49,553 {$5,485) -9.97% 
State $315 $341 $310 $310 $0 0.00% 
Federal $16,500 $18,957 $20,000 $18,000 ($2,000) -10.00% 
Total Revenue $50,077 $49,921 $75,348 $67,863 ($7,485) -9.93% 
Exoenses 
Salaries $23,351 $23,245 $23,474 $24,078 $604 2.57% 
Benefits $19,027 $18,444 $20,291 $21,567 $1,276 6.29% 
Prof Services $0 $151 $3,300 $1,300 ($2,000) -60.61% 
Travel $500 $366 $500 $400 ($100) -20.00% 
Food/Suoolies $22,500 $18,735 $26,800 $26,000 ($800) -2.99% 
Equipment $1,200 $15 $2,300 $1,300 {$1,000) -43.48% 
Dues & Fees $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0.00% 
Total Expenses $66,578 $60,956 $76,665 $74,645 {$2,020) -2.63% 
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) $0 $6,782 $0 $0 ($0) 
31 




Daily Sales IHe&lal 
Other Salas - Cof.fee 
'l'otal c.oc:A1.Jm\!Dtl1! 
IU'l'I UVIIICUZ 
St.at• Child Nutrition Aid 
Total l'l'A'1'1 IIIYIMIJI 
rm>laAL UYDtJ:I 
F~ Child Nutrition 
Surpl \18 Commod.i ti AS 
FRESB FRUIT , VEG FED C.HI 








Beal th Insuranee 
Lif'a Inaurance 
Fie.a/Had 
Support St.aff R.etiranent 
Prof O.valopment - Cours e 
Unamployment Ins. 
Work•ra Compensations In• 
!rot.al 111Mlr% '1'I 
PUIICDUD AIIM:CZI 
Repairs , Haintance 




FY - 2011 
15,796. 2l 





14,000 . 00 









14 , 407.00 
65 . 00 
1,801.00 
1 , 962.00 






0 . 00 
0,00 
500 . 00 
!00,00 
Honroe School District General IAdqer 




















14 , 196 . 36 
52.65 
1,506.73 









366 . 0 0 
JH,00 
Budget 
F'i - 2012 
37 , 438.21 
17,500.00 




16 , 000.00 










1 ,937. 00 
3,262 . 00 
0 .00 
160.00 
101 . 00 
------------------
20,211 . 00 
------------------
3,300.00 




Budget FY - 12/13 
FY - 2013 
32,053 . 00 





16 , 000 . 00 
2 , 000.00 
0.00 
11 , 000.00 
$ Change 
-5385 .21 









17,163 . 00 _,,111.21 
23 , 623 . 00 599 . 0 0 
455 . 00 5 . 00 
-----------·------ ----------
2, , 0,1.00 eo, .00 
------------------ ----------
17 , 082.00 2322.00 
55 . 00 - 16 . 00 
1,882.00 -ss.oo 
2 , 026.00 -1236 . 00 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
196.00 36.00 
326 . 00 225 . 00 
------------------ ----------
21,u,.00 12'111, 00 
------------------ ----------
1,300 .00 -2000 . 00 
l , 300 .00 
400. 00 -100.00 
400.00 









Other Equipmant/ Raplac"""' 
'rotal IQ'JrllCIIN'l' 
null , ftH 
Total t>illll, na■ 
!rotal l'00C IBVtCII 
Total laipanditun• 
Total food luviae 
'1'otal All l'wlda 
Budget 















Monro• School Diatrict Genara.l Ladqar 
Comparative Budget A.port 
Food Sarvice 
Actual 
FY-20ll Pd: 1 2 
598.61 
l.092 . 18 













FY - 2012 
2 , 000.00 
1 , 00 0.00 
19,800.00 




2 , 300.00 
2,100 .00 





Budget Fi' - 12/13 
Fi' - 2013 $ Changa 
1,500 . 0 0 -500 . 00 
1,500.00 5 0 0.00 
21, 000 . 00 120 0.00 




1 , 300. 00 -10 00. 00 
1,J00.00 -1000.00 
0.00 0.00 
,,,,,a.oo -2020 .00 
-1,,12.00 -a,11.21 
-,,.,12.00 -s,es.21 
Monroe School District FY 2011-2012 Annual Report 
II 
FEDERAL PROJECTS 
MONROE SCHOOL FY 11 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY - 12/13 FY - 12/13 
BUDGET STATUS 
REPORTS BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET $CHANGE %CHANGE 
FY 13 BUDGET 
Revenue 
Federal $87,531 $106,678 $55,709 $50,000 ($5,709) -10.25% 
Total Revenue $87,531 $106,678 $55,709 $50,000 -$5,709 -10.25% 
Expenses 
Salaries $18,466 $35,498 $21,218 $21,218 $0 0.00% 
Benefits $43,565 $42,358 $7,491 $6,782 ($709) -~.46% 
Prof Services $21,170 $22,226 $10,000 $22,000 $12,000 120.00% 
Travel $0 $328 $0 $0 $0 0.00% 
Supplies $3,887 $1,200 $0 $0 $0 b.00% 
Equipment $300 $5,068 $17,000 $0 ($17,000) -100.00% 
Dues & Fees $143 $0 $0 $0 $0 0.00% 
Total Expenses $87,531 $106,678 $55,709 $50,000 -$5,709 -10.25% 
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 I 
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l?ROF . SERVICES 
Supplies 







Total PIYCHOLOGic:AL lr.J\VIC 
SLP SERVICES 
PROF SERVICES 
Total BLP IIRVIC&I 
OT SERVICES 
OT PROF SERVICES 
Toul 0'1' IIRVICII 
Other Support Services 
OFF SITE LEARNING FEES 
Budget 
FY - 2011 




















21,170 . 00 
n,170.00 




0 . 00 
Tot.al Other lu.ppost lasvio 0.00 
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Federal Projects 
Actual 
FY-2011 Pd: 12 
Budget 
FY - 2012 
Budget FY - 12/13 
106,677 . 85 
106, 677 . 8!I 
23,217.97 























0 . 00 
0.00 
35 
55 , 709 .00 
SS,?09.00 
11,000 . 00 
0.00 
0.00 
0 . 00 
17,000.00 
0 . 00 
------------------
21,000 . 00 
------------------
10,218.00 









10,000 . 00 
0 . 00 
0.00 
0.00 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
0.00 
FY - 2013 
50,000.00 
sc,000.00 
11 ,000 . 00 
0 .00 





24 , 000.00 
------------------





11 , 000.00 
o _oo 
0,00 
0 . 00 
9,0oo _oo 
9,000.00 
0 . 00 
0,00 
0.00 
0 , 00 














0 . 00 
0. 00 
0.00 
0 . 00 
----------
o.oo 
0 . 00 
0.00 
0 . 00 












TRAVEL PROF DEV. 




'1'atal W.%1. RAMIJoaD.'1'ICIN 
fatal l~tl&&'a■ 
':atal All l'wlda 
Budget 
FY - 2011 
33,269.00 
0.00 





17 , 1131,00 
0,00 
0,00 
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Federal. Project• 
Accua.l 













FY - 2012 




0 . 00 
0,00 
U,701,00 
!l!I, 701, 00 
0 . 00 
0,00 
Budget FY. - 12/13 
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BUILDING MAINTENANCE 
' 
MONROE SCHOOL FY 11 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY -12/13 
BUDGET STATUS REPORTS BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET $CHANGE 
FY 13 "BUDGET 
RevenJe local 
BUILDING MAINTENANCE TRUST FD. $20.000 s20,0121 $27,500 $0 -$27,500 
HEATING SYSTEM TRUST FUND $0 $0 $0 $5.000 $5,000 
PARKING LOT TRUST FUND $0 $0 $0 $5,000 $5,000 
BAND AHEI L TRUST FUND $0 $0 $0 $5,000 $5,000 
Total Revenue $20,000 $20,012 $27,500 $15,000 -$12,500 
Exn&nm 
Total~nses $20.000 $20,000 $27,500I $15,000 -$12,500 
SURPLUSl(DEFICIT) $0 $12 $0 $0 $0 
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Budgat 
n - 2011 
Monroe School Di■trict Ganer&l Ledger 





Fr - 2012 
Budqat Fl' - 12/13 
FY - 2013 
,, -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ao?U>DIQ .aDl'1'. '111111:71': 
'1'ot&1 au?U>DID IADl'l'. BIia 
Build.i.nq Haint Trua t: Fund 
Haatin,;i Syat.aa '?'ruat Fund 
Park..inq Lot: Mai.nt . i'r\a t: 
Ba.nd Shell MIi.int . 'l'ru■ t P 
Inte.reat :Inccaa 
fatal ---







foe.al mum 1DY?CU 
■unL:r:lll 
'1'ot&l IUDLIU 
Trana:t"ar to AG. Fd. -BaatiD 
Transt"ar to Aq. Pd. -Parkin 
Tran■far to Aq.Fd.-Band s 
fot:.alftAIIIOD8 










20,000 . 00 
0 . 00 
0 ,00 
20,000.00 
20,000 . 00 
0 ,00 
0.00 
0 . 00 
0.00 
0,00 
20 , 000.00 
20 , 000.00 
'l'ot.al lhu.lcli~ Maia~ 0,00 



















20 , 000 . 00 
20,000 . 00 

























D, 00 0.00 
---------------·--- ---------
0.00 -27500.00 
5,000 . 00 5000 . 00 
5,000.00 5000.00 
5 , 000.00 5000 . 00 
0.00 0.00 
------------------ ----------
11,000.00 -12100 . 00 
0.00 0 ,00 
0,00 0 ,00 




5,000 . 00 
5 , 000.00 
0.00 
5000 . 00 
5000 . 00 
5000.00 
15,000,00 15000,00 
111,000 . 00 - 121100 . 00 
11,000.00 -UIIOD. 00 
o.oo 0,00 
o.oo 0.00 
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I HIGH SCHOOL TUITION 
MONROE SCHOOL FY 11 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY - 12/13 
.BUDGET STATUS REPORTS BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET $CHANGE 
FY 13 BUDGET 
Revenue Local I 
lfotal Revenue $10,000 $10,012 $75,000 $0 -$75,000 
Expenses I 
total Expenses $10,000 $10,000 $75,000 $0 -$75,000 
I 
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) $0 $12 $0 SOI $0 
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Account 
Budqat 
Y'i - 2011 
Monroe School District General Ledger 
Comparativa Budget Report 
Biqh School Tuition 
J\<:tual 
E"!-2011 Pd: 12 
Budget 
E"t - 2012 
Budget FY - 12/13 
FY - 2013 \ Cruu>ge 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ,------
HIGH SCHOOL TUITION T FUN 
BIGH SCHOOL TUITION T FUN 10,000.00 10,011.73 75 , 000.00 0 . 00 -100.00, 
Total Kl0,11 ICHOOL '1'11Ul011 10,000 .00 10,011.?J 75,000.00 0.00 
10,000.00 10,011.73 75,000.00 0.00 
SCHOOL TUITION TROST 10,000.00 10,000.00 75,000.00 0 . 00 -100 . 00 \ 
Total lxpendi tUH■ 10,000.00 10,000.00 75,000.00 0.00 
Total Kl.fl! lclllool 't'l>ition 0.oa 11.73 a.co 0 .00 
0.00 11. 73 0.00 0.00 
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LABOR AGREEMENT 
MONROE SCHOOL FY 11 FY 11 FY 12 FY13 FY -12/13 
BUDGE!f STATUS REPORTS 
II 
BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET $ CHANGE 
FY 13 BUDGET 
Reven~~ 
LOCAL "TEACHERS 0 0 16029 $0 -$16,029 
LOCAL SUPPORT STAFF $0 $0 $0 $7,485 $7,485 
Total Revenue $0 $0 $16,029 $7,485 -$8,544 
Salaries/Benefits Expense 
TEACijERS 0 0 $16,029 -$16,029 
SUPPPRT STAFF $0 $0 $0 $7,485 $7,485 
Total Expenses $0 $0 $16,029 $7,485 -$8,544 
,, 
SLIRPLUS/(DEFICIT) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
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Account 
LUOaMdDCaa.U'l', 
'l'otal LUOa AaUDC QM ll 
Teacher LaborAqremoant 
Support Staff Labor Agr&e 
:i:.u0II MIUWI 
W.UUII 
Teacbar Contract In=aase 
Support Staff Contract In 
Total w.Alllll 
Tot.al LU01 MIUliNllll"l'I 
Tranatar to 
Total licpmd.l. t.ur■■ 
'l'ot&l All l'llncu 
Budget 
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Labor Agra--,,t 
Actua.l. 















FY - 2012 
0,00 











Budget FY - 12/13 
FY - 2013 $ Change 
0.00 0.00 
0 . 00 -16029.00 




,,,15 . 00 -1e,, . 00 
0.00 0.00 
,,,11.00 -1944,00 
0 ,00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
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DEFICIT REDUCTION 
MONROE SCHOOL FY 11 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY - 12/13 
BUDGET STATUS 
REPORTS BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET $ CHANGE 
FY 13 BUDGET 
Revenue Local 
T6tal Revenue $119,864 $0 $42,843 I $121,568 $78,725 
Expenses 
Total Expenses $119,864 $0 $42,843 I $121,568 $78,725 





'fatal DU?CR' llllDQCnCIS 
'lot:al ....... 
mncn Ul:IUc'l'XOS 
Tranafer to deficit 
'l'ot:al bpeDd,1 tare■ 
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Budqet 
FY - 2011 
119,864.00 
111,IH . OO 
u,, .. ,.oo 
119,864 . DO 




Monroe School District Qenera.l Led;er 
~tive Budget llaport 
De£iait -etion 
Actual. 















42 , 8-43 .00 
42,IU.00 
0 . 00 
o.oo 
Budget n' - 12/13 
rr - 2013 $ Cbanoe 
121,568.0D 78725.00 
111,111.00 ,,,a1.oo 
1a1 , s11.oo ,1,21.00 
121 , 568 . DO 78725 . 00 
111,511.00 71711.00 
121,111 . 00 71?25 . 00 
o.oo o.oo 
o.oo 0.00 
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SPED AGE 3 TO AGE 21 TRUST FUND 
MONROE SCHOOL FY 11 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY - 12/13 
BUDGET STATUS 
REPORTS BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET $CHANGE 
FY 13 BUDGET 
Revenue Local 
Total Revenue $0 $0 $0 $75,000 $75,000 
Exnenses 
Total ExDenses $0 $0 $0 $75,000 $75,000 
SURPLUS/(DEFICITI $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
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Acc:ount 
SPED 3-21 AGES TROST FOND 
'l'atal a.v.,..,.• 
SPED 3-12 AGES TROST FUND 
Total IPB 3-21 MD. TJWIT 
Total All l'Wlda 
Budget 
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SPED 3-21 AC,! TROST l1tJND 
Actual 
















Budget FY - 12/ 13 
FY - 2013 $ Chang<, 
75, 000.00 75000.00 
71,000,00 71000,00 
75,000.00 75000.00 
71,000,00 75000 ,00 
0.00 0.00 
0,00 0,00 
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CORRETIE & ASSOCIATES 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNT ANTS 
P. 0. Box 4039 •St.Johnsbury, vr 05819 • (802) 748 - 4858 Toll Free (888) 748 - 4867 
FAX (802) 748- 2497 
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT 
To the School Board of Directors 
Monroe School District 
Monroe, New Hampshire 
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, each 
major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Monroe School District, as of 
and for the year ended June 30, 2011, which collectively comprise the District's basic financial 
statements as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of 
the Monroe School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these 
financial statements based on our audit. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United 
States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. 
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the _amounts and disclosures in 
the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and 
significant estimates made by management, as wel I as evaluating the overall financial statement 
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions. 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, 
the respective financial position of the governmental activities, each major fund, and the 
aggregate remaining fund information of the District as of June 30, 2011, and the respective 
changes in financial position and cash flows, where applicable, thereof for the year then ended in 
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued a report dated 
December 2, 201 I on our consideration of the Monroe School District's internal control over 
financial reporting and our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, 
contracts, grant agreements, and other matters. The purpose of that report is to describe tht 
scope of our testing of internal controls over financial reporting and compliance and the results 
of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the internal control over financial reporting or on 
compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Governmenr 
Audiring Standards and should be read in conjunction with this report in considering the results 
of our audit. 
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the 
management's discussion and analysis and budgetary information on pages 3 through 6 and page 
34 be presented to supplement the basic financial statements. Such information, although not a 
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part of the basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting Standards 
Board. who considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic 
financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. We have 
applied certain limited procedures to the required supplementary information in accordance with 
auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America, which consisted of 
inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the information and comparing the 
information for consistency with management's responses to our inquiries, the basic financial 
statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. 
However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it. 
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that 
collectively comprise the Monroe School District's financial statements as a whole. The 
combining and individual non-major governmental funds financial statements are presented for 
purpose~ of additional analysis and are not a required part of the financial statements. Toe 
combing and individual non-major governmental funds financial statements are the responsibility 
of management and were derived from and relate directly to the underlying accounting and other 
records used to prepare the financial statements. The information has been subjected to the 
auditing procedures applied in the audit of the financial statements and certain additional 
procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information directly to the widerlying 
accounting and other records used to prepare the financial statements or to the financial 
statements themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards 
generally accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion, the information is fairly 
stated in all material respects in relation to the financial statements as a whole. 
~(/4~&,: 
Corrette & Associates, P. C. 
December 2, 2011 
VT License #092-000013 0 
NH Permit #879 
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MONROE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
BALANCE SHEET 
GOVERNMENT AL FUNDS 
JUNE 30, 2011 
Special Revenue 
Fund Other 
Building Non-Major Total 
General Maintenance Governmental Govemmenu 
Fund Fund Funds Funds 
ASSETS 
C~h and cash equivalents $ 13,365 $ 6,258 $ 549 S 20,172 
Accounts receivable 3,239 3,239 
Due from other funds 2,105 5,794 7,899 
Total assets 15,470 6,258 9,582 31,310 
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES 
Liabilities 
Accounts payable 44,564 44,564 
Accrued payroll expenditures 39,010 39,010 
Deferred revenue 47,670 47,670 
Due to other funds 5,794 2,105 7,899 
Total liabilities 137,038 2,105 139,143 
Fund balances 
Restricted 146 146 
Committed 6,258 549 6,807 
Assigned 6,782 6,782 
Unassigned {t21,s6sl ~121,S68l 
Total fund balances (121,568} 6,258 7,477 (107,8332 
Total liabilities and fund balances $ 15,470 $ 6,258 $ 9,582 $ 31,310 
The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of this statement 
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MONROE SCHOOL DISTRJCT 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, 
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES - GOVERNMENT AL FUNDS 

















Special education tuition 
Vocational tuition 
Transportation 
Federal grant fund 
Operation & maintenance 
Food service 
Debt service 
T ota.l expenditures 
Excess ( deficiency) of revenues 
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Maintenance Governmental Governmental 
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(1,023) __ (8_9 __ ,73_6..._) 
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MONROE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, 
ANDCHANGESINFUNDBALANCES-GOVERNMENTALFUNDS 








OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES) 
Transfers in (out) 
Total other financing sources 
and (uses) 
Net change in fund balances 
Fund balances • beginning 
Fund balances - ending 
SPIRIT WEEK 
ATMCS 
One of several 
culinary delights 
designed and 












13 (11,023) (89,736) 
6,245 18,500 (18,097) 
$ 6,258 $ 7,477 $ po1.s33l 
Getting in the SPIRIT of Basketball and the Monroe Men's C lub Tournament- Feb. 2012 
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MONROE SCHOOL DISTRICT PAYROLL 
7-1-2010 TO 6-30-11 
Life I 
UNENPI..OY HEALTH INSURA 
EmploveA Gross FICA MEDICARE MENT WC INSURANCE NCE ETIREMEN TOTAL , 
BUSS, LOUISA K $58,032 $3363 $786 $Tl $64 $20,270 S55 $,4,594 $87,241 
BRO\M.I, APRIL L $397 $25 $6 $77 $64 $568 
CATE, JOYCE $83 S5 $1 $89 
CHADBURN STEPHANIE L $35,"66 $2,199 $514 $Tl $64 $1,250 $55 $2,784 $,42 409 
CLARK, LINDA $650 $40 $9 $700 
COHEN, STEPHANIE S71 S4 S1 $76 
COLPITTS REBECCA A S37 $2 S1 S77 $64 $181 
CORKINS JENNIFER R $60 838 $3,549 $830 $Tl $64 $20270 $55 $,4 819 $90 502 
COWELL, IMl.UAM $750 $,47 $11 $Tl $64 $948 
CURRIER, CATHERINE J. $70 S4 $1 $77 $64 S216 
DAVIE STEPHEN E. $13 260 $822 $192 $Tl $74 $55 $14 480 
DROLET, EU2ABETH $42,276 $2520 $589 $Tl $64 $7,507 $55 $3,331 $56,419 
FISKE,OEBSIE $250 $16 $,4 $Tl $64 $,410 
FLEMING , BONNIE $13,750 $853 S199 $Tl $64 $750 $15693 
FORTNER, KEVIN J. $9,575 $12 S3 $77 $74 $11,314 $46 $21 099 
FOURNIER. FRJEDA C. $121 $7 $2 $77 $64 $271 
FRAZER, CINDY $71 $4 $1 $76 
GAOUETTE PAMELA $19 147 $1 032 $241 $Tl $64 $7066 $55 S1 694 S29376 
GASTON TERI T. $5225 $324 $76 $77 $64 S5765 
GUIBORD, CINDY L $22 733 $1189 $278 $Tl $64 $14 132 $55 $2,022 $40 550 
HEDLER, CHARLES E. $11,733 $727 $170 $Tl $64 $250 S13 021 
HOLZ, LEAH 0 . $,47 447 $2 825 $661 $77 $64 $7,507 $55 $3745 $62 381 
HUNSICKER MARTIN L. S2 204 $137 $32 $Tl $64 $2 514 
JETTE, ALUS0N N. $46 975 $2761 $646 S77 $64 S7507 $55 S3 707 $61 792 
JOHNSON KARL $650 S40 $9 $'700 
KENNEDY MAUREEN A $658 $41 S10 $77 $64 $849 
KIMBAU. PAMELA J. $1140 $71 $17 S77 $64 $1368 
LAFLAMME NATl-lAH W. $1 800 $112 $26 $1938 
LANG, SANORA A S36 803 $2.,062 $,482 $77 $64 $14,132 $55 S3 311 $56985 
LAPETE, LACY A. $1 000 $62 $15 $77 $64 $1.217 
LEAHEY NANCY C. $235 S15 $3 S77 S64 $393 
LE~ON CAROlA. $125'5 $778 $182 S77 S64 $250 $13 896 
LENIG EDINARD $249 $15 $,4 S77 $64 $408 
LOCKE PRISCILLA P. $55 S3 $1 $59 
LUNDIN DEBORAH A $890 $43 S10 $77 $64 $883 
MCGUIRE TiiOMAS $95 000 $5748 $1,344 $77 $64 $19 078 $742 $8,644 $130,696 
MECKES, KEUEY A. $19,455 $909 $213 $77 $64 $19,078 $55 $1 722 $41 572 
MILLER GAi.. F. $465 $29 $7 $77 $64 $641 
MITTON DONNA $55 $3 S1 $59 
MOSHOLDER DONNA $37S $23 $5 $77 $64 $5,4.4 
PECK. STEVE $120 $7 S2 $77 $64 $270 
PRINDMU.E MATTHEW E s1 en $122 $29 $77 $64 $2,263 
PRINDMLLE SAMANTHA c $13603 $843 $197 S77 $64 $250 $15.035 
REARDON ROBERT $650 $40 $9 $700 
REGIS,MARK S500 $31 S7 sn $64 $.679 
RUGGLES DENNIS E. $535 $33 $8 $77 $64 $717 
SHERMAN STEVEN L $660 $40 S8 $700 
STATON NICHOlAS B. S.250 $16 S4 $Tl $64 $410 
STAVSETH WENDYE. $60,021 $3,566 $832 $77 $64 $15 015 $55 $4,754 $84 373 
THERIAULT LAUREL A. $1854 $11S $27 $1998' 
THOMAS MARYE. $332 $21 $5 $Tl $64 ~98 
TILLOTSON, GLORIA H. $46 019 S2633 $616 S77 $64 S14 132 $55 $4155 $677SO 
TOBIN, LAURA J. $55312 $3429 $802 $77 $64 $1250 $55 $4,376 $65 365 
I KtJCFI LAURA J. S1 170 $73 S17 S77 $64 $1400 
WAGNER GLENN S270 $17 $,4 $77 $64 $,431 
WARD, DEBORAH A S8.041 $499 $117 sn $64 $61796 
WARD EUZABETH J. $200 $12 $3 S77 $64 $356 
WARD JEANNE L S52 961 S3 119 $729 $77 $64 $15 01S $55 $4 187 $76 207 
WILDENSTEIN PHILIP M. $1057 $66 $15 S77 $64 S1 278 
~ GAYl.EL $6429 $399 $93 S77 $64 $7'061 
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Monroe School District Accounts Payable 
Regular\Manual\Direct Check Register Report 
Starting Date: 07/01/2010 Ending Date :6-30-2011 
Vendor Name Amount 
ACORN NATURALISTS 
AIMS 
AMERICAN FLAG STORE THE 
B~ICK 
BLISS, LOUISA 
B~UE MOUNTAIN SUPERVISORY 
BOUCHER, JIM 




JOHN A AND EDITH D BUFFUM 
BUREAU OF ED & RESEARCH 
CALEDONIAN-RECORD 
Cf.-PITOL ALARM SYSTEMS 





COMPUTER RESOURCES, LLC 
CONN VALLEY LEAGUE 
CORKINS, JENNIFER R 
CORRETTE & ASSOCIATES 
C ISIS PREVENTION INSTITU 
Y CT VALLEY BIOLOGICAL SUPP 
U CURRICULUM ASSOCIATES, IN 
D & K ENTERPRISES 
DEAD RIVER COMPANY 
DELTA EDUCATION 
Dl:MCO INC 




EMPIRE JANITORIAL SUPPLY 
EVERYDAY MATHEMATICS/MCGR 
EVAN MOOR ED PUBLISHING 
0 EXPEDITIONARY LEARNI NG S 





FLEMING-RICHARDSON, BON NI 
FORTNER KEVIN 
FORTNER TARA NAM CAS;NCSP 
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Vendor Report continued 
GRAFTON COUNTY SHERIFF'S 




HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCH 
NOT BROKE? DON'T FIX 
HOLZ, LEAH 
HORACE MANN LIFE INSURANC 
SOCIAL STUDIES SCHOOL SER 
INNOVATION DIMENSIONS IN 
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASUI 
J & B PROPERTY MAINTENANC 
JETTE, ALLISON 
JONES SCHOOL SUPPLY CO IN 
JPI TRANSPORTATION INC 
JUNIOR LIBRARY GUILD 
KISS MY W3INDS & BRASS 
KJF QUALITY CARPENTR, LLC 
LAKESHORE LEARNING MATER 
LANG, SANDRA 
LAPETE, LACY 
LEARNING THINGS LLC 
LEPAGE BAKERIES, INC 
LOCAL GOVE CTR HEALTH TRU 
LYNDON INSTITUTE 
LIFE TRANSITION SERVICES 
LINGUIS SYSTEMS 
L LOCAL GOVERNMENT CENTER H 
MARY HITCHCOCK MEM HOSP 
MCGRAW HILL COMPAINIES-T 
THOMAS MCGUIRE 
MERCHAND, KEITH 
MONROE TRUST FUND 
MONROE CONSTRUCTION 
MONROESCHOOUSTUDENTACT 
MONROE TOWN OF 
MONTERSION SERVICES 
MOORE JR DONALD 
MORRISON, JENNIFER 
MT KEARSARGE INDIAN MUSEU 







C NATIONAL COUNCIU/ SOCIAL 
NCS PEARSON/AIMSWEB 
NEA - NH 
NEMRC 
NFI VERMONT, INC 
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Ver dor Report continued 
N0 MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCI 
NH SCHOOL BOARD ASSOCIATI 
N~ASBO 
M N H RETIREMENT SYSTEM 
NH SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS 
NORTH COUNTRY EDUCATIONS 
NORTHEAST COMMUNICATION 
ORFORD/FAIRLEE LIONS CLUB 
P~CIFIC SCIENCE CENTER 
PJ\THWAYS CONSULTING LLC 
P9ARSON EDUCATION INC 
PERSONNEL CONCEPTS 
PETE & GERRY'S ORGANICS L 
PETTY CASH 
PltNEY BOWES 
PL~MOUTH STATE UNIVERSITY 
I 








REINHART FOOD SERVICE 





sqHOOL SPECIAL TY ED ESSEN 
SCHOOL MATE 
SCHOLASTIC 
SCIANNA, ROBERT L 
Sf;CURITY BENEFIT LIFE INS 
SERESC 
SHERWIN DODGE PRINTERS, 
SISKIN ECOLOGICAL ADVENTU 
SORRELL'S PLUMBING & HEAT 
SPAULDING YOUTH CENTER 
SP,ELLING ETC 
SQUAM LAKES NATURAL SCIEN 
ST JOHNSBURY ACADEMY 
STf-PLES CREDIT PLAN DEPT 
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
STf.VSETH, WENDY 
SU,LLIVAN, ELLEN 
S'-"N LIFE FINANCIAL 
SUNBURST SMARTERVILLE ED 
SURPLUS DISTRIBTION SECTI 
SYNERGE LEARNING INC 
THERIAULT, LAUREL A 
TILLOTSON, GLORIA 
TOBIN, LAURA 
TR/ACE THERAPEUTICS, LLC 
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Vendor Report continued 
UNITED ART & EDUCATION 




VT DEPARTMENT OF TAXES 
VT LIFE SAFETY LC 





WEATHER DISCOVERY CENTER 
WEST MUSIC COMPANY 
WOODSVILLE GUARANTY SAVI 
WOODSVILLE GUARANTY SAVIN 
WHEELER, CHRISTINE L 
WILSON LANGUAGE TRAINING 
WINTER, ANDREW R. 
WIRTH, M.A.,C.C.C.ABIGAIL 






















- ------- -- -------
Report total 1,964,934.74 
Katelynn working on NH unit. 
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Monroe School District 
Monthly Cash Management Report 
For Month ended June 2011 
h Balance as of May 31, 2011 
Total Monthly Receipts 
Total Monthly Disbursements 
h Balance as of June 30, 2011 
Copy of Cash Control Attached 
h Balance per Bank Reconciliation Total 
Copy of Bank Reconciliation Attached 
h Balance per General Ledger 









C1h on Hand, July 1st 
DiF. ct Assessment 
Received from Selectmen to Date 
Tota.I Received from State Funds to Date 
Toki Received from Federal Funds to Date 
To Received from Trust Funds to Date 
Received All Other Sources to Date 
Total Receipts to Date 
Less School Board Orders Paid to Date 
WGSB Service Charges to Date 
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ORGANIZATION OF MONROE SCHOOL DISTRICT -SAU 77 AND 
MONROE CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL 























2011- 2012 Monroe Consolidated School Faculty and Staff 

















Preschool & Kindergarten 
Grade One 
Grade Two 
Grades Three & Four 
Grade Four 
Grades Six, Seven & Eight 
Grades Six, Seven & Eight 
Library, Technology, Spec.Ed. 
Music, Art & Reading 
Speech Pathologist 
School Psychologist, Guidance 
Physical Education 
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Food Service Director 
Custodian (part time) 
Custodian (part time) 
Finance Manager 
Executive Secretary 
2010-2011 Monroe Consolidated School Faculty and Staff 































Preschool & Kindergarten 
Grade One 
Grade Two & Three 
Grades Four 
Grade Five 
Grades Six, Seven & Eight 
Grades Six, Seven & Eight 
Special Education 
Library 
Library (part time) 
Technology 
Reading, Math & Title One 
Art 
Music and Instrumentals 
Speech Pathologist 
School Psychologist, Guidance 
Physical Education 
Nurse 
Speech & Language Assistant 
Paraprofessional 
Food Service Director 
Custodian (part time) 
Custodian (part time) 
Finance Manager 
Executive Secretary 
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District Administrator's AnnuaJ Report 
2012 
1931 - During The Great Depression: Monroe built a modern consolidated school and 
closed its old "deestrict" schools. The idea of a new school had been discussed for some 
time. Now the town was receiving money from the Comerford dam which would help 
make the idea a reality. So, two important articles were included in the School 
Warrant to "see if the District will authorize the school board to borrow the money for 
building a new school house." 
On March 10, 1931, both articles were approved and a committee was appointed to 
have charge of building operations and cooperate with the school board and the State 
Department of Education. 
When the attractive red-brick building, with its white trim and golden cupola, was 
completed, it measured 107' by 56: with one story and a full-sized basement It was 
heated by a vapor steam system, supplied with water by an electric pump from a 
nearby well, and equipped with electric clocks and bells and a loudspeaker system 
connected to a radio and a record player in room 7 and 8. 
In the basement were rooms for many activities. The kitchen had an electric range 
and all modern conveniences, the dining room could seat 100 at a time and later was 
equipped with electric sewing machines for Home Economics classes, the large 
playroom was convenient for stormy days, and later there would be a we/I-equipped 
Manual Training room, a music room with a baby grand piano, a cedar cupboard for 
band uniforms, a principal's room, and various store rooms and the boiler room. 
The graceful gold-domed cupola had no bell, but outside gongs were provided for 
calling in the children. As soon as possible the grounds were beautifully landscaped in 
front, with a driveway at the left and a half-circle walk leading to the main entrance. 
Behind the school was seeded, with playground equipment at the right front corner, a 
grand stand centered at the same end, a large white band shell across the back corner, 
raised slightly above the field and set off by a back drop of trees. 
The dedication ceremonies were held in the school auditorium on Tuesday evening, 
September 29. The hall was filled with proud parents, friends, teachers and the 70 
children who were to receive training here. It was a great occasion,Jor it marked the 
close of the old style "deestrict" school era and the beginning of a modern, central 
teaching system. 
Homer S. Smith presided at the dedication exercises. Rev. B.L. Thompson opened the 
program with prayer, then Mr. Johnson, the chairman of the Building Committee, 
turned over the keys to the School Board Chairman Robert S. Ward who accepted them 
with a fitting response. Brief talks were given by Supt. E.A. Janes, Paul Farnum and 
Philo Griffin of the State Department of Education, Dr. E.L. Silver who was president of 
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the Plymouth Normal School at that time, and Commissioner Pringle who 
complimented Monroe on its great achievement. 
(Above passage is an excerpt from the book Living Together in Monroe) 
Each year the town of Monroe comes together to decide on how best to support the 
next and future generations. In 1931, when the United States was at the depth of a 
national Great Depression, the town of Monroe, blessed with townspeople who 
believed in their obligation to future generations, voted to build a "state of the art" 
school for the then current generation and for all those who have followed. Many of 
you reading this have benefitted by a community dedicated to investing in the 
notion of an obligation to ensure that the children of Monroe receive the best 
education possible. 
The dams in town and the offset to the tax base have blessed the citizens of Monroe, 
but it takes more than lower than average tax rates to remain a town that believes in 
and acts upon what is best for the present and future generations. Our country is 
clawing out of the worst recession since 1929. It is fascinating to go back in Monroe 
history to note that even during the collapse of the national economy, the people of 
Monroe came together and dedicated the resources to ensure future generations 
would have the beautiful building we are proud to teach in today. 
It is difficult for many citizens of Monroe to understand what life may have been like 
in in 1931, some 81 years ago. But even if the town as recently described, "had 
more money than they knew what to do with," they could have easily decided to just 
bank it, buy up more property, hoard gold ... the possibilities are endless. But their 
answer is well documented. They invested in the future. 
Today, an average of 75% of our students are succeeding at St. Johnsbury Academy 
either on honors or high honors. A high percentage are attending and successfully 
finishing college or vocational training. Our K-8 program is providing a safe, 
stimulating and increasingly technologically adept curriculum in the face of national 
and state mandates. We are hopeful that the spirit that filled the hearts and minds 
of the citizens of Monroe 81 years ago will guide you toward supporting our vigilant 
work toward an excellent education for this and future generations. 
Please come to the school and see for yourself. We send monthly newsletters, the 
school website is updated regularly, and we are proud to show all citizens the 
programs that have created a peaceful and safe learning environment and a 
curriculum based on the NH State Standards (soon to be Common Core state 
standards shared with 45 other states). We have many open houses and exhibitions 
of learning. You are assured that you will be welcome and you will be impressed 
with our students and staff. To be sure, as in every school, each day brings new 
challenges, but our unified vision, resolve and hard work ensure that we remain on 
the path of consistent improvement. 
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From me, the dedicated and hard working staff and the beautiful children we serve 
each day- we hope Monroe will continue the tradition of investing in the future so 
your children will be prepared to lead an increasingly complex world. It is my hope 
that when someone in Monroe writes about this period in Monroe's history that the 
generosity of spirit and heart will be well documented as future generations read 
those pages 81 years from now. 
Sincerely, 
Thomas McGuire - Monroe District Administrator 
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REPORT OF HONORS AND AWARDS FOR THE 2010 -2011 SCHOOL YEAR 





Honors and Awards 
Pierce Corey Memorial Award (7th Grader) 
Merle Powers Memorial Award 
Nancy Zickler Memorial Award 
Yearbook Dedication 
Honor Roll for 2010 -2011 School Year (grades 6-8) 
Grade8 
Esther Konkel - Honors in Reading and Writing 








Ms. Elizabeth Drolet, Teacher 
Sadie Shelton - Honors in Reading, Writing and Social Studies 
Grade 7 
Rachel Cohen - Honors in Social Studies 
Danielle Martin - Honors in Math, Social Studies and Reading 
Alice Morrison - Honors in Reading and Writing 
Grade 6 
Samantha Cohen - Honors in Reading, Writing and Social Studies 
Riley Cowell - Honors in Reading, Writing and Social Studies 
Baylee Wagner - Honors in Social Studies 
Enrollment 
Elementary 
2010 - 2011 School Year Enrollment 
Number of pupils register during the year 
Average Daily membership of resident pupils 
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Enrollment by Grade 
Grade P K 1 
Number of Pupils 04 07 13 
Total Number of pupils enrolled= 76 
High School 
2010-2011 School Year Enrollment 
Number of pupils register during the year 
Enrollment by Grade 
2 
06 
3 4 5 
06 08 07 
47 
6 7 8 
05 10 10 
Grade 9 10 11 12 
Number of pupils enrolled at beginning of school year 10 12 13 12 
Total Number of Pupils enrolled= 4 7 
High School Tuition Report 
During the 2010 -2011 school year Monroe District paid either a full or partial tuition for 
the following number of students in grades nine through twelve: 
St. Johnsbury Academy 43 
Blue Mountain Union School 03 
Woodsville High School 00 
Lyndon Institute 01 
Other 00 
47 
Grade 5 students showing their Jacob's Ladders from their Colonial Unit 
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Kennedy Wagner, Ziggy Gibson and Emily Greer 
working on paper Papier mache it's fun, but messy! 
Report of the School Nurse 
School Year 2011-2012 
Monroe Consolidated School students were offered to participate in the Molar Express 
which is sponsored by the State of N.H. This three phase program was begun last 
spring when a registered dental hygienist came to the school and instructed students on 
dental health. Included was how to care for your teeth, how to avoid injuries, 
treatments, and professional careers. This fall the registered dental hygienist returned 
and screened teeth for those students whose parents had signed them up. Results of the 
screening went home to the parents. Third phase offers cleanings and treatment options. 
The State of New Hampshire Immunization Department requires students to be up to 
date on immunizations. Reminder to parents to please send in immunization up dates. 
It is very important to the health of your child and others that they be protected. 
In order for a child to learn well they must have good physical and emotionally well-
being. We can promote good health as we all know by good nutrition, plenty of exercise, 
enough sleep, kind attitude and respectful manners and behavior. 
Let us all work together to continue to strengthen and foster Monroe School Students to 
lead happy productive lives in a safe and caring community. Everyone will benefit. 
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Respectfully Submitted, 
Gayle Wormer, RN 
School Nurse 
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Parents, Teachers and Friends 
The Monroe PTF is a non-profit organization that strives to enrich the lives of Monroe children. We do this by raising money throughout 
the school year to bring performers to the school or send the children on field trips. We also sponsor social activities for families. 
Jody Oliver - President email: JOllver@ourmonroeschool.org 
Deb Fiske - Vlce-Prvsldent email: OFtske@ourmonroeschool.org 
Stephanie Morris - Treasurer emall: SMorrls@ourmonroeschool.org 
Catherine Currier - Secretary email: CCurrier@ourmonroeschool.org 
You may or may not be able to mall directly from this page depending on your oomputer set up. ff you can't, copy and paste the e-mail address into your 
own e-mail system. 
--7 
PTF Meetings are held on the first 
TUESDAY of every month at 6 :30 PM in 
the school Library. Our next meeting will 
be on March 6th. 
I UPCOMING EVENTS: 
The Children's Stage Adventures will be coming to our 
school March 12-16. CSA will lead our students 
through a concentrated five day rehearsal schedule 
when all songs, dances, and lines are learned. They will 
also provide professionally designed scenery, 
costumes, lighting and make-up. The week of 
rehearsals will culminate on the 16th @ 6:30 PM when 
students will perform a full musical production of The 
1 Fisherman and his Wife . 
., 
Did you know Monroe 5chool can earn money while 
you shop? 
If you shop online, you can earn money for our school through 
' BTFE.com. Online stores give a percentage of your total 
1 order to our school through our Box Top account. There are 
over 70 participating stores, including Walmart, Old Navy and 
even Toys R Us. To shop, click here, then go to "sign in" (at 
We have lot's of fun and ! the top left of the Box Tops page.) Once you've registered, go 
I to Earn, then down to Shop Marketplace and choose your always need volunteers to help I store. That's it you don't have to do anything else, and MCS 
out, so please feel free to join I ~:~~e cash. Thank you everyone for supporting our 
. US anytime!! ! , Our next box top deadline will be in the Spring. 
FIND US ON 
FACEBOOK 
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Tools for Schools is offered by Price Chopper. 
All you have to do is click 
on www.pricechopper.com & register your 
Advantage Card. Our school's code is 15059. 
Then everything you buy will contribute points 
toward our school. Additionally, bonus points 
can be earned on specially marked items. 
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MONROE DISTRICT SCHOOL MINUTES 
The State or New Hampshire 
For Fl.seal Year 2011-2012 
Monroe School District Polls opened at 12 :05 on March 811,, 201 I at the Monroe Town Hal I. Voting 
started al 12:05 and ran until 6:00 PM when the polls were closed. BaiJot Clerics were Priscilla Locke and 
Donna Mitton overseeing of the balloting with the District Clerk Elizabeth Ward doing the Checklist. The 
School District Meeting started at 7:25 PM with the Pledge to the Flag. 








Modt!rtllor, Dfflls Word was rt!-dectal wltll 151 vota and decliued decttd. 
To choose by non-partisan baJlot a School District Clerk for the ensuing year. 
C/ok, ElizAbetJI J Wo.rd wAS n--dt!dt!,d will, l 39 votes and dttlilred t!lecJetL 
To choose by non-partisan ballot a Treasurer for the ensuing year. 
Trt!IWlrer, uu,rtt/ Tltuuu,IJ, was r~c:tetl will, w,rite In votes of 19 and dt!ckued elected. 
To choose by non-partisan ballot, three School Board members for the following terms; 
2 (two) members for a tenn of three (3) years each and I (one) member for a t.enn of I year. 
Elected to tltt! Scl,ool Board for 11 3 year term WAS Robert Martin w/JJ, I I I VOies and Pu/a 
Gt!U wltl, 111 IIOta and botlt lhdand d«led. 
Electt!d to tltt! Scl,ool Board/or a 1 year tum WAS Rt!tlgan Colburn will, U1 votes and 
declared t!kcted. 
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Million Three 
Huodn:d Sixty Nine Thousand and One HlDldrcd and Seventy One dollars ($2,369,171.00) 
for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for school district officials and agents, 
and for the payment for statutory obligations of the district. This article does not include 
appropriations voted in other warrant articles. (The School Board recommends this 
appropriation.) (Majority vote required) 
MollDn to 11ccq,t by NoJJ,an IAjllllllllW and ,econd by Bob Reardon. 
Cindy Frau, request baJJot votL Ballots wen banded 0111 1111d wen re-counted three times 
.I l11u/ aud ,Sd,ool Ila.rt/ Marrbu Bob lletirdon to ovasee t/,e deck of tlte di eek.list and 
tltt! c011""1rf of tltt! hlJOIS.. Tllt!n Wt!re no nlllnl>ers flvot DIii for any of tltt! co11n1blg. 
ModeraJor did not give 0111 niunbus only lhGI tit ere NlflS a dlscrqu111cy and ltt! called for a 
re-vote.( m,mbus an In btlllot box wl,lch Is sealt!d). Second volt! was 56 no and 51 yes and 
tlte artlclt! 111,u deft!JIUd. 
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy Five 
Thousand dollars ($75.000.00) to be added to the High School Tuition Fund for the purpose 
of providing tuition for unanticipated high school stwients. (The School Board 
recommends this appropriation.) 
Motion to accq,t by Nathan IAjlam,ne and second by Bob Rt!tlrdon. 
AntelUbtwtt by Nlllltan Lajlaune to add to anlc/t! "'appoint Scl,ool Board to act as 
Agmts" and thi.J motion~ 
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-Seven 
Thousand Five Hundred dollars (S27,500.00) to be added to the School Building 
Maintenance Fund for the purpose of repairing and maintaining the school building. (The 
School Board recommends this appropriation.) 
Motion by Natltan IAjlam,ne and sttond by Karl Johnson. Atnt!lldnttnt was made by 
NaJJ,an IAjltuJ1J1M to add" School B011rd a Agmts" and this motion passes. 
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty Two 
Thousand Eight Hundred Fony Two dollars and Twelve cents ($42,842.12) to reduce the 
general fund deficit for the school year 2009-20 IO based on the most recent audit financial 
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Motion by Linda Clllrk and second by Karl Jol,NUHt to occep1ed ,utlclL Cindy Fraur 
requesl BoJJot VotL 48 yts ad 57 110 ortk:ll is defetlkll. 
To sec if the School District will vote to approve the cost item included in the collective 
bargaining agreement reached between the Monroe School District Board and the Monroe 
School District Teachers Union which calls for the following increases in salaries and 
benefits: 
Year Estimated Estimated Estimated 
Salaries Benefits Increases 
2011-2012 $20,216 - $4,588 $16 029 
2012-2013 $20,577 s 397 $20,973 
2013-2014 $23,328 s 581 $23.909 
and further to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixteen Thousand Twenty Nine dollars ($16, 
029.00) for the 2011-2012 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional costs attnbutable 
to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of the appropriation at current staffing 
levels paid in the prior fiscal year. (The School Board recommends this appropriation.) 
N11tlttu1 Laflamme mode motion to accept 1111d WIIS second by Karl Johnso,._ JS Ya and 58 
No and article foiled. 
ARTICLE 10: Shall the School District, if Article 10 is defeated, authorize the governing 
body to call one special meeting, at it's option, to address Article 10 cost items only. (This 
article may be passed over if Article 10 is approved.) 
Steve Shemum mah 11mffttbnat to tlle ortk:ll ID do artlda 5 1111d 9 1111d was second by 
Cindy Frazer. 
NaJltt111 Lojllurune made fllftl!fllbnotJ to s~ Slumuut 's AlfU'lldmait to add t1rtkle 8 IO II 
wlridl tJ,e,, wo,ud H 5, I, tllUi 9. Artich Puses 
Nou: Kut Jo•nso,r IIUUll pobtl of order. 1'11161 fff voUtl on NatJ,u 's omordmolt 1111d 
Skw 's IUlfDldmau, IHII dJd not vou on tlle lfUUII ortldt wllll tlle tlll'IDldmfflts.. Moderator 
u,ld tltat we did \IOU! on Ille original wltl, die lllflDltmlDlts.. 
ARTICLE 11: To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting. 
Mr. Zuk lfltUU motion to ad)o,,rn """ WIIS !U!Cond by u,tl,11 Rib& 10.19 PM 
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Eli3ah~ ~wO-M:l 
Elizabeth J Ward 
School District Clerk 
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SCHOOL MINUTES 
SPECLAL DISTRJCT MEETING 
PURSUANT TO RSA 197:3 
FOR FISCAL YEAR 2011-2012 
Special School District Meeting was held on May 2 I" . 201 I at 9:00 a.m. at the Monroe Consolicfated School for the 





The meeting was opened by Moderator Denis Ward at 9:05a.m. 
To see ift.he School District will vole to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Million Four 
Hundred Thirty-Four Thousand Seven Hundred and Twenty-One dollars ($2.414. 721 00) for !he 
suppon of schools_ for the payme nt of salaries for school di.strict officials and agents. and for the 
payment for statutory obligations of the d:istricL Th.is article does not include appropriations voted 
in other warranl articles. (The School Board recommends this appropriation.) (Majority vote 
required..) 
Linda Clark made motion to amend operating budget down by $50,277.00 
Seconded by Paula Geil Motion passed. 
Linda Clark made motion to accept the article with the amended amount to 
read $2,384,440.00 and second by Paula Geil. After much decision Jeff Geil 
called for vote and seconded by Duncan MCaclver. No-0 Yes-145 to vote. 
The article was voted on with no--40 and yes-131. This article passes 
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropria te the sum of Forty-Two Thousand 
Eight Hundred Forty-Two dollars and Twe lve cents ($42.842. 12) to reduce the general fund deficit 
for the school year 2009-20 IO based 011 th.e most recent audit financial stateme nt and pursuant to 
RSA 289:28-a. (The School Board rcco1n:mends this appropri:ition.) 
Linda Cl.ark made motion to accept article as written and Glenn Wagner 
second. Discussion! 
Glenn Wagner moved to vote and second by Jim McNaHy no-33 and yes-112. 
Moved to vote on article. Yes-113 and no-33 article passes. 
To see if the School District will vote to approve the cost item included in the collec1ive bargaining 
agreement reached between the Monroe School District Board. and the Monroe School District 
Teachers Union which caJls for the follo"ing increases in salaries and bene fits : 
Year Est..imaled Estimated Est.imaled 
Salaries Benefits lncreases 
201 1-2012 $20.216 - $4.588 $16,029 
2012-201 3 $20.577 $ 397 $20,973 
20 13-2014 $23.328 $ 581 $23.909 
And further to ra1sc and appropnatc the sum of Sixteen TI1ousa.nd Twenty-Nine dollars 
($16. 029.00) for the 2011-2012 fiscal year. such sum representing tJ1e additional costs attributable 
10 the increase in salaries and benefits over those of the appropriation at currenl staffing levels paid 
in the prior fiscal year. (The School Board recommends this appropriation ) 
Karl Johnson made motion to accept article as written and was second by 
Scott Oliver. Vote 105-yes and No 39 and article passes 
To transact any 01.her business thal may lcgall) .;omc before said m.::eting 
Chair Linda Clark thanked three prior members Steve Sherman, Bob 
Reardon and Nathan Laflamme. 
Jeff Golems asked to present petition with 79 signatures and was directed to 
present this at a regular board meeting. 
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Robert Martin thanks the community for their support. 
Linda Clark announced that today $9,112.79 spent on the Special Meeting. 
Cindy Frazer motion to adjourn and seconded Woody Woodworth at 12: IO p m 
·-· Ct, \'-1\ \wJ '. 3,o-..P t "1' j 
Eliz_abeth'f Ward, School District Clerk 
Teri Gaston. Asst. Clerk 
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MONRO£ ·scHOOl DlSTRlCT 
November 13, 199·7 
The Feasibilit'1 St1-tt,'1 Committee 
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SUMMARY OF SAU WITHDRAWAL 
The Monroe School appears to be a delightful and successful school. It has about one 
hundred ( 100) students in kindergarten through grade eight, a budget that provides ample 
funding for an experienced, full-time principal, and a stable staff of approximately ten ( l 0) 
teachers with four and one-half (4.5) instructional assistants. High school students are 
tuitioned to St. Johnsbury Academy and Haverhill Cooperative. Monroe's one small school 
is well supported by its community and has several unique features : for example, a hot 
family-style lunch is served to all students at no charge. People feel fortunate to work here . 
In March 1997, the annual tv1onroe School District meeting voted to consider 
withdrawal from SAU 23 and creation of an independent Monroe School District. By bener 
than r,,o-thirds, the , ·oters of Monroe \\ho responded to a survey indicated their most 
imponant concerns for their educational system are (I) local control. 
to student needs, and (3) improvement of curriculum and instruction . 
(2) rcsponsi,·eness 
During summer and fall of 1997, a Monroe committee reviewed the finnncial and 
educational aspects of withdrawal from SAU 23. The study found there \viii be no 
significant increased financial burden for Monroe by withdrawal from SAU 23. Monroe wi[I 
save the approximate S65,000 it contributes to the administrative portion of the SAU budget 
and that will offset the increased administrative costs to Monroe. 
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Regarding administration, Monroe currently supports a full-time principal for fewer 
than one hundred (I 00) students. For additional administrative assistance needed as an 
independent district, there was a preference for an on-site, part-time superintendent. There 
was no support for a combined superintendent/principal model as it was thought to 
concentrate too much power in one position and remove the current principal from direct 
work with students and staff. The study found multiple sources for the accounting/financial, 
administrative, and special education services necessary to meet Monroe's needs 
Regarding education, Monroe has many strengths and Monroe's educationiJI needs 
.ire likely to be better served by withdraw:il from SAU 23. \Vith most high school students 
currently attending Vermont's St. Johnsbury Academy, the Monroe district is no longer 
programmatically connected to other member districts in SAU 23. 
Thts is not to suggest that SAU 23, as a management corporation for school 
administrative services, pro,·ides no benefits to Monroe, but only that fundamentally the 
education:il standards and success of the Monroe School are more closely connected to 
Monroe's teachers, principal, School Board, and parents . 
PURPOSE OF STUDY 
This analysis of the Monroe School District has three purposes: 
A. to comply ,vith Petitioned Article 7 from the Annual Monroe School 
District Meeting of March 11, 1997, "to consider withdrawal from SAU 
#23 and creation a single school district administration" in accordance 
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with RSA 194-C. 
B. to assist the Monroe planning committee in its function of study of "the 
advisability of establishing a school administrative unit in accordance 
with HB 1610, its organization, operation and control, ... of constructing, 
maintaining and operating a school or schools to serve the needs of such 
school administrative unit", and 
C. to assist the Monroe planning committee with the requirement to prepare 
a plan for providing superintendent services for the proposed school 
administrative unit which meets the requirements of RSA 194-C:4. 
OPER.\ TION AND CONTROL OF ~10NROE SCHOOLS 
A. General Operation and Control of Monroe Schools 
According to the 1996 Monroe Annual Report, Monroe _School District's enrollment 
totaled one hundred ( I 00) K-8 students and forty-seven ( 4 7) high school students. This 
report lists school personnel as ten ( I 0) FTE te:ichers and four and one-half (4.5) FTE 
instructional assistants (administrators and SA U support services not included) . 
The elementary progr::irn has three (3) teachers K through 4 (K- 1, 2-3, 3-4 classes) and 
four (4) teachers for the middle school program (5 -6 = rwo teachers; 7-8 = two tc :-i hers) . 
Other teachers pro\·ide art, music , and special services . In March 1996, the new 
con figuration for grade 5-8 teachers was introduced to maximize time for instruction and 
eliminate time moving from class to c lass. Two-grade te;ims replaced the sing.le subjec t 
tencher model for grades 5-8. 
The K-8 population on September ~5th, 1997 , was 94 according to Principal David 
James. Enrollment projections from 1993 pro,·ided by SAU 23 showed a stable srudent 
population through the year 2000: 
Year I 993 - 1994 Enrollment K-12 164 
Year 1996 - 1997 Enrollment K-12 152 
Year 1997 - 1998 Projected Enrollment K-12 159 
Year 1998 - 1999 Projected Enrollment K-12 161 
Year 1999 - 2000 Projected Enrollment K-12 164 
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However, recent enrollment projections predict a gradual decline in kindergarten 
enrollments; the current K-8 population of ninety-four (94) students might decrease to as few 
as sixty to sixty-five (60 - 65) students. It is difficult to make precisely accurate future 
projections of enrollment; however, data from this study indicates that Monroe School 
District will not face enrollment increases that require school construction in the foreseeable 
future. 
Monroe District, having no high school program in the town, pays the per pupil tuition 
to send high school age students to area high schools. As of February 3, 1997, forty-three 
(43) students were tuitioned to high school: five (5) students to the Haverhill Cooperative and 
thirty-eight (38) students to St. Johnsbury Academy. Currently, payment and monitoring of 
high school tuition services are handled through the SAU office. In prior years, high school 
tuition \Vas monitored by the Monroe district itself. 
B. Principa1's Role in Monroe School Administration 
The administrative services provided by Monroe 's principal currently include overall 
administration of the school: curriculum, instruction, student welfare, provision of special 
educarion and problem resolution, building and grounds management, building level 
coordination of student assessment programs, building level student and personnel file 
management, building level oversight for school lunch and all on-location programs, and 
supervision of staff The school secretary confirms that the school interacts closely with 
parents, handles a \'ariety of e,·ents , and assists in accounts payable management. 
The current principal has 32 years of experience as a school administrator and is in his 
seccnd year at Monroe's School. He describes the current operation of the schools as 
focused on students and curriculum, and supported by a team of commined teachers. Most 
parent and teacher concerns, including special education concerns, are resolved at the school 
building level. 
C. Superintendent's Role in Monroe School Administration 
The Superintendent's office includes the Superintendent, a secretary/receptionist, a 
business manager and four full-time bookkeeping/data managers. A listing of SAU services 
developed several years ago identifies fiscal services, personnel and labor relations, oversight 
for regulatory compliance , specia1 education funding and programs administration, 
coordination of curriculum and instruction, secondary education tuition progrnm 
management, grant writing, staff development record keeping, coordination of student 
assessment programs, work with School Boards, policy development, and oversight for 
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school lunch and vocational programs. 
SpecificaJly, the Superintendent works with School Boards, works with principals, 
sets up SAU-wide inservice programs, recruits and nominates personnel, and oversees 
financial matters for the districts. As per numerous policies, the SAU 23 Superintendent has 
complete control and oversight of the Monroe School District but in practice the day~to-day 
administration of the school is handled by the building principal. who collaborates with the 
Superintendent and office personnel for support and technical assistance, as needed. 
To the extent that certain SAU services are duplicative to current or prior local 
administrative services (curriculum, tuition monitoring, personnel files, school lunch 
oversight, staff development), Monroe School appears to have more administrative services 
than it needs. 
D. Special Education Administrator's Role in Monroe School Administration 
The Special Education Administrator works with one secretary at the SAU 23 office. 
This office organizes shared specialty services (e.g. psychologist, speech therapist, physical 
therapist) provides technical assistance as needed, o\·ersees out-of-district placements and 
grant! aid programs, enters state-required data and assures compliance. 
The secretary in the SAU special education office handles medicaid reimbursement 
processing which involves specific data entry and billing procedures. In F'Y97 Monroe 
received S 12,076 in Medicaid reimbursement for medical services provided to eligible 
special education students . Monroe also recei\·ed S 17,494 in catastrophic aid, requesls for 
\\"hich, unlike Medicaid reimbursements, are not complicated to process. 
In the Monroe school, a full-time special education teacher is employed who also has 
assignments in the area of technology education. Families of special education students are 
mostly connected to the special education process through Monroe District; a few parents do 
call the SAU 23 special education office but, whenever possible, they are encouraged to 
bring their questions and concerns directly to the Monroe school. Both the Monroe Principal 
and the Special Education Administrator concur that over the last year there were on]y two 
occasions when the Special Education Administrator was asked to intervene in Monroe 
special education matters. 
Monroe has approximately fifteen ( l 5) students receiving special education in grades 
K-12. There are two (2) students who have specialized placements out of the district. A 
significant issue for small districts in this geographic area is provision of small amounts of 
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specialty services--occupational therapy, physical therapy, psychological services, speech 
and language services. Monroe receives these services in varying ways: through Cottage 
Hospital, by arrangement with a neighboring school district, and through shared employees 
hired by SAU 23. (Cottage Hospital was contacted during this study and would continue 
occupational and physical therapy services at the same rate regardless of Monroe's 
administrative structure. Limited need for psychological services/testing could be contracted 
with the SAU or a private psychologist. The speech and language program arrangement with 
Haverhill was not identified as in jeopardy). 
Although the amount of administrative technical assistance is quite limited, this 
assistance is still important to have available. 
E. Management Philosophy 
Dozens of district and SAU policies outline the current operational structure of the 
Monroe District. A review indicates that the majority of current policies were adopted in 
I 990 .:ind l 991, and are unifom1 among the districts. Two complete binders of SAU 23 and 
member district policies indicate no variation among and between these legally-distinct 
authorities . 
In addition to a high degree of conformity, the philosophy of governance embedded in 
district operational policies indicates a highly centralized SAU administration where the 
Superintendent has been delegated extensive authority and control over district operations, 
planning, and communications . Supportive comments for the current SAU affiliation suggest 
that the conformity and centralization ensures collaboration and efficiency between the 
districts; unsupportive comments suggest that the conformity and centralization create a 
second layer of goals, objectives, and management oversight ,vhich interferes with the 
indi\·idual goals and administrative needs specifically focused on the interests of Monroe 
District students and teachers. 
F. Financial Operation and Control of Monroe School District 
Actual year-end expenditures for fiscal year 1996 (July 1, 1995 - June 30, 1996) 
indicate school administrative expenditures of approximately $168,000, adding both SAU 23 
administration costs and Monroe school administration costs. This is a very high amount for 
a small school with barely one hundred ( I 00) resident students, approximately $1,650 per 
student . 
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The Monroe School District receives less than S l ,000 per year federal funds according 
to the FY96 Monroe Town Report. It makes more sense, financially, for Monroe to forego 
federal funds th.an to pay a portion of an employee's total compensation costs to administer 
such small amounts. 
The Monroe Town expenses for local payroll and accounts payable appear to be 
efficient. The total cost for financial administration for the Town of Monroe was S27,227. 
\\·hich included payments to pan-time personnel as \\'ell as a variety of business and financial 
services. 
THE Ii\lPACT OF \\'ITHDRA\VAL ON THE MONROE DISTRICT 
RSA l 94-C:4, I, requires that each independent school district provide an educational 
mission. Based on this study, the mission of the Monroe School District might be described 
as a mission to provide the best education program possible and the most supportive 
environment possible for a small, rural school district with moderate resources . 
The current status of the Monroe School seems stable. Monroe School has positive 
characteristics which a visitor can observe: 
·the school facility was recently expanded; 
·the interior includes a well-constructed ramp from the first to second floor; 
·the building is immaculate; 
·there are adequate personnel and financial resources; 
·a family style hot lunch program is available to all students at no cost; 
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·the school has a full-size student library; 
·there is a telephone and computer in every classroom; 
·a full-size classroom is available for teachers as a workroom and it appears to have 
useful resources; 
·the Principal's office and adjoining school secretary's office are on one end of the 
library; the Principal and students have full view of each other; 
·the community and the students seem to appreciate and support the school. 
The Monroe Principal is clear about curriculum initiatives at the school--multi-grade 
classrooms and building a strong sense of community. He feels the staff are mature, 
committed) focused) and strong at teamwork. In addition to school wide curriculum goals, 
each teacher has individual goals. In his opinion the system is working and improving. 
Feedback from a district-wide questionnaire indicates that community members want 
(I) local control of educational issues and (2) a school responsive to the actual needs of 
Monroe students. 
If Monroe were an independent district, there would be advantages. \Vith a local 
administrative system, all School Board, administrative, and staff effort and energy would be 
focused on the specific needs of Monroe students and staff. Travel time related to SAU 
meetings for teachers and administrators would cease. The Monroe School Board would be 
the employer of the superintendent and, thus, would determine \vho was hired and the scope 
and superYision of the superintendent's duties. If the same level of funding were to continue, 
savings from SAU membership could be used to reinstate foreign language programs or 
bolster other educational needs. \Vith two administrators who were based at the Monroe 
School, there would be more coverage should either the principal or superintendent leave his 
post. Purchases or instructional support would likely take place ,vith less travel and need for 
coordination. 
Possible disadvantages of SAU withdrawal should also be considered. \Vithout 
clearly delineated job roles and duties, the full-time principal and a part-time superintendent 
on location with 94 students might find that their role with teachers and parents confusing. 
Without a source for collegial support, the principal and teachers of Monroe might become 
isolated and not have an infusion of other ideas. Arrangements for hourly and part-time 
professional services will be needed to continue the necessary services currently organized 
through the SAU office. 
Given the strength of the Monroe district staff and quantity of principal time available, 
the principal is able to provide coordination) leadership, and support to staff in curriculum, 
instructional planning, and program improvement. 
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In summary, there are no observable features of Monroe district that would place it at 
risk as an independent school. It is likely that Monroe could strongly meet its curriculum and 
instructional needs as an independent district. 
MONROE SCHOOL BOARD: ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES OPTIONS AND 
IMPLICATIONS FOR BOARD SIZE AND FUNCTION 
Primary functions of the five member Monroe School Board are: 
·adopt policies as are necessary and desirable to control and effectuate recruitment, 
employment, evaluation, and dismissal of teachers and other employees; 
·elect professional personnel~ 
·purchase equipment and supplies needed for education; 
·assure physical accommodations for all students and provide required tr~nsportation; 
·assure the health and safety of students; 
·prepare a budget and make suitable and timely assignment of money to meet the 
needs of the students; 
·hold public meetings at least once in t,vo months for transacting public school 
business and assure a public record of such meetings; 
-determine goals for the district and de\'elop long-range plans. 
A School Board may delegate authority to a superintendent or other p.irry, but is not 
required to do so. Not every task currently hnndled by the SAU 23 superintendent must 
continue to be handled in this manner. 
For example, the School Board may want to develop a three-year curriculum plan for 
the school, itself working with staff and parents, or through its superintendent, or through its 
principal. Similarly, the School Board may want its superintendent to provide oversight for 
accounts payable and payroll, or the Board may want to contract with an accounting service 
or other town or business office for this service. 
Monroe, as a very small district, has minimal accounting, special education, and 
personnel recruitment needs. However these administrative services are met, the quantity of 
services needed is small; accordingly, the time involved in any contract for superintendent 
services is largely a matter of choice and fit with district philosophy. 
Whatever amount of time is desired in addition to a full-time principal, some amount 
of superintendent service will be needed. A part-time superintendent contract could be l) 
based on an hourly rate for specified tasks, much like the school attorney, 2) based on a day 
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rate for a certain number of days per month or year for slightly broader tasks, 3) based on flat 
rate retainer for the year, and 4) based on any other agreeable arrangement. 
I , 
Two particular Monroe needs and preferences regarding required superintendent time 
were identified in the course of this study: 
1. administrative and technical support for the full-time principal 
(the ability to have an experienced administrator to call upon for 
support or guidance at the time of need), and 
2. enough time on location at the Monroe school to build a 
connection with staff and students (at least one day monthly in 
the school was mentioned as a minimum amount of time that 
would allow some relationship to exist) . 
Other superintendent time considerations include: 
3. enough time to provide for the statutory requirement to nominate 
professional staff and other statutory tasks, and 
4. enough time to prm·ide other necessary administration. 
The planning committee has briefly discussed the desired size for an independent 
district Board. Would a SC\'en-mcmber Board provide more opportunity for discussion of 
di\·erse points of view and more opporrunity to distribute Board oversight work? Or would 
an expunded Board just~l\·olve longer meetings? \Vith seven members, the Board could, for 
ex.ample, have one or two people assigned to specialize in budget oversight and one or two 
people assigned to specialize in policy review. This model builds in a certain level of 
familiarity and expertise with budget and policy that keeps the Board from being overly 
dependent on management ser-:ices. Board members are often too busy to dedicate time 
needed for an active role in school governance, however, in which case more administrative 
services are needed. 
Initially, the committee's assumption on Board size was that Monroe would not be 
able to fill seven School Board positions, even if increased Board size was desirable. The 
community survey asked townspeople about their interest serving on the Board of an 
independent Monroe School District. Over thirty residents responded "yes." If a seven-
member Board is eventually proposed, Monroe should make an effort to offer Board 
membership seminars annually to nurture community interest. My recommendation would 
be to wait until after a year of independent operation before deciding this issue. 
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IMP ACT ON REMAINING DISTRICTS 
Should Monroe School District vote to withdraw from SAU 23 and become an 
independent school district, the impact on the remaining districts of SAU 23 will be 
determined by their decisions. 
Hopefully, the withdrawal of Monroe from SAU 23 would cause the SAU and each of 
the remaining districts to examine and improve the quality and efficiency of their schools and 
school administration. 
Under a scenario whereby the SAU 23 Board continued operation without any 
adjustment, then the Monroe apportionment would have to be distributed among remaining 
SAU 23 districts. 
be: 
The SAU 23 budget requiring apportionment for 1997-1998 is listed as S4 l l ,532. 
The Monroe apportionment is listed as ~70,702 (I 7%). 
Suggestions for lessening any financial impact on remaining member districts \\'Ould 
1. SAU 23 would keep Monroe's share of any SAU office assets--
furniture, equipment, and software. 
2. SAU 23 would keep Monroe's share of the S63.000 contingency 
fund. 
3. SAU 23 might allow and Monroe might agree to continue to 
participate in the Special Education portion of SAU 23 services, 
estimated at S 12,000 per year. 
4. SAU 23 might allow and Monroe might agree to an as-needed, 
hourly arrangement for school business management services -
e.g., at $35.00 per hour. 
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THOUGHTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The study of public education and current options provides school districts with a 
valuable opportunity to consider the most intelligent way to use public funds, focus on 
curriculum, build connections with the community, and create accountable and high 
performing schools. Parents want this, tax.payers want this, teachers want this, and 
businesses want this. 
This study is not so much about Monroe's withdrawal from a management system for 
multiple districts as it is a consideration of whether Monroe School District can be a better 
school as an independent district which responds directly to its community. Based on its 
resources and talent, the Monroe School wiJl likely continue to be a good school whether or 
not it continues its affiliation with SAU 23. 
Except for its small size, Monroe School District has no glaring, apparent weaknesses 
or risk factors. At one time the district's geographic location might have been an impediment 
to finding education· service providers, but services can be found to support all the district's 
needs. And small size, once considered detrimental for quality school functioning, is now 
considered a key asset for building dynamic, responsive, high-performing education 
programs. 
Amid apparent strong resources and support, Monroe cannot fully explain the grndual 
decline of its population. This would seem a critical issue for the to\vn to address both for 
the strength of the school as well as the quality of Ii fe in the community. The current 
philosophy of the SAU, as codi tied in its policies, strongly supports centralized management 
as opposed to local site-based management, where locally-determined assessments of need 
lead to locally-determined initiatives. Under which model of school governance will families 
and children be drawn to and not away from this public school? 
The Monroe Study Committee represented different factions of the Monroe 
community. The committee was actively involved int he study, researching community 
resources, services and opinions. If the energy and concern of this study group are 
representative of the residents' willingness to support the Monroe school, I predict Monroe 
will have success as an independent school district and become a model district for 
independent schools in small communities. 
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Members of the Committee 
By law the feasibility study committee was appointed by 
the Monroe School District Moderator. The makeup of the 
collllllittee as required by law to be: 
Two local school board members: 
Robert Regis, and Terry Gorham 
One member of the finance or budget committee: 
Torn Bedell 
Four public members: 
Cindy Stanton, April Brown, 
Melody Morrison, and Phyllis Knights. 
The superintendent who shall be a non voting member. 
Les Morrison, at Annual School District Meeting, as 
the District Moderator asked people who wanted to be on 
the committee to send him a letter so stating. This 
committee was then formed and has met regular on Thursday 
evenings since May 6, 1997 for a total of 21 meetings 
prior to our public forum. 
The plan outlined on the following pages represents, 
in the opinion of the committee, the structure which would 
best serve Monroe should it become an independent school 
district. 
The committee voted by a majority to have the date of 
withdrawal effective July 1, 1999 if there is a vote to 
withdraw at the annual district meeting in March of 1998. 
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CBAPATER 298 
BOUSE BILL FINAL VERSION 
BB 1610-FN-LOCAL 
- 4 -
II I. The planning commit tee shall: 
(a) Study the advisability of es tab 1 ishing a school 
administrative unit in accordance with this chapter, its organization, 
operation and control, and the advisability of constructing I maintaining 
and operating a school or schools to serve the needs of such school 
administrative unit. 
(b) Estimate the construction and operating costs of operating 
such school or schools. 
(c) Investigate the methods of financing such school or schools, 
and any other matters pertaining to the organization and oper-ation of a 
school administrative unit. 
(d) Prepare an educational and fiscal analysis of the impact on 
all remaining districts and the disposition of school administrative assets. 
( e) Submit a report or reports of its findings 2.nd 
recommendations to the several school districts within the existing school 
administrative unit. 
IV. The planning committee shall prepare a plan for providing 
superintendent services for the proposed school administrative unit signed 
by at least a majority of the membership of the planning committee, which 
meets the requirements set forth in RSA 194-C:4. 
V. (a) The planning committee may submit a plan for joining an 
existing school administrative unit to the school administrative unit board 
for approval. If approved, the plan shall be submitted to the state board 
and the school district voters in accordance with RSA 194-C:2, V and VI. 
(b) Before final approval of a plan by the planning committee, 
it shall hold at least one public forum on the plan within the proposed 
school administrative unit and shall give such public notice of the forum 
as it determines to be reasonable. 
VI. The planning committee shall submit an executed copy of the 
proposed plan to the school administrative unit board and all affected 
school boards at least 60 days prior to submission to the state board. 
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Organizational Chart 
















Financial Services SAU Finance Office 
Personnel/Student Records SAU Supt. 
Personnel Management Prln. & SAU Supt. 
Curriculum/Training Dev. SAU Supt. and 
Monroe Principal 
Special Ed. Administration SAU Sped. Adm. Serv. 
Student Achievement Monroe Principal 
wi1h SAU Supt. 
Facilities Management SAU Supt. Monroe Prin. 














SAU Bus. Mgr. 
SAU Supt. with SAU 
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Monroe Board 
SAU and Monroe Staff 
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Proposed: independent District 
Monroe Finance Office Mgr. 
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Monroe Principal/Supt/School Bd. 
Monroe Supt. and Monroe Principal 
Monroe Sped. Adm. Services 
Monroe Principal with Monroe Supt. 
Monroe Principal and Monroe Supl. 
Monroe District 
Monroe Finance Office Manager 








Monroe Supt., Monroe Principal 
and Monroe Finance Office Mgr. 
Monroe Principal, Monroe Supt. 
and Monroe Board 
Monroe: Principal/Superintendent 
According to School Improvement 
~ Under the proposed plan the Monroe School Board will be responsible for 
direct management and/or oversight of all activities. 
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Monroe Independent School District 
11 /06/97 
Estimated Annual Operating Costs 
1 . Monroe part time Superintendent 
2. Monroe Finance Office Manager 
3. Monroe part time Special Ed. Coordinator 
4 . Required taxes and fringe benefits for above positions 
5. Associations 
6. Increased office expenses 
7. Contracted services: $30-$50/hr. or by task contract 
(ie. Acct. Bus. Manager) 
Total operatrng expenses: 
Estimated First Vear Expenses 
1. Computer and monitor (2) 
2. Printer 
3. Software 
4. Office furniture 
5. Refinish space for office 
6. Recruitment 
Total first year expenses 
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First Year Possible Priorities for Supt. 
1) Policy review for independent district functioning. 
2) Study of SPED/Curriculum needs. 
3) Study of board needs. 
4) Review of Admin. staffing needs for Year #2, and #3. 
5) Develop/maintain professional support systems for administration and staff 
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Report of the 
Monroe School Advisory Committee 
on the 








Edith Anne Emery 
Scott Peterson 
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INTRODUCTION 
Monroe Consolidated School is a Pre-K through Grade 8 School of 73 students 
and 8.2 full time equivalent teaching staff. Population projections through 2009 show the 
school population continuing to drop to approximately 67 for school year 2008-2009. 
Since leaving Supervisory Un.ion 23, Monroe now has a full time 
Principal/Superintendent and a part time Finance Assistant to handle the administrative 
duties formerly performed by the Supervisory Union staff. The population of the school 
at the time the 1997 Plan on the Withdrawal from SAU 23 was written was 
approximately 100 students. 
At the request of a subcommittee of the School Board made up of interested 
community members and a member of the school board, this report will investigate some 
financial implications of this declining student body, increasing per pupil costs, and 
current administrative structure. 
Specifically, the subcommittee wished to have information regarding: l. cost 
comparison with NH schools of similar size and characteristics; 2. the historical trends of 
cost comparisons; 3. the cost of joining an SAU; 4. the cost of paying tuition for Monroe 
students to attend other schools; 5. the impact of NH mandated school approval 
standards. 
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COST COMPARISONS 
One of the difficulties in comparing the costs of Monroe Consolidated School to 
other similar schools in the State of New Hampshire is that there is no other Pre-K to 
Grade 8 school of a sirnjlar size in New Hampshire. 
Table 1 lists schools of between 50 and 100 students and their costs per pupil for 
school year 2004-2005 as that is the most current year for which the state has published 
data. The closest schools to Monroe's in terms of population and size are Piermont and 
Wentworth that offer grades K-8 and 1-8 respectively. There are several schools even 
smaller than Monroe with even higher per pupil costs. Waterville Valley tops the list at a 
cost of $21,870 per pupil. Small schools are expensive to operate. The "TP" next to 
some schools on the chart indicates a teaching principle. 
As Bath and Piermont are two area schools similar to Monroe in size, Tables 2 
and 3 show historical per pupil cost that compares Monroe's costs to those two towns 
plus the state average for all schools for 1984-85 and 1994-95. As Table 2 shows, 
Monroe's cost per pupil bas increased 4 times since 1984-85, as has Piermont's. 
The state's cost per pupil has increased slightly more than 4 times at the 
elementary level and somewhat less at the middle school level. Although there has been 
no study to explain the relative efficiencies gained at the middle school level, discussions 
with the state officials reveal that there has been a consolidation of middle schools 
through the years into high schools and larger area middle schools. Bath's cost per pupil 
has actually increased 5.8 times over the last twenty years as Bath struggles with many of 
the same issues of declining student population as Monroe. 
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Table 1 
K-6 Schools of 50-100 students No. of Pupils Cost Per Pupil 
TP Franklin-Jennie Blake School 85 $5,982 
FrankJin bas another school of 232 
TP Keene-Wells Memorial 62 $12,309 
Keene-Nelson School 56 
TP Marlow- John Perkins 50 $10,437 
Bath 61 $11,466 
\Vbite Mtns- Jefferson School 96 $9,452 
Washington 78 $9,477 
Lafayette 97 $16,297 
Warren 78 $11,152 
Merrimack Valley- Salisbury School 90 $8,769 
TP Newcastle- Maude Trefethen 60 $11,844 
Stewartstown 94 $9,400 
Jackson 54 $10,450 
K-8 Schools of 5 0-100 students 
TP Piermont 77 $9,400 
Grade 1-8 Schools of 5 0-100 students 
Wentworth 70 $10,620 
Pre-K-Grade 8 Schools of 50-100 students 
Monroe 73 $14,955 
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Table 2 
Historical Cost per Pupil 
Date Statewide Statewide Bath Piermont Monroe 
Elementary Middle 
84/85 $2,174 $2,365 $1,971 $2,311 $3,692 
94/95 4,870 5,031 5,810 5,297 7,433 
04/05 9,406 8,558 11,466 9,400 14,955 
Increase 4.3X 3.6X 5.8X 4X 4X 
Table 3 
Historical Percentage for Monroe 
84/85 94/95 04/05 
Monroe/ State El 170% 152% 159% 
Monroe/State Mid 156% 148% 174% 
Monroe/Piermont 160% 140% 159% 
Monroe/Bath 187% 130% 130% 
Table 3 simply expresses the same data as a percentage of Monroe's cost relative 
to the other towns and the state. For 1984-85, Monroe' s cost per pupil was 170% of the 
state average for elementary schools. In 2004-05, Monroe's cost was 159% of the state 
average. Monroe's cost premium to Piermont's cost has remained relatively constant 
over the years. Monroe's cost per pupil has actuaLiy not increased as dramatically as 
Batb's over this period. 
Monroe's cost per pupil for the 2006-2007 budget was $16,269 per pupil. This 
figure represents the total budget minus tuition payments and transportation costs divided 
by the number of students which is the basic formula used by the State Department of 
Education. In addition to the general increases in costs over that period, Monroe 
significantly upgraded technology, added a half-time media specialist/librarian position, 
and experienced increased special education costs. 
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To further investigate the differential in costs between Monroe, Bath and 
Piermont, Table 4 illustrates the staffing in all three schools. There are only a few areas 
of real divergence in the schools. 
Bath continues to retain its commitment to one teacher per grade rather than 
combined grades, whjcb would explain much of the reason why Bath's relative cost to 
the other two schools has increased over the years. 
In comparison to Piermont, Monroe bas a half-time pre-kindergarten teacher, and 
two days of music rather than one. Monroe also has a part-time teacher to meet the needs 
of a hearing impaired student. The largest discrepancy with Piermont is the fact that 
Monroe employs a librarian/media specialist half time. Piermont School does not have 
its own library but contributes to the town library, which the students use. 
Table 4 
STAFFING 
Monroe Bath Piermont 
73 students 61 students 77 students 
Instructional: 
Pre-K .5 
K .5 1.0 .5 
Grade 1 .5 1.0 .5 
Grade 2 .5 1.0 .5 
Grade 3 .5 1.0 .5 
Grade 4 .5 1.0 .5 
Grade 5 .5 l.O .5 
Grade 6 .5 l.O .5 
Grade 7 .5 .5 
Grade 8 .5 .5 
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Spec. Ed. 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Hearing Imp. .6 
Art .3 .2 .2 
Phys. Ed. .2 .2 .2 
Music .4 .2 .2 
Library/Media .5 .2 .2 
Specialist 
Guidance .2 .2 .2 
Support 
Nurse .2 .2 .2 
Spec. Ed. Asst. 1.8 1.0 2.0 
General Aide 1.0 
Administration 
Principal 1.0 1.0 1.0 (teaches science) 
Finance Asst. 1.0 
Secretary 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Custodial 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Food Service 1.0 1.5 1.0 
To further analyze the discrepancy between Monroe, Bath and Piermont's per 
pupil costs, Table 5 shows some of the major budget items and indicates the discrepancy 
between Monroe's and Piermont's costs per pupil. 
Regular Education (Function 1 100) is by far the largest area in the budget as it 
includes regular instruction, teacher salaries, teacher benefits, and books and supplies. In 
this area, Monroe's costs per pupil fall right between Bath's and Piermont's. 
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In the subcategory of teacher salaries (Function 1100.110), Monroe 's cost per 
pupil is about the same as Bath's and $567 per pupil more than Piermont's. Bath's 
Regular Education costs remain relatively high because of Bath 's commitment to have 
one teacher per grade. The discrepancy between Monroe's and Piennont's costs can 
largely be explained by the few extra teachers noted earlier. 
While a detailed study of teacher contracts and faculty experience and education 
is beyond the scope of this study, it is also true that a large percentage of Monroe's staff 
is experienced with advanced degrees. In general, very little of the discrepancy in per 
pupil costs can be explained by what the public would call the "basic stuff' of education. 
Table 5 
COST PER PUPIL BY BUDGET AREA 
Area Bath Monroe Piermont Discrepancy 
Instruction 6,394 6,001 5,668 333 
1100 
Teacher 4,007 3,956 3,389 567 
Salaries 
Health 396 883 541 342 
Insurance 
Administration 2747 2807 2021 906 
2321 +2410 
Transportation 499 983 308 675 
Lunch 0 694 0 694 
Library/Media 54 627 45 582 
Tech 2222 
The figure for administration costs for Monroe is the Executive Administration 
(Function 2321) minus the costs of a technical consultant which other districts include 
under another budget line. For Piermont and Bath, administration costs include costs for 
Executive Administration plus SAU Management Services (Function 2410). Monroe's 
per pupil cost for administration is only slightly higher than Bath' s but significantly 
higher than Piennont' s. Some of the discrepancy may be explained by the fact that 
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Piermont has a teaching principal but Piermont also pays significantly less than Bath to 
the SAU on a per pupil basis as a result of the formula the State of NH uses to calculate 
that figme. 
Monroe has taken pride in both its lunch and transportation policies for many 
years but those policies come with a price. For 2006-07 and many years before, Monroe 
has provided a free lunch to all students and teachers. Both Bath and Piermont basically 
run a lunch program to break even. The cost of the lunch program is $694 per student. In 
the transportation area, Monroe bas long provided students with door to door service. 
There is a $675 per student discrepancy between Monroe and Piermont's cost. Piermont 
is part of a large contract with the other schools in SAU 23 and Blue Mountain with First 
Student, a national transportation provider. Monroe continues to use a local contractor to 
provide, at least anecdotally, superior service. 
The areas of Library (Function 2222) and Media Supervision (Function 2221) 
represent a significant difference in service and costs to the other schools. Monroe's per 
pupil cost of $627 covers the cost of a half time media specialist and other costs to 
maintain a library. Bath employs a paraprofessional one day a week in the library to 
process books and do some activities with the students, Piermont does not have its own 
library but contributes to the costs of books and maintenance of the town library's 
collection which is shown in the per pupil cost of $45. Piermont also provides time for a 
teacher to accompany children to the library while another teacher covers that teacher's 
class. That cost is not included in the cost per pupil. Both Bath and Piermont are now 
working on how best to comply with State of NH requirement to provide students with 
access to a library media specialist. 
Health insurance is another area of significant cost discrepancy between the 
schools. Monroe is enrolled in Health Trust with Blue Cross and Blue Shield of NH. 
Monroe recently changed its policy anniversary date to Jan. I to allow it to enroll with a 
group with better rates than it had been receiving but are still paying higher rates than the 
schools in SAU 23. SAU 23 has formed a group with all of the other municipal 
employees in Haverhill and purchased a group plan from CIGNA with comparable 
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coverage to the Blue Cross Blue Shield plan. The chart below shows the premiwn 
comparison between the plans. 
HMO Plan 
Type of Plan CIGNA monthly premium BC/BS monthly premium 
Single coverage $480 $557 
Two person $960 $1114 
Family $1296 $1504 
Point of Service Plan 
Type of Plan CIGNA monthly premium BC/BS monthly premium 
Single coverage $560 $594 
Two person $1075 $1188 
Family $1451 $1604 
Applying the CIGNA rates SAU 23 is paying to the current health benefit 
package the School Board is offering employees would result in a drop of annual 
premium expense from $170,912 to $154,760. The contractual agreement with the staff 
in Piermont also offers a different level of payment for health benefits than the Monroe 
contract. Piermont pays l 00% of the premium for the cost of a single HMO plan for 
professional staff and $2700 toward the premjurn of a two person or family plan. It pays 
the cost of a single HMO plan for support staff 
It is currently Monroe's policy to pay 85% of the cost of any plan for professional 
staff, 80% of the cost for support staff, and 100% for the administrator. Applying that 
alternative payment arrangement to the health coverage cwTently used by Monroe staff 
with Blue Cross Blue Shield rates would further drop the premium to $128,400. Applying 
both the CIGNA rates and the alternative payment arrangement would drop the annual 
cost of health care to $90,404. 
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SAU MEMBERSHIP COSTS 
The Plan of the Withdrawal from SAU 23 estimated that it would cost 
approximately $68,900 the first year that Monroe withdrew from the union and an annual 
exh·a cost of $58,400 for Monroe to provide those services previously provided by the 
SAU on its own. 
To offset those costs, Monroe would save the $65,000 it paid the SAU every year. 
Although the structure Monroe ended up creating for the school's administration differed 
from the one envisioned in the report, the essentially revenue neutral impact of leaving 
the SAU remains accurate . 
Using current numbers and the state formula, Monroe would pay approximately 
$80,000 per year to be in SAU 23 today. The cost to join Caledonia Central Supervisory 
Union in Vermont would be approximately $45,000. The difference in the costs lies in 
the way each state figures the cost. 
The equalized grand list represents 50% of the formula in figuring SAU costs in 
New Hampshire. Monroe's relatively high valuation creates a higher per pupil cost to be 
in the union than Piermont, for example, would pay. In Vermont, the cost is simply a per 
capita rate for students in the system. 
Other than potentially trivial savings in terms of office expenses, the savings from 
being part of a supervisory union can be split into probable savings and possible savings. 
Probable savings 
Converting the superintendent/principal to just a principal position-
The current building administrator draws an administrator salary of 
$63,600. The average small school principal salary in New 
Hampshire is approximately $60,000. 
Eliminating administrative assistant position-
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Possible savings 
Cut special educator position to half-time-
Supervisory unions employ a Director of Special Education to handle much of the 
administrative duties required of special education but this cut can only be made 
if the special education teacher' s case load no longer warrants a full time position. 
Go to a teaching principal -
The days of a classroom teaching principal, even in small schools, seems to be 
vanishing. Monroe might hope to find a principal to also do one of the support 
jobs such as guidance or reading specialist as part of their basic job description. 
Health insurance 
Being in a supervisory union may allow Monroe to purchase health insurance 
more cheaply than it can on its own but it would partly depend on the negotiated 
contract. 
Transportation 
Monroe can almost certainly experience savings in the area of transportation but it 
may have to accept an inferior level of service. It may be possible to join in the 
transportation contract with other school districts without actually joining an 
SAU. 
Itin erant teaching costs 
It is not at all clear that Monroe can save money on itinerant teaching costs but it 
may make it easier to hire teachers to do the one and two day a week jobs by 
being part of a full -time contract that a supervisory union can offer a candidate as 
opposed to only being able to offer a candidate a part-time job. 
Tbis brief discussion of the relative merits of joining a supervisory union is not 
meant to be exhaustive by any means. The analysis does show that joining a supervisory 
union just to be able to utilize its administrative services is not going to generate 
substantial savings. 
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Even if some of the possible savings were realized, it would not have enough of 
an impact on a $1.2 million budget to be the driving force on making the decision to join 
an SAU. 
A more substantial financial impact might be realized if Monroe chose to join a 
supervisory union with a willingness to cooperatively plan with the other districts in the 
union to potentially move students from one school location to another to achieve better 
efficiencies. Such a plan would require a willingness to cede some control to a 
supervisory union board and be prepared for the possibility of some Monroe students 
being educated outside of Monroe. 
Ultimately, the decision to join a supervisory union should be driven more by 
educational considerations than financial ones- which plan best maximizes the 
educational opportunities for Monroe students? 
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TUITION 
One option for Monroe students would be to close all or some of the school and 
tuition those students to other area schools. The chart below indicates the tuition rates in 
















Haverhill adjusts its standard tuition rate according to what percentage of its 
students a sending town sends to Haverhill down to $7,294 for a town that contracts \.\'1th 
Haverhill to accept 100% of its students. 
In addition to these tuition costs, Monroe would still have transportation costs and 
some special education costs . Even with these costs, at a per pupil cost of over $16,000 
per student, Monroe could realize significant savings. 
Over and above the impact closing of the school would have on the town, there 
are some practical considerations to weigh when choosing to tuition students out of town. 
First, there is the issue of providing transportation for students to a variety of 
schools. Even if the transportation issue could be solved, there is no town in New 
Hampshire that provides for school choice at the elementary level. Officials at the State 
Department of Education even discourage school choice at any level because of problems 
some towns have bad. 
Each town, by statute, bas to provide all of their students with an education. 
When towns have relied on school choice, there have been instances where towns 
couldn't find places for all of their students either because area schools were full and not 
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accepting tuition students, or the students had special education needs, which no school 
wished to take on, or the students just had a bad reputation and no school wanted them . 
Monroe will probably continue to be sheltered from these problems at the 
secondary level due to its long relationship with St. Johnsbury Academy, but there is no 
guarantee that any or all of these issues couldn't arise at the elementary level. 
An alternative to school choice would be to contract with another school district 
to accept all of Monroe's students. With school districts' willingness to negotiate a price 
for 100% participation, this alternative could be the least expensive of all. 
The potential problem with this strategy is that neither Barnet nor Woodsville 
Elementary, the most logical destination for Monroe's students, currently has a lot of 
excess capacity to accept more students. The potential to find space for the students in 
Grades 7 and 8 would be greater. 
Finally, Monroe could certainly lower its per pupil cost significantly if it could 
attract tuition-paying students. The potential to attract students in Grades 7 and 8 is 
probably limited because the size of the program, even with a few more students, will 
limit what Monroe could offer in terms of curriculum offerings, sports teams, and arts 
opportunities compared to the larger schools with which it wou.Jd compete. 
One solution for Monroe, of course, would be to attract elementary students from 
another town similarly faced with declining enrollment. Any sending town, however, 
would also have to struggle with the prospect of sending students out of town for their 
schooling. 
It is quite possible for Monroe to sign contracts with other towns both to accept 
tuition students and send tuition students without necessarily changing its administrative 
structure if all towns involved were content to have no representation on the board of the 
school receiving their students. Alternatively, Monroe could enter into a compact to 
create a unified school district. 
There are two examples of cross border school districts between Vermont and 
New Hampshire that have signed unified school district compacts. The compact creates a 
unified school board with membership from all of the member towns. It is more 
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complicated than simple tuition agreements but provides more potential for cooperative 
planning, coordination, and representation if that is what the towns desire. 
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STA TE MINlMUM ST AND ARDS 
The NH Department of Education publishes fifty-eight pages of Standards for 
School Approval. Generally speaking, the standards for required school policies, general 
curriculum guidelines, measuring student achievement, and staff development are no 
more difficult for a small school to achieve than a large one. 
Some requirements such as physical plant and class size may actually be easier 
for a small school to meet. It is more of a challenge for a small school to meet some very 
specific requirements related to staff and programs. 
For example, the standards require all elementary schools to provide the services 
of a certified library media specialist, reading specialist, guidance counselor, art, music, 
health, and physical education teachers. 
In addition to the traditional programs in an elementary school, the standards also 
require a health education and information and communication technologies program. In 
schools with Grade 7 and 8, the standards also call for a family and consumer education 
program and a technology program. 
Small school administrators across the state are struggling to meet these 
standards. They tend to interpret the "provide the services of' to mean a minimum of one 
day's access a week to that service or specialist. 
Generally, it is the job of the SAU to hire these personnel and coordinate their 
service to the schools in the district and bill each school for their proportional share of the 
cost. If not within an SAU, small schools are left to contract part-time people 
independently or ''rent" time from an SAU who has not filled an employee's schedule. 
They also hope to find people with multiple certifications such as physical education and 
health education or special education and reading specialist who are able to fill multiple 
roles. 
The number of small K-8 schools in New Hampshire is so small, that there really 
is no reservoir of good ideas on bow to meet those program requirements such as 
information and communication technologies and technology. Corning up with creative 
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and cost effective ways to meet these requirements will be an ongoing challenge for small 
school administrators that cannot be over-emphasized. 
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CONCLUSION 
• Monroe's cost per pupil, though not the highest in the state, is high, has always 
been high, and will continue to be high by virtue of its small size and the services 
it provides. 
• For the period of 1984-94 to 2004-2005, the per pupil cost for Monroe increased 
to approximately the same degree education costs increased statewide and in local 
school districts of similar size. 
• Most of the differential in cost for Monroe compared to similar local districts is 
not a result of higher costs for regular education, but rather for other non-
instructional items. 
• There is likely to be no substantial cost savings to joining a supervisory union. 
There may be opportunities for planning, sharing services, and expanding 
educational opportunities that could be explored further. 
• Local tuition rates are considerably lower than current per pupil costs but there 
are obstacles to either providing school choice or contracting with local schools at 
the elementary level. 
• The opportunity for attracting elementary tuition students may be greater than 
junior high level students and might merit further exploration. 
• Some of New Hampshire's minimum school. approval standards present a real 
challenge to small schools. Supervisory Unions provide a service in helping those 
schools meet those standards. 
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